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Samenvatting
Videostreaming applicaties domineren momenteel het internetverkeer. Volgens
rapporten van Cisco is het aandeel van videoapplicaties over het internet gestegen
van 2900 Petabytes per maand in 2009 naar 58000 Petabytes per maand in 2017,
een groei van maar liefst twintig keer in tien jaar. Deze groei is grotendeels te
danken aan de brede toegankelijkheid van videodiensten en sterk gee¨volueerde
technologiee¨n voor het afleveren van video. Websites als Facebook, Netflix en
Youtube stellen een ongezien aanbod ter beschikking aan de eindgebruikers, van
professionele TV-series tot niet-professionele clips. Een andere belangrijke factor
is de videokwaliteit, die zowel verbeterd is door nieuwe encoderingstechnieken als
door meer geavanceerde toestellen van de eindgebruikers. Al deze factoren dragen
bij tot de groeiende populariteit van videodiensten.
Ook de technologiee¨n die worden gebruikt om videodiensten af te leveren zijn
doorheen de tijd sterk gee¨volueerd. Oorspronkelijk was het internet niet ontwor-
pen voor applicaties die intensief gebruik maken van de beschikbare bandbreedte,
zoals videoapplicaties. Hierdoor is het optimaliseren van de gebruikerservaring,
aangeduid als Quality of Experience (QoE), niet vanzelfsprekend. In Video-on-
Demand (VoD) en livestreaming, zijn traditionele technologiee¨n, gebaseerd op de
RTP/RTCP protocollen, vervangen door technieken gebaseerd op het HTTP pro-
tocol. Oplossingen met HTTP zorgen voor een grotere netwerkvertraging in ver-
gelijking met RTP maar hebben een grotere schaalbaarheid, kunnen beter overweg
met NAT en firewalls en kunnen gebruik maken van de reeds bestaande HTTP-
gebaseerde infrastructuur. Bovendien maakt HTTP het mogelijk om de video-
kwaliteit aan te passen aan veranderende netwerkcondities. De voordelen op vlak
van netwerkvertraging zorgen er echter voor dat RTP/RTCP technieken, zoals Web
Real-Time Communication (WebRTC), nog steeds worden gebruikt in interactieve
streamingtoepassingen.
In HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) wordt de video gee¨ncodeerd volgens ver-
schillende bitrates, genaamd kwaliteitsniveaus, en vervolgens opgesplitst in tem-
porele segmenten. De videoclient gebruikt een kwaliteitsadaptatieheuristiek om de
videokwaliteit dynamisch aan te passen aan de huidige beschikbare bandbreedte.
De videospeler is uitgerust met een buffer waarin de gedownloade videosegmen-
ten worden opgeslagen alvorens te worden afgespeeld. Mede door de adaptiviteit
van HAS en door deze buffercapaciteit kunnen onderbrekingen in het afspelen van
de video grotendeels worden voorkomen. Gezien de hoge populariteit van deze
oplossingen, werden HAS-protocollen gestandaardiseerd door MPEG Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) in 2012.
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Veel onderzoek heeft sindsdien gestreefd naar het optimaliseren van de QoE
van de eindgebruikers voor HAS-toepassingen. Een groot deel van de studies
focust op het ontwerpen van nieuwe clientgebaseerde heuristieken om de kwa-
liteitsadaptatie van de videospelers te verbeteren. Clientgebaseerde heuristieken
kunnen echter niet steeds een goede ervaring garanderen voor de eindgebruikers.
Daarom presenteert het werk in deze thesis een meer geavanceerde architectuur
waarbij extra intelligente componenten in het netwerk worden geplaatst om de af-
levering van de video’s te ondersteunen. Bovendien focussen deze componenten
op het optimaliseren van specifieke QoE-parameters in plaats van Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS)-parameters, die zich enkel richten op de netwerkprestaties en niet op
de kijkervaring van de eindgebruikers.
Het eerste probleem dat deze thesis aanpakt, is de negatieve impact van con-
currerende HAS-applicaties. Als dit probleem voorkomt, heeft de kwaliteitsadap-
tatie van een gebruiker een negatieve invloed op het adaptatiegedrag van de andere
gebruikers. Dit gebeurt meestal wanneer deze een gemeenschappelijke netwerk-
verbinding delen. Dit betekent dat gebruikers met gelijkaardige netwerkcondities
een totaal verschillende QoE kunnen ervaren. Hoewel een eerlijke aflevering geen
echte QoE-parameter is, is het toch een belangrijke eigenschap van de videodienst.
Daarom moet deze worden geoptimaliseerd omdat ze een invloed heeft op de finale
QoE van elke gebruiker. Bijgevolg wordt in deze thesis een systeem van netwerk-
componenten ontwikkeld die de HAS-clients ondersteunt om hun QoE te optima-
liseren en een eerlijk gedrag te hebben. Het systeem berekent een eerlijk aandeel
van de bandbreedte voor elk van de concurrerende gebruikers. De clients gebrui-
ken deze informatie in hun kwaliteitsadaptatieheuristiek. Hierdoor maximaliseren
ze hun eigen QoE en houden ze rekening met de andere clients. Simulatieresul-
taten tonen dat de voorgestelde benadering eerlijkheid kan verbeteren tot 80% in
vergelijking met de state-of-the-art heuristieken.
Een tweede manier om de QoE te optimaliseren is door het vermijden van
onderbrekingen in het afspelen van de video. Deze hebben namelijk een grote
negatieve invloed op de gebruikerservaring. Ook al werd HAS ontworpen om on-
derbrekingen te verminderen, toch komt dit veel voor bij clientgebaseerde oplos-
singen. Bij onbeheerde HAS-systemen hebben clients geen exacte weergave van
de netwerkcondities wat resulteert in verkeerde kwaliteitsveranderingen en dus
onderbrekingen. Dit probleem heeft een nog negatievere impact op livestreaming,
waarbij de buffer verkleind wordt om de vertraging ten opzichte van het livesig-
naal te minimaliseren. Daarom stelt deze thesis een oplossing voor waarbij een
netwerkcontroller, die gebaseerd is op het Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
principe, gebruikt wordt. Door het toepassen van prioritisatie in het netwerk door
deze controller, kan het downloaden van specifieke segmenten worden gegaran-
deerd. Deze beslissing wordt genomen door rekening te houden met metingen in
het netwerk enerzijds en met een geschatte waarde van de buffergrootte van de
client op dat moment anderzijds. Dit systeem vereist geen communicatie tussen
de clients en de controller en kan elke clientimplementatie ondersteunen. In de
gee¨valueerde netwerkscenario’s kan het ontworpen SDN-systeem onderbrekingen
verminderen tot 10 keer in vergelijking met de gebenchmarkte algoritmen.
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Ondanks de verbeteringen die de bestaande netwerksystemen leveren op het
vlak van QoE van HAS-gebruikers, zijn deze systemen deterministisch en niet
adaptief. Bovendien vereisen ze een nauwkeurige configuratie om een goede pres-
tatie te bereiken. Zelflerende netwerkcomponenten, die de beste actie leren af-
hankelijk van de toestand van de streamingdienst, kunnen dit probleem verhelpen.
De voordelen van deze aanpak worden aangetoond in bovenstaand prioritisatie-
systeem. Hier voert een machine learning gebaseerd algoritme de prioritisatie uit.
Deze is gebaseerd op het Random Undersampling Boosting (RUSBoost) algoritme
en op vage logica, die autonoom leren wanneer bepaalde HAS-segmenten moeten
geprioritiseerd worden. Resultaten op een emulatie testbed tonen dat de machine
learning gebaseerde oplossing zowel het aantal onderbrekingen als de onderbre-
kingstijd respectievelijk met 65% en 45% kan reduceren, in vergelijking met een
eenvoudige heuristiek zonder prioritisatie.
Een laatste optimalisatie focust op interactieve videodiensten zoals videocon-
ferencing en afstandsleren. Zoals reeds vermeld in het begin van deze samenvat-
ting, zijn HAS-technieken zeer effectief voor VoD en livestreaming maar staan
ze niet garant voor een lage netwerkvertraging. Voor interactieve videodiensten
worden daarom RTP-gebaseerde protocollen gebruikt. In het bijzonder is de We-
bRTC technologie hiervoor een ideale kandidaat, omdat deze niet gebruikt maakt
van externe plugins en compatibel is met elk toestel dat een browser ondersteunt.
WebRTC werkt echter peer-to-peer en is daarom niet schaalbaar wanneer er vele
gebruikers willen deelnemen aan de sessie. De reden daarvoor is dat elke peer een
aparte stream moet encoderen voor elke andere peer in de sessie. Om dit probleem
van schaalbaarheid op te lossen wordt er in deze thesis een systeem ontworpen
waar elke peer enkel een beperkt aantal streams moet encoderen, veel kleiner dan
het aantal deelnemers. Deze streams worden verzonden naar een centrale com-
ponent, genaamd de conferentiecontroller, die de streams doorstuurt naar de ont-
vangende peers, afhankelijk van hun beschikbare bandbreedte. Elke gee¨ncodeerde
stream wordt op deze manier verzonden naar meerdere ontvangers tegelijk, wat
de schaalbaarheid vergroot. Bovendien herberekent de controller periodiek de en-
coderingsbitrates van de zendende peers om de bandbreedtevariaties van de ont-
vangers beter te volgen. Zo wordt de algemene videokwaliteit van de ontvangers
verbeterd. Op een emulatie scenario met e´e´n zendende peer en 28 ontvangende
peers verbetert de voorgestelde benadering de ontvangende videorate tot met 15%,
in vergelijking met een oplossing waarbij de encoderingsbitrates statisch zijn en
niet veranderen.
De oplossingen die worden voorgesteld in deze thesis behandelen enkele be-
langrijke uitdagingen voor adaptieve videodiensten door het gebruik van intelli-
gente netwerkcomponenten die videoclients ondersteunen in het maximaliseren
van hun QoE. Toekomstig onderzoek kan hier verder op bouwen door te focus-
sen op nieuwe opportuniteiten en uitdagingen. Er zullen onder andere nieuwe
streamingapplicaties opduiken die een kleine netwerkvertraging en meer band-
breedte vereisen, zoals immersive videostreaming. Ook nieuwe applicaties die
gekenmerkt worden door zeer lage vertraging en hoge mobiliteit zullen aan popu-
lariteit winnen. Hierbij wordt niet enkel gedacht aan real-time applicaties, maar
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ook machine-to-machine communicatie zoals beveiligingssystemen met drones.
Nieuwe netwerkmodellen zoals 5G en softwaregebaseerde netwerken, die ook
de bovenstaande communicatievormen ondersteunen, zullen noodzakelijk zijn om
een goede gebruikerservaring te garanderen. Ondanks deze nieuwe opportunitei-
ten zullen er nog uitdagingen komen voor netwerkgebaseerde oplossingen. Ten
eerste zal internetverkeer nog meer gee¨ncrypteerd worden in de toekomst. Deze
factor maakt het moeilijker voor netwerkgebaseerde toepassingen omdat QoE-
parameters hierdoor niet toegankelijk zijn. Deze parameters zullen dus berekend
moeten worden. Ten tweede zullen nieuwe transportprotocollen, zoals Quick UDP
Internet Connection (QUIC), nieuwe functionaliteiten aanbieden die het afleveren
van adaptieve videodiensten kunnen verbeteren.
Summary
Video streaming applications currently dominate Internet traffic. According to
Cisco reports, the amount of traffic generated by video applications has increased
from 2900 Petabytes per month in 2009 to 58000 Petabytes per month in 2017, an
impressive growth of almost twenty times in less than ten years. This growth can
be rooted back to two different causes, namely widespread content accessibility
and improved delivery techniques. Websites as YouTube, Netflix and Facebook
guarantee an unseen availability of video content to Internet users, ranging from
professional TV series to user-generated content. Video quality has also improved
consistently in recent years, both in terms of encoding techniques and user device
capabilities. These aspects have made video content more appealing than ever to
the end users.
This streaming revolution has also occurred thanks to relevant improvements
in the video delivery techniques. Indeed, the best-effort Internet was not originally
designed to support such bandwidth-intensive traffic. This aspect poses a seri-
ous challenge on how to provide a good experience to the video streaming users,
the so-called Quality of Experience (QoE). In Video-on-Demand (VoD) and live
streaming events, traditional streaming techniques based on RTP/RTCP have been
replaced by solutions based on the HTTP protocol instead. At the cost of an in-
creased end-to-end latency compared to RTP, HTTP-based streaming presents an
increased scalability, better NAT and firewall traversal and the possibility to reuse
the existing HTTP infrastructure, in terms of caches and web servers. Moreover,
this technique allows to easily accommodate the streamed video quality to the
varying bandwidth conditions of the video clients. Nevertheless, RTP-based tech-
niques did not disappear, but they are actually widely used in interactive streaming
scenarios, as in the Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC) initiative. Indeed,
HTTP-based techniques do not guarantee the low-latency and interactivity require-
ments of these applications.
In HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS), the video content is encoded at different
bitrates, also called quality levels, and temporally segmented. The video client is
equipped with a rate adaptation algorithm that dynamically decides the best quality
level to download based on the locally perceived network conditions. The client
is also equipped with a video buffer where the downloaded video segments are
stored before being played out. This buffer is used to absorb temporary bandwidth
fluctuations and, together with the aforementioned quality adaptation, provide a
continuous playout.
Given the popularity of these solutions, the MPEG consortium has proposed
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a standard for HAS in 2012, called Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
(MPEG-DASH). Since the standard was defined, a large body of research has in-
vestigated how to improve the users’ QoE for HAS. Many studies focus on the
development of new client-based heuristics, in order to improve the quality adap-
tation of the clients. Unfortunately, purely client-based heuristics can fail in deliv-
ering the best experience to the end users. For this reason, the work presented in
this dissertation goes one step beyond traditional client-based algorithms, by devel-
oping additional nodes located inside the network to help the delivery of the video.
Moreover, the proposed network components aim at optimizing specific QoE pa-
rameters that directly impact the users’ viewing experience, rather than Quality of
Service (QoS) parameters, which represent low-level network performance.
One of the first problems addressed in this dissertation is unfairness among
competing HAS clients. When fairness problems emerge, the quality adaptations
of clients streaming at the same time over the same bottleneck links negatively
influence each other. This behavior entails that similar clients with similar network
conditions can obtain a very different streaming experience. Even though fairness
is a system-wide characteristic rather than a user perceived QoE factor, it is often a
desired property of the system, because it can finally improve user experience and
should therefore be maximized. Therefore, in this thesis, an in-network system
of network components is deployed to support the HAS clients and allow them
to obtain both a high QoE and a fair behavior. The in-network system estimates
the fair bandwidth share of the competing clients. This information is used by the
clients to request the video quality maximizing their own QoE, while being fair to
the other users. Numerical results show that the proposed approach can improve
fairness up to 80% when compared to state-of-the-art heuristics.
Another way of improving the QoE of HAS users is to avoid the occurrence
of video playout interruptions, also called video freezes, which have the strongest
impact on user experience. Even though the HAS principle was designed to avoid
freezes, purely client-based solutions can still be affected by this problem. In
unmanaged HAS solutions, the clients are not aware of the real bandwidth con-
ditions of the network, and can therefore perform sub-optimal quality adaptation
decisions. This issue is aggravated in live streaming scenarios, where the client
buffer has to be reduced as much as possible to reduce the camera-to-display delay
and guarantee a near-to-live experience to HAS users. To reduce this problem, this
thesis proposes a network framework, based on the Software-Defined Network-
ing (SDN) principle, that can temporarily prioritize the delivery of HAS segments
possibly leading to a video freeze. This decision is based on both measurements
collected from the network nodes and an estimation of the client status, in terms
of video player buffer and requested quality level. The proposed framework does
not require any communication between clients and network, and can optimize the
delivery of any client implementation. In the evaluated emulated network scenar-
ios, the proposed SDN system results in a reduction of video freeze time up to 10
times, when compared to the benchmarking algorithms.
Even though the proposed in-network systems can effectively improve the de-
livery of HAS streams, they are affected by one drawback, namely lack of adapt-
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ability. More specifically, they are hardwired and require a certain degree of human
fine-tuning to be able to obtain the best performance. Self-learning network nodes
can overcome this problem, by learning the best action to take depending on the
streaming scenario. The benefits of this approach are showcased in the prioritiza-
tion framework presented above. Particularly, a machine learning-based prioritiza-
tion algorithm is designed to perform the prioritization task. Prioritization is based
on the Random Undersampling Boosting (RUSBoost) algorithm and fuzzy logic,
which can autonomously learn when an HAS segment should be prioritized. Re-
sults obtained through emulation shows that the machine learning-based approach
can consistently reduce video freezes with about 65% and freeze time with 45%,
when compared to a baseline heuristic without prioritization.
A final optimization approach is presented for remote video collaboration ap-
plications. As mentioned at the beginning of this summary, HAS techniques are
very effective for VoD and live streaming scenarios, but they do not guarantee
the low latency required for remote collaborations. In this case, protocols based
on RTP are used instead. More particularly, the WebRTC technology suite is an
ideal candidate, as it is browser-based and does not require external plugins, which
makes it compatible with any device. Nevertheless, WebRTC is peer-to-peer by de-
sign and therefore presents scalability problems when the number of participants
to the remote session is large. Ideally, each peer would need to encode a separate
stream for any other peer in the session. To improve the scalability of this peer-to-
peer architecture, a framework is proposed where each peer only needs to encode
a limited number of streams, much smaller than the number of participants. These
streams are sent to a centralized node, called conference controller, which dynam-
ically forwards them to the receiving peers, based on their bandwidth conditions.
This way, each encoder at the sender transmits to a multitude of receivers at the
same time, improving scalability. Moreover, the controller periodically recom-
putes the set of encoding bitrates at the sending peers, in order to follow the long-
term bandwidth variations of the receivers and increase the received video quality.
In an emulated scenario with a single sending peer transmitting to 28 receivers,
the proposed approach increases the received video rate up to 15%, compared to a
solution where the encoding bitrates are static and do not change over time.
The proposed approaches address important challenges in the delivery of adap-
tive video streaming services, by using intelligent network elements that can sup-
port the video clients and help them reaching an excellent QoE. Several future
opportunities and challenges can also be identified both in the domain of network-
assisted solutions and adaptive streaming in general, which can profit from the
work presented in this dissertation. New streaming applications will appear in
the near future, as immersive video streaming, which are extremely bandwidth
intensive and require careful delivery in terms of quality and latency. Also, ultra-
low latency and high-mobility applications will become more and more impor-
tant. These scenarios concern not only real-time applications, but also machine-to-
machine communication, as in car-to-car entertainment systems or drones surveil-
lance. New network paradigms as 5G and softwarized networks, which can sup-
port both traditional forms of communication and more unstructured ones, will be
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essential to provide the best service to the final users. Despite these new oppor-
tunities, there are also challenges ahead for network-assisted solutions. First, it
is expected that an increasingly larger portion of Internet traffic will be encrypted
in the next few years. This aspect complicates how network-assisted solutions
work, since video streaming performance parameters will not be easily accessible
anymore and would need to be estimated instead. Second, new transport layer
protocols, as the Quick UDP Internet Connection (QUIC) protocol, provide new
functionalities that can be successfully employed to optimize the delivery of adap-
tive video streaming services.
1
Introduction
“As soon as you have an idea that changes some small part of the world you are
writing science fiction. It is always the art of the possible, never the impossible.”
–Ray Bradbury (1920 – 2012)
1.1 The Streaming Revolution
April 23, 2005. Jawed Karim, one of the YouTube co-founders, uploads the first
video ever on the newly born YouTube website. The video Me at the zoo had a
duration of about 19 seconds and showed Jawed in front of some elephants at the
zoo of San Diego, California. Little did he know, that single video would change
the video streaming industry forever, revolutionizing the way we enjoy our free
time, learn and interact among each other. Nowadays, more than one billion hours
of video are watched on YouTube every day. Every minute, more than 400 hours
of video are uploaded and shared.
January 15, 2007. Netflix, a company specialized in the DVD rental by mail
business, launches its on-demand video streaming website to set the final offen-
sive towards Blockbusters, the leading company in the video rental industry at the
time. Netflix has now more than 100 million subscribers around the world. On
the US Internet during peak hours, Netflix accounts for almost 40% of the total
downstream traffic [1].
These two events have not only radically changed video streaming technolo-
gies, but have also posed a consistent strain on the Internet infrastructure itself. In-
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Figure 1.1: According to the Cisco Visual Networking Index [2], 82% of the Internet traffic
is going to be video in 2021. Moreover, video traffic is going to increase by almost four
times in the period 2016–2021.
deed, the Internet was not designed to support such real-time bandwidth-consuming
applications, but was originally conceived to transport and share files and data,
which are usually characterized by less stringent requirements than video. This
trend is not going to stop, as video streaming traffic is going to account for almost
82% of the total Internet traffic by 2021 (Figure 1.1), according to the Cisco Visual
Networking Index [2]. The streaming revolution described at the beginning of this
chapter was mainly possible because of two factors: increased network speed and
improvement of video streaming protocols.
Network bandwidth has steadily grown since the beginning of the Internet.
When the first commercial modem was manufactured in 1962, the Bell 103 by
AT&T, it had a nominal downlink speed of 300 bps. In 2015, the average con-
nection speed in the USA was about 12.6 Mbps [3], and this value is steadily
increasing around the world. As an example, according to the empirical Nielsen’s
law on Internet bandwidth, a high-end user’s connection speed grows by 50% per
year1. The improvement in network performance, both in terms of speed and per-
vasiveness, has been the ideal breeding ground for the rapid growth of services as
YouTube and Netflix.
As far as streaming protocols are concerned, the scale of current streaming
platforms have caused a shift from protocols based on the Real-Time Transport
Protocol (RTP), to those based on HTTP. The RTP standard was designed for the
real-time transport of videos over the best-effort Internet using the User Data Pro-
tocol (UDP), which was preferred over the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
due to the low latency of UDP. RTP adds a series of optimizations on top of
UDP to support video streaming (as sequence numbers, time stamps, priority in-
dicators etc.), so that out-of-order datagrams can be re-ordered and errors can be
1https://www.nngroup.com/articles/law-of-bandwidth/
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detected. RTP streaming allows to reach a very low end-to-end latency, which
is extremely important in interactive applications (e.g., remote teaching, video
conferencing etc.). Nevertheless, RTP-based solutions have been gradually re-
placed by approaches based on HTTP, which can reuse the highly optimized and
scalable infrastructure of web servers and caches already available in the Inter-
net, while also being compatible with firewalls and NAT-traversal. Progressive
download over HTTP has been used at first to deliver videos over the best-effort
Internet. With progressive download, the playback can start while the video is
still being downloaded. This technology has paved the way to HTTP Adaptive
Streaming (HAS), the current dominant technology for video streaming over the
Internet. In HAS, the video content, either captured live or on-demand, is encoded
at multiple different bitrates (also called quality levels) and chunked into small
segments, each containing a few seconds of the video. A manifest file, stored at
the server, specifies the structure of the video in terms of available quality levels
and segments. At the beginning of the streaming session, the client downloads the
manifest file from the server and starts requesting the video segments in temporal
order. The video playback starts after one or more segments are stored in the client
buffer, which is required to absorb temporary bandwidth fluctuations. Beside the
advantages already introduced by progressive download over HTTP, HAS also al-
lows to dynamically switch the bitrate of the video during the streaming session, in
order to accommodate for bandwidth fluctuations. The switching logic, also called
rate adaptation algorithm, completely resides at the client, which makes this ap-
proach highly scalable. The goal of the adaptation algorithm is to match the video
bitrate to the network bandwidth, with the primary focus of providing a continu-
ous playout while maximizing the streamed quality. In light of the wide adoption
of the HAS principle in many proprietary solutions, the MPEG consortium has
created a standard for HAS in 2012, called MPEG Dynamic Adaptive Stream-
ing over HTTP (MPEG-DASH) [4]. Standardization mainly covers the structure
of the manifest of the video, while the client rate adaptation heuristic is outside
MPEG-DASH’s scope. Moreover, MPEG-DASH is completely codec-agnostic,
meaning it is compatible with any codec format.
HAS has proven to be very effective when it comes to Video-On-Demand
(VoD) and live video streaming, but it has not completely replaced RTP. HAS
introduces by design several seconds of latency between the server and the client,
which makes this technology unable to guarantee the low latency requirements of
interactive video applications. As a general rule of thumb, video conferencing or
remote teaching applications require an end-to-end latency smaller than 300 ms
to be considered acceptable [5]. Even in the best case, current HAS solutions are
not able to provide an end-to-end latency smaller than one/two seconds [6]. For
this reason, interactive streaming applications still widely use protocols based on
RTP, as the cross-browser compatible open-source Web Real-Time Communica-
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tion (WebRTC). Particularly, WebRTC comes with a peer-to-peer architecture in
mind and allows plugin-free real-time communication among browsers, and is be-
ing standardized by the world wide web consortium and the Internet engineering
task force. Ideally, each device equipped with a browser is capable of initiating a
WebRTC session, which makes it an ideal candidate for new interactive streaming
applications, as telehealth or remote teaching.
1.2 Challenges
As discussed in the previous section, multimedia content now represents a large
portion of the Internet traffic, and its relevance is expected to increase in the years
to come. This aspect poses a serious challenge on how to efficiently deliver mul-
timedia content over the Internet. An effective delivery depends on the quality as
perceived by the end user, the so-called Quality of Experience (QoE), rather than
on classical Quality of Service (QoS) network-level parameters. As the relation-
ship between QoS parameters and QoE is far from linear, a classical QoS-centric
delivery is not able to fully optimize the quality as it is perceived by the end users.
The international telecommunication union defines the QoE as ”the degree of de-
light or annoyance of the user of an application or service. It results from the ful-
fillment of his or her expectations with respect to the utility and/or enjoyment of the
application or service in the light of the user’s personality and current state” [7].
As stated above, the concept of QoE not only includes application-specific factors
that impact the viewing experience, but it also incorporates the context, personal-
ity and state of the user watching the video. These user-related factors can only be
taken into account by performing subjective studies, an important and very active
research field in the broader domain of QoE optimization [8]. Despite their im-
portance, subjective studies are unfortunately time- and resource-consuming. For
example, the QoE model employed in Chapter 3 has been obtained via a crowd-
sourcing study involving almost 500 volunteers [9]. The goal of this thesis is
therefore to analyze the problem of QoE-centric video delivery from an aggregate
service degradation point of view, rather than evaluating the individual perception
of each user in the system, and particularly to design those control actions that
can be taken to optimize the video delivery. For this reason, this thesis focuses on
optimizing those general QoE factors, as video quality and freezes for instance,
that are clearly quantifiable and have a direct impact on user experience in video
streaming.
Moreover, the work presented in this PhD thesis makes use of network-assisted
elements, with the aim of supporting the delivery of adaptive video streams and
providing a better QoE to the end users. This shift is needed as several QoE fac-
tors in video streaming cannot be optimized using a purely client-server architec-
ture, but would benefit from the assistance of intelligent network elements. As
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Figure 1.2: Rebuffering events (1.2a) and low quality (1.2b) are still common in nowadays
Internet video streaming [10].
an example, despite the bandwidth adaptation capabilities of HAS clients, current
HAS solutions can still suffer from video freezes and low video quality [10], as
shown in Figure 1.2. This problem is mainly due to the unmanaged nature of cur-
rent streaming technologies, as the clients are only aware of the local perceived
bandwidth conditions and cannot be assisted in improving the delivered QoE. De-
livering a sub-optimal experience is known to have a negative influence on user
engagement and, therefore, on the profitability of the video streaming service. As
an example, it has been reported that most of the users will abandon the streaming
session in less than 60 seconds if the video is affected by low quality or video
freezes [11]. The network elements presented in this thesis are therefore devel-
oped to assist and support the delivery of the video, and help the clients obtaining
good streaming performance. In light of the above, the following challenges are
identified and addressed in this thesis:
Challenge #1: provide a video streaming service that is fair to the end user
from the QoE point of view. In a typical HAS setting, multiple clients can ac-
cess the same content from the same server. Often, clients have to share a single
medium and issues concerning fairness among them appear, meaning that the pres-
ence of a client has a negative impact on the performance of others. This behavior
particularly emerges when multiple HAS clients have to share one or multiple bot-
tleneck links. As reported by Akhshabi et al. [12], fairness issues are not due to
TCP dynamics, but arise from the rate adaptation algorithms, as they decide on the
actual rate to download. When multiple clients stream a video at the same time, a
wrong bandwidth estimation can occur due to the temporal overlap of the activity-
inactivity periods of the clients. This wrong estimation subsequently affects the
bitrate selection and thus the clients’ QoE. The problem is aggravated by the un-
coordinated nature of current HAS algorithms, which entails they are not aware of
the presence of other clients nor can they adapt their behavior to deal with it.
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Challenge #2: avoid playout interruptions, also called freezes, during the
video playback. Even though HAS solutions have been developed with bandwidth
adaptation capabilities in mind, they can still fail in avoiding video freezes. Video
freezes are known to have the worst influence on user experience, and should
therefore be reduced as much as possible. As reported by Akshabi et al. and
Riiser et al. [13, 14], current rate adaptation heuristics perform quality selection
sub-optimally, especially when a sudden bandwidth drop occurs. This leads to
unnecessary quality switches and video playout interruptions, which negatively
affect the final QoE of the users. Similar conclusions are drawn in the 2015 Con-
viva report on HAS [10]. The report reveals that almost 25% of the analyzed HAS
sessions exhibit at least one video freeze. This problem is mainly due to the un-
managed nature of current HAS technologies. The clients are not aware of the real
network conditions nor are they assisted in improving the delivered QoE.
Challenge #3: increase the adaptability of the network elements to support
unseen video streaming scenarios, reducing human hand-tuning. Given the popu-
larity and possible benefits of network-based solutions, the MPEG consortium has
recently standardized an extension of the MPEG-DASH standard, called MPEG
Server and Network-Assisted DASH (MPEG-SAND). The MPEG-SAND stan-
dard defines the interfaces and messages that can be exchanged among network
elements, servers and video clients. As an example, MPEG-DASH clients can re-
port QoE metrics that can be used by the network for monitoring purposes and/or
to implement QoE-aware optimizations. The optimization taking place in the net-
work is therefore out of the standard and can be developed based on the particular
goal of the streaming provider. Even though network elements can help the video
delivery, they are usually designed and developed with certain network and stream-
ing characteristics in mind. This aspect entails that these systems might be unable
to adapt and provide satisfactory performance under highly different scenarios, in
terms of available bandwidth, HAS clients configurations, network topology and
streamed videos. It is therefore required to make the network elements adaptive
and self-learning, so that they can learn the best action to take based on the network
and streaming conditions.
Challenge #4: reduce costs and increase scalability and performance for inter-
active streaming applications. Even though HAS solutions can efficiently stream
videos over the best-effort Internet, they still suffer from a design problem, namely
end-to-end latency. Indeed, HAS solutions usually rely on a video player buffer
size of a few seconds at client-side, which introduces a non-negligible latency
between the event captured at the server and its playout on the client’s display.
Low-latency streaming applications, as immersive streaming, gaming and real-
time communication, will become dominant in future years. These applications
are usually characterized by a high degree of interactivity and the need for low
latency, which classical HAS solutions cannot always guarantee. On the other
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hand, remote conferencing solutions, as those provided by WebRTC, can be used
to implement such scenarios. The WebRTC framework has been developed with a
peer-to-peer architecture in mind, where a small group of clients can directly com-
municate with each other. Unfortunately, this approach can suffer from scalability
issues when multiple participants are present at the same time, since the WebRTC
senders would need to encode a separate stream for each of the WebRTC receivers.
This aspect entails that each receiver is associated with an independent and dedi-
cated encoder at sender-side, which is expensive and does not scale well. To make
WebRTC work in a wide range of interactive streaming scenarios, it is therefore
needed to solve this scalability issue, without negatively impacting the delivered
video quality.
1.3 Outline
This dissertation is composed of several publications that have been realized within
the scope of this PhD. The selected publications provide an integral and consistent
overview of the work performed. The different research contributions are detailed
in Section 1.4 and the complete list of publications that resulted from this work is
presented in Section 1.5. This section gives an overview of the remainder of this
dissertation and explains how the different chapters are linked together.
A high-level introduction on the status of HTTP adaptive video streaming ser-
vices is given in Chapter 2. Particularly, the presented analysis focuses on works
that go beyond purely client-based solutions, with the goal of fully optimizing
users’ QoE. This shift is needed as several important factors influencing the user
experience cannot be fully optimized by only relying on the client heuristic. Par-
ticularly, these works are characterized in three groups, based on where the opti-
mization takes place. First, server- and network-assisted solutions place additional
intelligence in the network to support the delivery of the video. Traffic rerouting,
bandwidth shaping techniques and caching represent the most typical examples
in this space. The works presented in this PhD thesis belong to this category.
Second, application level solutions can optimize the behavior of any adaptation
heuristic by exploiting, for instance, the new features of the HTTP/2 protocol or
prefetching techniques. Third, transport level approaches modify the congestion
control algorithms or retransmission policies of TCP, to better support video traf-
fic. All these different solutions are also analyzed in terms of QoE benefits (e.g.,
quality, freezes, fairness etc.) and deployment complexity.
After this introduction, we tackle one of the issues still affecting HAS in
Chapter 3, namely fairness among competing clients (Challenge #1). To solve
this problem, a new HAS heuristic called Fair In-Network Enhanced Adaptive
Streaming (FINEAS) is presented, which is able to select the best quality to re-
quest depending on the network conditions, in order to provide a smooth video
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streaming experience and improve fairness. Particularly, this heuristic is able to in-
crease the average requested quality level compared to current HAS heuristics and
avoid video freezes, while guaranteeing similar QoE to the all the clients streaming
video, i.e., fairness. The FINEAS heuristic is supported by an in-network-based
system to help clients coordinate their behavior, which does not require explicit
client-to-client communication or a centralized decision process. Consequently,
the quality level selection can still be performed locally and independently by each
client, without any modification to the general HAS principle. Numerical simu-
lations using NS-3 show that the multi-client HAS framework results in a better
video quality and in a remarkable improvement of fairness, up to 20% and 80%
respectively, when compared to state-of-the-art heuristics.
Chapter 4 analyses an in-network solution to reduce the occurrence of video
freezes, which represent the most important factor influencing user experience in
video streaming services (Challenge #2). Despite the bandwidth adaptation ca-
pabilities of HAS, video freezes are still common, especially when sudden band-
width drops occur. Therefore, Chapter 4 presents a Software-Defined Network-
ing (SDN)-based framework to help the clients in avoiding video freezes caused
by network congestion. The main element of this framework is a controller, which
has the fundamental role of prioritizing the delivery of particular HAS segments
in order to avoid video freezes. This decision is based on the HAS clients’ sta-
tus and on measurement data collected from the network nodes. Moreover, the
HAS clients’ conditions are estimated at the controller-side without any explicit
client-to-controller communication. Consequently, no extra signaling overhead is
introduced into the network. The proposed SDN framework is implemented on
the Mininet Network Emulator, to provide realistic results under diverse network
conditions. In the evaluated network scenarios, the proposed SDN framework re-
sults in a reduction of video freeze time up to 10 times, when compared to the
benchmarking algorithms.
Even though the in-network approach presented in Chapter 4 shows excellent
results, it is affected by two main drawbacks. First, the controller logic needs to
know the characteristics of the streamed video, in terms of segment duration and
bitrates of the different quality levels. Second, it requires an estimation of the
buffer filling level of the clients’ video player. This in turn entails that the con-
troller has to know the initial buffering time of the client (i.e., the amount of video
buffered before the playout can start). As no extra signaling is foreseen between
the clients and the controller, this information can only be obtained by intercepting
the manifest file requested by a client before starting the video. This aspect limits
the general applicability of the proposed framework in a real environment. For
this reason, Chapter 5 presents a complete re-design of the controller logic using a
machine learning approach (Challenge #3). A freeze prediction algorithm located
at the controller is able to detect beforehand when a client is going to freeze and
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drive the network prioritization. The freeze prediction algorithm is trained to cor-
relate information such as the network bandwidth and the timing of consecutive
segment requests issued by a client, to the occurrence of a freeze. Consequently,
the prediction does not require any a priori assumption on the video characteristics
or the buffer behavior of the clients. The machine learning engine embedded in
the SDN controller is based on the Random Undersampling Boosting (RUSBoost)
algorithm [15] and fuzzy logic. Results obtained through emulation shows that the
machine learning-based approach can consistently reduce video freezes with about
65% and freeze time with 45%, when compared to the benchmarking heuristics.
As explained in Section 1.2, HAS solutions are usually characterized by end-
to-end latencies that are not compatible with interactive streaming scenarios, as
for example in a remote teaching class. Real-time communication protocols, as
WebRTC, can provide the required latency and degree of interactivity, but are usu-
ally not scalable due to their peer-to-peer nature. To reduce this issue, Chapter
6 presents a WebRTC-compliant framework to support the delivery of real-time
communication streams, with a remote teaching scenario in mind (Challenge #4).
In this framework, the WebRTC sender only needs to encode a limited number
of streams, much smaller than the number of receivers, at different bitrates. This
approach allows to overcome the aforementioned limitation, where each receiver
would need to be associated to an independent, dedicated encoder. In the proposed
framework instead, multiple receivers are assigned to the same encoder at sender-
side. A centralized controller is aware of the bandwidth conditions of the WebRTC
receivers and dynamically forwards the stream at the best bitrate in order to follow
the bandwidth variations of the receivers. Besides this dynamic stream forward-
ing, the centralized node has another fundamental task. Instead of keeping the
encoding bitrates of the sender fixed at predefined static values, the controller can
dynamically and periodically recompute them based on the changing bandwidth
conditions of the receivers. This approach allows to better follow the bandwidth
characteristics of the receivers, even though only a limited number of encoders is
actually used. An emulation testbed is also presented to test the performance of the
proposed framework using state-of-the-art software. In an emulated scenario with
28 receivers and three encoders at sender-side, the proposed framework improves
the average received video bitrate up to 15%, compared to a static solution where
the encoding bitrates do not change over time. Moreover, the dynamic recompu-
tation is more cost-efficient than a static approach, as less encoders are needed to
obtain similar performance.
1.4 Research Contributions
In Section 1.2, the problems and challenges for the efficient delivery of adaptive
streaming services are formulated. They are tackled in the remainder of this PhD
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dissertation for which the outline is given in Section 1.3. To conclude, an elabo-
rated list of the research contributions within this dissertation is presented:
• An in-network framework for the fair delivery of adaptive video streams,
coupled with a client-based HAS heuristics. (Chapter 3, addressing Chal-
lenge #1)
– An HAS heuristic able to select the best video quality depending on
the network conditions, in order to provide a smooth video streaming
experience and improve fairness from a QoE point of view.
– An in-network-based system to help the clients coordinate their behav-
ior, which does not require explicit client-to-client communication or
a centralized decision process.
– Extension of an NS-3 simulator to implement the proposed client-
based heuristic and in-network system.
– An extensive set of simulation results that thoroughly show the bene-
fits of the proposed approach under diverse network conditions, client
configuration, number and type of clients and the robustness towards
network elements failure.
• An SDN-based framework to avoid the occurrence of video freezes at the
clients. (Chapter 4, addressing Challenge #2)
– An SDN controller that helps the HAS clients avoiding video freezes
caused by network congestion. We assume that congestion occurs in
the edge or aggregation network, where alternative routing is unavail-
able, and handle it using a prioritized queue.
– An algorithm, deployed at the controller, to estimate the clients’ condi-
tions without any explicit client-to-controller communication. Conse-
quently, no extra signaling or overhead is introduced into the network.
– A prioritization algorithm, executed by the controller each time a client
requests a video segment, that decides whether the requested video
segment should be prioritized or not, based on the network and clients’
conditions.
– An emulation testbed to test the proposed framework under realistic
network scenarios, which is based on the OpenFlow protocol and the
MPEG-DASH standard.
– Detailed experimental results to characterize the gains of the proposed
framework compared to state-of-the-art HAS solutions, in presence
of realistic Internet cross-traffic. A scalability analysis of the pro-
posed framework shows that it can control up to several thousand video
clients at the same time.
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• A freeze predictor module based on machine learning to enhance the per-
formance of the SDN controller presented above. (Chapter 5, addressing
Challenge #3)
– A freeze predictor based on the RUSBoost algorithm, designed to de-
tect conditions possibly leading to a freeze at the client. The freeze
predictor does not require any a priori knowledge on the characteris-
tics of the video nor on the client’s configuration.
– A congestion detection module based on fuzzy logic, used by the con-
troller to avoid congesting the prioritization queue and to allow a fair
share among the different clients.
– An extensive evaluation of the off-line performance of the freeze pre-
dictor, based on a dataset composed of almost 1.5 million individual
video segment requests.
– Emulation results to test the proposed machine-learning approach un-
der realistic network conditions, which show its robustness when dif-
ferent videos, HAS client heuristics and network topologies are used.
• A WebRTC-based framework for a low-latency, scalable, interactive video
streaming conferencing solution. (Chapter 6, addressing Challenge #4)
– A centralized controller that can reduce the scalability issue of clas-
sical interactive peer-to-peer architectures, which are composed of a
set of senders transmitting to a set of receivers. In this framework,
the senders only need to encode a limited number of streams, much
smaller than the number of receivers.
– An algorithm for the periodical recomputation of the encoding bitrates,
running at the centralized controller, to better follow the bandwidth
conditions of the receivers, formulated as an integer linear program-
ming problem.
– A Java-based simulator to test the performance of the proposed frame-
work under a variety of network and client conditions, and an emula-
tion testbed based on state-of-the-art WebRTC software.
– Extensive experiments, both in simulation and emulation, to show how
the proposed framework can increase the scalability of interactive video
streaming applications, the video quality delivered to the clients and
make more efficient usage of the encoding resources.
1.5 Publications
The research results obtained during this PhD research have been published in
scientific journals and presented at a series of international conferences. Moreover,
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the work on fair adaptive streaming resulted in two international patents. The
following list provides an overview of the publications and patents during my PhD
research.
1.5.1 A1: Journal Publications Indexed by the ISI Web of Sci-
ence ”Science Citation Index Expanded”
1. Stefano Petrangeli, Jeroen Famaey, Maxim Claeys, Steven Latre´ and Filip
De Turck. QoE-Driven Rate Adaptation Heuristic for Fair Adaptive Video
Streaming. Published in ACM Transactions on Multimedia Computing,
Communications and Applications (ACM TOMM), November 2015.
2. Stefano Petrangeli, Tim Wauters, Rafael Huysegems, Tom Bostoen and
Filip De Turck. Software-Defined Network-Based Prioritization to Avoid
Video Freezes in HTTP Adaptive Streaming. Published in International Jour-
nal of Network Management (IJNM), July 2016.
3. Jeroen van der Hooft, Stefano Petrangeli, Tim Wauters, Rafael Huysegems,
Patrice Alface, Tom Bostoen and Filip De Turck. HTTP/2-Based Adaptive
Streaming of HEVC Video over 4G/LTE Networks. Published in IEEE Com-
munications Letters (IEEE CL), August 2016.
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Filip De Turck. Network-Based Video Freeze Detection and Prediction
in HTTP Adaptive Streaming. Published in Computer Communications
(COMCOM), February 2017.
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Low-Latency Live Streaming with Super-Short Segments. Published in Jour-
nal of Network and Systems Management (JNSM), March 2017.
6. Stefano Petrangeli, Tingyao Wu, Tim Wauters, Rafael Huysegems, Tom
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of Network and Computer Applications (JNCA), September 2017.
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timedia Computing, Communications and Applications (ACM TOMM),
March 2018.
8. Stefano Petrangeli, Dries Pauwels, Matu´sˇ Z˘iak, Jeroen van der Hooft,
Ju¨rgen Slowack, Tim Wauters and Filip De Turck. A Scalable WebRTC
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The second chapter of this dissertation presents a general introduction of
the HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) principle and discusses the current status
of HAS solutions. Particularly, the chapter focuses on solutions that go beyond
purely client-based approaches that, despite effective, can still fail providing the
end users with a high Quality of Experience (QoE). An elaborated survey of the
current research efforts in HAS is presented, by clustering the different approaches
based on where the optimization takes place: (i) server- and network-assisted so-
lutions, (ii) application level optimizations and (iii) transport level modifications.
Moreover, a set of recommendations is given to identify which QoE factor (e.g.,
video quality, freezes etc.) can be better improved by each solution, and its de-
ployment complexity.
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Figure 2.1: Starting from QoE aspects in HAS, we then review the status of QoE-centric
management solutions and present guidelines and recommendations on the aforementioned
solutions.
2.1 Introduction
Internet traffic is currently dominated by video streaming applications. Video traf-
fic is expected to grow from 42 Exabytes per month in 2016 to 159 in 2021, an
impressive 279% growth rate [1]. One of the success factors for this diffusion is
the wide adoption of the HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) principle, which has
gradually replaced traditional delivery techniques using the RTP/RTSP protocol
suite and progressive download. In HAS, the video is encoded at different quality
levels and temporally segmented, so that each segment is an independent object
or file. The client is informed of the characteristics of the video via a Media Pre-
sentation Description (MPD), which describes the available bitrates and quality
levels, among others. A rate adaptation heuristic, deployed at the client, dynami-
cally decides the bitrate of each segment to download, based on the buffer status
and the perceived network conditions. The goal of the heuristic is to match the
video bitrate to the network bandwidth, with the primary focus of providing a con-
tinuous playout while maximizing the streamed quality. Being based on the HTTP
protocol, this approach allows for an easy deployment and firewall traversing.
In light of the wide adoption of the HAS principle in many proprietary so-
lutions, the MPEG consortium has created a standard for HAS in 2012, called
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (MPEG-DASH) [2]. Standardization
mainly covers the structure of the MPD of the video, while the client rate adapta-
tion heuristic is outside MPEG-DASH’s scope. Moreover, MPEG-DASH is com-
pletely codec-agnostic, meaning it is compatible with any codec format.
Since the standard was defined, a large body of research has investigated how
to improve users’ Quality of Experience (QoE) for HAS [3–5]. Many studies focus
on the development of new heuristics, in order to improve the quality adaptation
of the client [6–8]. In recent years though, several approaches have been pro-
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posed that go beyond traditional client-based algorithms, with the goal of fully
optimizing users’ QoE [9–11]. This shift was needed as several QoE aspects in
HAS cannot be completely optimized by the heuristic itself. For instance, despite
the capability to adapt to varying network conditions, current HAS solutions can
still suffer from video freezes. The 2015 Conviva report shows that almost 25%
of the analyzed HAS sessions are affected by at least one freeze [12]. The same
report also highlights that low video quality still impacts 54% of the sessions. This
problem is mainly due to the unmanaged nature of current HAS technologies, as
the clients are only aware of the local perceived bandwidth conditions and cannot
be assisted in improving the delivered QoE. Moreover, the occurrence of freezes
becomes more prominent during live streaming sessions, where the video player
buffer has to be reduced as much as possible in order to minimize the live latency.
In current HAS deployments, this latency is in the order of tens of seconds, be-
cause a large buffer at the client is usually required to minimize playout freezes
and the server only sends a new video segment once a request is issued by the
client. A purely client-based solution can also perform sub-optimally when mul-
tiple streaming clients compete for shared bandwidth [13]. Fairness issues are not
due to TCP dynamics, but mainly arise from the rate adaptation algorithms, as they
decide on the actual rate to download. When multiple clients retrieve video at the
same time, wrong bandwidth estimations can occur, due to the temporal overlap
of the activity-inactivity periods of different clients. This wrong estimation sub-
sequently affects the bitrate selection and thus the final QoE. Previous examples
identify scenarios where purely client-based solutions are not able to guarantee
the best QoE to the users. Consequently, this chapter surveys existing works that
optimize the delivery architecture of classic HAS systems, beyond client-based
heuristics. These approaches can be categorized into three groups, based on where
the optimization takes place: (1) server- and network-based approaches, (2) appli-
cation level optimizations and (3) transport- and network-layer modifications.
The contributions of this chapter are twofold. First, we provide an overview on
the status of existing works in the aforementioned three areas. The analysis pre-
sented in this chapter complements previous surveys on HAS, which mostly focus
on existing rate adaptation heuristics only [3–5]. Second, we provide guidelines
on the best strategy to adopt depending on the QoE factor to be optimized and the
deployment complexity. These guidelines can be helpful for future researchers in
the adaptive video streaming domain.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as depicted in Figure 2.1. Section
2.2 introduces the main elements of the HAS principle. Particularly, Section 2.2.1
describes the general architecture of adaptive streaming services, while Section
2.2.2 describes the main factors influencing QoE in HAS. Section 2.3 reports the
current status of QoE-centric management of HAS services, reviewing existing
works and clustering them in three different groups: server- and network-based
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Figure 2.2: In HAS, a server hosts the video, which is encoded at different qualities and
segmented. A rate adaptation heuristic, deployed at the client, determines the quality level
to be downloaded.
solutions (Section 2.3.1), application level optimizations (Section 2.3.2) and trans-
port level modifications (Section 2.3.3). In order to facilitate future research in
this domain, Section 2.4 provides general guidelines on the best solution to adopt
based on the network and streaming scenario. Section 2.5 concludes the chapter.
2.2 The HTTP Adaptive Streaming Principle
2.2.1 Architecture and Components
A traditional HAS architecture is composed of two elements: a server hosting the
MPD of the video and the content itself, and a client streaming the video using the
HTTP protocol (Figure 2.2). At the server-side, the content is encoded at differ-
ent quality levels and temporally segmented, each segment usually being 1 to 10
seconds long, depending on the deployment. When selecting the segment duration
for the video, two aspects have to be balanced, namely encoding efficiency and
network adaptability. Short segments guarantee a fine-grained bandwidth adapt-
ability, but they also increase the network overhead, in terms of GET requests that
should be issued to the server, and are less efficient in terms of encoding. Long
segments provide better performance in terms of encoding efficiency and network
overhead, but they reduce the bandwidth adaptation capability of the video client.
In HAS, each quality level can be decoded independently from the others and is
characterized by a specific encoding bitrate, resolution, framerate and codec [14].
When layered encoding is used instead, higher quality levels can only be decoded
in combination with lower layers [15]. This approach reduces the storage require-
ments for the video at the cost of an increased encoding overhead per layer. The
actual encoding bitrates of the video can be decided based on the characteristics
of the devices accessing the video stream (e.g., smartphone, table, 4K television
etc.) and on the most likely network conditions (e.g., 3G, 4G, fixed network etc.),
as proposed for example by Apple HLS [16]. Another option is to made the video
encoding bitrates content-specific, as proposed by Netflix [17]. In this case, each
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specific video content is associated to a particular set of encoding bitrates, which
are determined taking into account the characteristics of the video itself.
In order to start a streaming session, the client first downloads and parses the
MPD of the video to retrieve information on the available quality levels. A rate
adaptation heuristic dynamically decides the best quality level to download, for
example based on network conditions and device capabilities. Once the right qual-
ity has been selected, an HTTP GET request is issued to the server to download
the segment. This selection is repeated periodically, after each segment has been
downloaded. The client is also equipped with a buffer where segments are stored
before being played, which is used to absorb temporary bandwidth fluctuations
and avoid video freezes as much as possible.
This general architecture is usually valid for any HAS deployment. To guar-
antee sufficient interoperability among different devices and video servers, the
MPEG consortium has created the MPEG-DASH standard in 2012. This stan-
dard mainly covers the structure of the MPD file describing the video content.
An MPEG-DASH MPD file is composed of one or more periods, where each pe-
riod indicates a part of the streamed event. Each period is composed of one or
multiple adaptation sets, which contain information about the different encoded
alternatives for a specific media content (e.g., video or audio). These alternatives
are called representations and are characterized by different bitrates, resolution,
codec. Finally, each representation is composed of multiple segments, which are
downloaded by the client to actually stream the video content. Besides defining
the MPD structure, the standard allows seamless ad insertion and streaming from
multiple CDNs and servers, while also defining a set of quality metrics that the
HAS clients can use to report the performance of the streaming session back to a
monitoring server. It is worth stressing that the heuristic employed by the client to
perform the quality adaptation is not in the scope of the MPEG-DASH standard.
For this reason, several client-based heuristics have been proposed in literature
after the standard was defined.
Adaptation heuristics can be roughly divided into three groups: throughput-
based, buffer-based and hybrid. Throughput-based heuristics mostly rely on the
estimation of the available bandwidth performed by the client to select the bitrate
of the next segment. The CS2P algorithm by Sun et al. falls in this category [6],
for example. The authors improve the throughput prediction of HAS clients by
developing a prediction model based on past video sessions, which is built offline
in a node located in the streaming service provider network. This model is then
used online by the clients, which remain the sole responsible of the actual qual-
ity adaptation. Buffer-based heuristics only use the buffer filling level to make a
decision on the quality to request. The BBA heuristic from Huang et al. defines
three operational regions based on the buffer occupancy B: reservoir (B < Bmin),
upper reservoir (B > Bmax) and cushion (Bmin < B < Bmax) [7]. In the
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reservoir and upper reservoir regions, the client requests the lowest and highest
bitrate, respectively. In the cushion region, a monotonically increasing function
is defined to select the bitrate based on the buffer. Another buffer-based heuristic
is the BOLA algorithm proposed by Spiteri et al. [18]. The authors formulate the
adaptation process as a utility maximization problem, where the utility depends on
the achieved quality and number of video freezes. An online control algorithm is
developed using the Lyapunov optimization, which guarantees the achieved utility
is within a certain limit of the optimal off-line solution. Hybrid approaches com-
bine both throughput and buffer measurements in the adaptation process, as in the
PANDA case [8]. The PANDA client takes inspiration from the TCP congestion
control. A target data rate is set by the client to probe the network; the requested
bitrate and the time interval between consequent requests are computed to match
this target, by also keeping into account the buffer filling level to reduce freezes.
The hybrid SQUAD algorithm selects the next quality by primarily minimizing
quality switches [19]. A feasible set of possible qualities is created at each de-
cision step by considering only qualities whose expected download time is lower
than the segment duration. This constraint is relaxed when the buffer level is above
a given threshold.
We refer to the works by Seufert et al., Kua et al. and Sani et al. for an
exhaustive discussion on HAS rate adaptation heuristics [3–5]. As pointed out in
Section 2.1, several QoE factors (as freezes, live latency or fairness) cannot be
completely optimized by classical client-based heuristics, which therefore need to
be supported by optimizations taking place in the network, at the application or
at the transport level. Consequently, this chapter mainly analyzes works falling in
these three categories, as reported in Section 2.3.
2.2.2 QoE Factors in HAS
The ultimate goal of any streaming solution is to provide a good QoE to the end
users of the service. Even though a general QoE model for HAS has not been
developed yet, it is still possible to identify crucial factors having a strong influence
on the QoE of adaptive streaming users, which are discussed in the remainder
of this section. The same QoE factors are also used to discuss and compare the
different QoE-centric solutions presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Video freezes The first and foremost objective is to avoid video freezes,
which have the strongest impact on user experience. Even though the HAS prin-
ciple was designed to avoid freezes, current implementations are still affected by
this problem. For instance, the 2015 Conviva report shows that almost 25% of the
analyzed HAS sessions are affected by at least one freeze [12].
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Video quality Maximizing the video quality, given a certain available band-
width, is beneficial for the user experience. Nevertheless, the same Conviva report
highlights that low video quality still impacts 54% of the sessions. A clear trade-off
can be identified between reducing freezes and maximizing quality, as requesting
high-quality segments increases the chance of rebuffering events.
Quality switches A third objective to take into consideration is the amount
of quality switches, as the adaptation heuristic can dynamically change the video
quality to accommodate bandwidth variations. The impact of quality switches
on user experience has been investigated by Hossfeld et al. [20]. The authors
show that the time spent on the highest quality has the strongest impact on user
experience, more than the number of switches itself. This result has also been
confirmed in recent work by Tavakoli et al. [21]. This study also highlights that
sudden reductions of video quality are perceived negatively by the user.
Latency In recent years, HAS has gained consistent momentum for the stream-
ing of live events. In this scenario, end-to-end latency is of extreme importance to
avoid the so-called spoiler effect. In fact, regular cable or satellite streams are usu-
ally characterized by a 5 to 10 seconds latency, which can instead grow to 30–60
seconds for HAS. This aspect entails that the viewing experience of HAS users can
be spoiled by cable and satellite users, especially in case of important events. HAS
solutions have been originally developed for Video-on-Demand (VoD), where la-
tency is less of an issue, and are therefore suboptimal when it comes to live stream-
ing. Together with live latency, also startup latency should be reduced as much as
possible, especially when a user quickly switches between different video channels
to search for some interesting content to watch.
Fairness Akshabi et al. are the first to report suboptimal behavior of HAS
clients competing for shared bandwidth [13]. Fairness issues are not due to TCP
dynamics, but mainly arise from the rate adaptation algorithms, as they decide
on the actual rate to download. When multiple clients stream video at the same
time, wrong bandwidth estimations can occur, due to the temporal overlap of
the activity-inactivity periods of different clients. This wrong estimation subse-
quently affects the bitrate selection and thus the final QoE. Even though fairness
is a system-wide characteristic rather than a user perceived QoE factor, it is often
a desired property of the system, especially from the network and service provider
point of view. Nevertheless, fairness issues can finally degrade user experience
and should therefore be minimized.
Several attempts have been carried out to combine the aforementioned factors
in one single combined QoE model for HAS [20–22]. Some of the proposed QoE
models are also used in conjunction with network-based algorithms to improve
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the delivery of HAS streams [23–28], which will be discussed in Section 2.3. De
Vriendt et al. propose a model that is a linear combination of the average requested
quality and its standard deviation, to keep into account quality switches [22]. The
model is based on results obtained via a crowdsource experiment. A similar mod-
elling approach is taken by Bentaleb et al. [24]. Besides the average quality and
average quality difference between consecutive segments, the authors also include
in their model a linear decreasing term depending on the number of freezes and the
initial startup latency. Wang et al. propose an online QoE model, which is a func-
tion of the logarithm of the segment bitrate and the inverse of the freeze time [23].
The QoE model proposed by Mansy et al. depends instead on the screen resolu-
tion of the device, the viewing distance and the resolution of the quality played by
the client [25]. Conceptually, the user-perceived quality degrades when the video
resolution is lower than the screen resolution. Moreover, the structural similarity
index is included in the model to account for the effect of the encoding bitrate.
Essaili et al. employ a simple QoE model that is a linear function of the peak
signal-to-noise ratio [28].
As a consensus on a specific QoE model has not been reached yet, we will
use the aforementioned individual QoE factors when discussing existing works
in Section 2.3, and to provide general guidelines on the best approach to use in
Section 2.4.
2.3 Status of QoE-centric Management for HAS
In this section, we review the main works addressing the optimization of HAS
services. We focus on three different research areas that go beyond purely client-
based rate adaptation heuristics, namely: (i) server- and network-based solutions
(Section 2.3.1), (ii) application level optimizations (Section 2.3.2) and (iii) TCP-
layer modifications and emerging network architectures (Section 2.3.3).
2.3.1 Server- and Network-Based Optimizations
One of the success factors of the HAS principle has been its pull-based and de-
centralized nature, which allowed for an easy deployment. As reported in Sec-
tion 2.2.2 though, this approach might not be sufficient to fully optimize users’
QoE. For this reason, several approaches have been proposed, which use addi-
tional nodes located inside the network to help the delivery of the video [9, 30].
Following this trend, an extension of the MPEG-DASH standard has recently
been published, called Server And Network assisted DASH (SAND) [29, 31]. In
an MPEG-SAND architecture (Figure 2.3), DASH clients can communicate with
DASH-Aware Network Elements (DANE). DANE nodes are located between the
DASH clients and the server (which might be a DANE node itself), and are aware
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Figure 2.3: In an MPEG-SAND architecture, DASH-Aware Network Elements (DANE) can
communicate among each other and with the clients to improve the end-to-end delivery of
the video (adapted version of [29]).
of the underlying video streaming traffic. Based on the streaming and network
conditions, these nodes can take decisions on the best way to handle DASH traffic
in order to improve streaming performance (e.g., via bandwidth reservation, prior-
itization, rerouting, intelligent caching etc.). The MPEG-SAND standard defines
the so-called SAND messages that can be exchanged between DANE elements and
DASH clients. SAND status messages are used by the clients to report information
to the network, so that the DANE elements are aware of the status of the clients. As
an example, DASH clients can report QoE metrics that can be used by the network
for monitoring purposes and/or to implement QoE-aware optimizations. Status
messages also comprise information on the desired quality and bandwidth to facil-
itate resource sharing among competing clients, and hints on the future segments
to request, to enable efficient caching strategies at the DANE nodes. Parameters
Enhancing Reception (PER) messages are instead sent from the network to the
clients in order to enhance and improve their quality adaptation. A DANE element
can inform the clients about the available network throughput or communicate
the segments that are already cached by the DANE. A client can therefore prefer
to request these segments, as they are already available at the DANE and can be
downloaded faster. Finally, DANE elements can communicate among each other
using Parameters Enhancing Delivery (PED) messages. A PED message can, for
example, be used by the server to communicate information about the streamed
video to the network delivery elements. All SAND messages are delivered using
the extensible markup language format over HTTP and follow a specific syntax
defined by the standard [31].
Compared to client- or server-based solutions, network-assisted approaches are
more difficult to deploy as they require: (i) a modification of the network nodes and
(ii) an active collaboration between service and network providers. The MPEG-
SAND standard represents an important enabler for these solutions, as it provides
the set of messages the network, servers and clients can interchange to optimize
the delivery of the video. Moreover, this collaboration can be beneficial for all
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actors involved, in terms of generated revenues and reduced user churn, as pointed
out from a techno-economic perspective by Ahmad et al. [32].
Being a fairly recent development of the MPEG-DASH standard, not all the
works reported in this section follow the MPEG-SAND architecture. Nevertheless,
they all share the same general principles and objectives defined by the standard,
where a set of network nodes can communicate with each other and with the clients
in order to optimize the end-to-end delivery of the video. In the following, we
review the main works in this domain and categorize them based on the main
approach used to improve the video delivery.
2.3.1.1 Traffic Rerouting
In approaches exploiting traffic rerouting, the performance of the paths connect-
ing server and clients is continuously monitored. When certain conditions are
detected (e.g., increased packet loss or congestion) a path recalculation occurs to
reroute the video traffic and guarantee good streaming performance. Egilmez et al.
have been among the first to investigate the use of rerouting for layered adaptive
streaming [33]. A network controller, implemented using the Software-Defined
Networking (SDN) principle, monitors the packet loss and delay of the network
links. Each second, the optimal path for the video clients is computed, which
minimizes a cost function based on packet loss and end-to-end delay. Two differ-
ent optimization strategies are adopted for layered streaming. In the first solution,
only the base layer is rerouted, as it is required at client-side to decode the video,
while the enhancement layers are delivered over the shortest path. This strategy
is sufficient to achieve higher quality compared to a shortest path delivery, when
congestion is low. In the second solution, the enhancement layers are rerouted as
well (with a lower priority compared to the base layer), which is effective when
network congestion is high. Different service classes can also be introduced in the
path computation optimization problem for layered video streaming [34]. In this
work, network switches are equipped with one queue for each class, and the goal
of the network controller is to maximize the service provider revenue, by rerouting
traffic to satisfy as many high service class users as possible. While these rerout-
ing strategies are executed periodically and for all the video flows in the network
at the same time, Cetinkaya et al. recompute the optimal path per client, each
time a new segment request is issued [35]. The server communicates to the net-
work controller the bitrate of the requested segment. Based on this information
and the links status, the controller reroutes the traffic to maximize the overall links
throughput. This strategy is able to almost completely eliminate freezes compared
to a best-effort delivery and to reach 15% higher bitrate. Despite that, scalability
issues can emerge, as the controller has to operate on a per-client basis. To solve
this problem, the path recomputation can also be triggered by the client itself [36].
In this case, when a client experiences a rebuffering event, an SDN controller col-
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lects measurements on network links (in terms of bandwidth, packet loss and jitter)
and runs a shortest path selection algorithm to find the best routing path for each
flow. This approach can reduce the number of switches compared to a best-effort
delivery and increase the time spent on the highest quality by 10%.
Traffic rerouting can also be indirectly achieved when multiple servers are
available. In this scenario, the client can autonomously and dynamically select
the best server to stream the video from [23, 37]. Bouten et al. use network char-
acteristics to perform this selection [37]. During the start-up phase, the client polls
the capabilities of the different servers by downloading a segment from each of
these servers. The client then starts streaming from the server providing the best
throughput. To avoid ending up in a local optimum, a probabilistic search is car-
ried out by the client to test the performance of the available servers. This search
is only executed when the buffer filling level is above a given threshold, to reduce
the risk of freezes. The server selection strategy proposed by the authors is 12%
worse than the optimal one in terms of QoE, which is modeled as proposed by
De Vriendt et al. [22]. The user’s QoE can be taken directly into account in the
selection process [23]. The authors present an online QoE model, based on the
bitrate of the segment and the freeze duration, which is used to evaluate the avail-
able servers. During the streaming session, the client evaluates the servers in terms
of achieved QoE, and selects the one providing the best performance. Clients can
also share QoE measurements among each other to enhance their selection pro-
cess. Compared to a standard DASH client, the proposed approach results in 20%
higher QoE.
Highlights for traffic rerouting: Rerouting allows to dynamically select the best
path or server for the video delivery. As such, the video is always streamed over
high-throughput, low-latency links, which increases the achieved video quality
and reduces the amount of freezes. Relevant references: [33], [34], [35], [36],
[37], [23].
2.3.1.2 Bandwidth Shaping and Bitrate Guidance
Bandwidth shaping and bitrate guidance techniques have attracted a lot of atten-
tion in the adaptive streaming community [9, 38]. Most of the works in this area
share a similar architecture (Figure 2.4). A centralized node can collect informa-
tion from both the network nodes and the clients. Network measurements include
the available bandwidth and the number of streaming clients [9, 24, 25, 38–41].
Client-based information includes, for example, the screen dimension [25], the
device type [38], the bitrates of the video [41] and buffer filling level [24]. The
centralized node has therefore a comprehensive view of the streaming service,
and can select the best bitrate for each client in order to maximize an objective
function, which often models the users’ QoE. The SDN principle is often used to
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Figure 2.4: When bandwidth shaping is used (a), the network enforces a specific bandwidth
for each client. In the bitrate guidance scenario (b), the network provides an explicit bitrate
to the clients (adapted version of [9]).
provide a practical and scalable implementation of the developed solutions. Co-
fano et al. formally compare the performance of bandwidth shaping and bitrate
guidance techniques [9]. A centralized node computes the optimal bitrates for the
clients in order to obtain fairness in terms of video quality, estimated using the
SSIM index. When bandwidth shaping is used, clients with similar optimal bi-
trates are assigned to a bandwidth slice. Despite this, the clients keeps the sole
responsibility for the quality adaptation. In the bitrate guidance case, the optimal
bitrates are explicitly communicated to the clients that download the correspond-
ing segment. This approach provides the best overall results in terms of fairness
and switching frequency compared to the bandwidth shaping approach. Similar
conclusions are also drawn by Kleinrouweler et al. [41], who show that bitrate
guidance is sufficient when streaming traffic is predominant. When DASH play-
ers have to compete with cross-traffic applications, the combination of slicing and
guidance can provide the best results. Complex QoE models can be employed
to improve the centralized bitrate selection [24, 25]. Bentaleb et al. use a QoE
model depending on the average video quality, number of switches, freezes and
startup latency [24]. The network controller selects the best video bitrate to max-
imize the QoE for each client. The optimal values are sent to the clients, which
use it as an upper bound in their quality adaptation. The QoE model proposed by
Mansy et al. depends instead on the screen resolution of the device, the viewing
distance and the resolution of the quality played by the client [25]. Conceptually,
the user-perceived quality degrades when the video resolution is lower than the
screen resolution. Moreover, the SSIM is included in the model to account for the
effect of the encoding bitrate. A measurement proxy located between the server
and the client is investigated by Mok et al. [40]. The proxy estimates the highest
available bitrate the clients can download based on the network conditions. This
measurement is carried out using the media traffic itself, i.e., no explicit probing is
needed. The clients use the quality level provided by the proxy as an upper bound.
Moreover, a new adaptation heuristic is proposed to limit the number of switches.
Similarly, Petrangeli et al. design a system of coordinated network proxies to help
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HAS clients achieving fairness in a multiple-bottleneck network scenario [39]. The
proxies compute an estimate of the fair bandwidth share of each client streaming
video, and communicate this information to each client. The clients then request a
quality that can both optimize their own QoE and the fairness of the whole system.
Highlights for bandwidth shaping and bitrate guidance: A centralized con-
troller computes the optimal bitrates the clients should request, based on informa-
tion collected from both the network nodes and the video clients. This decision
is enforced by either creating a network slice or by informing the clients on the
quality to request. These approaches allow to explicitly control the video quality
the clients can achieve and improve the fairness of the system. Relevant refer-
ences: [9], [38], [41], [24], [25], [40], [39].
2.3.1.3 Cross-Layer Optimization for Mobile Networks
When the last mile of the mobile network can be controlled, several optimizations
can be carried out, by exploiting video-aware packet scheduler algorithms at the
radio interface [42], channel and power allocation problems [43] or by monitoring
the radio conditions [28]. In this case, the specific conditions and constraints of
the mobile environment have to be taken into consideration when managing the
radio resources. Chen et al. propose the AVIS system, which is composed of two
elements [42]. An allocator centrally decides the bitrates to be requested by the
clients, by maximizing an aggregate utility across all users while respecting the
total number of resource transmitting blocks available at the base station. The util-
ity is simply modeled as a logarithmic function of the requested bitrate and the
number of quality switches. An enforcer schedules the transmission of the video
flow packets so that the rate decided by the allocator is respected. When the AVIS
systems is used, fairness among competing clients can be improved. Improving
fairness is also one of the main objectives of Zhao et al. [43]. The authors define
an optimization problem to allocate each user to a specific channel and transmis-
sion power level, in a layered video streaming scenario. More wireless resources
are allocated to users whose segment playback deadline is close to expire or when
the video quality contribution of requesting a specific layer is high. In other words,
the marginal video quality contribution of higher layers decreases as the number of
layers increases. Moreover, a DASH proxy stabilizes the quality decision process
of the clients. The proxy computes the optimal quality level to request in order
to maximize channel utilization and reduce switches. If the quality requested by
the client is higher than the optimal one, the proxy overrides the client’s decision
by rewriting the HTTP GET request. A different approach for layered streaming
is used by Fu et al. and Deng et al. [26, 27]. Video layers are assigned a priority
based on the content characteristics. This priority depends on the visual quality
gain of the layer and the bandwidth cost of transmitting the layer itself. The prior-
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ity marking can happen at the server or in the network. The wireless base station
can drop lower priority layers based on the channel condition of each user. This
approach does not require modifying the radio interface scheduler and can provide
20% QoE improvements, with QoE modeled as a function of the number of re-
ceived layers at the client. Essaili et al. use a QoE optimizer, located in the LTE
network, which decides the transmission rate for each streaming client in order to
maximize QoE, which is a function of the rate itself [28]. A penalty term is intro-
duced to stabilize the rate and avoid QoE oscillations. Once the rate is decided, a
proxy rewrites the HTTP GET request of the client to match the optimal rate. The
easiest strategy is to choose the closest video representation for which the bitrate
is below the optimal rate. The authors propose more complex solutions that take
into account the buffer filling level of the clients. Compared to a classical HAS
system, this approach results in up to 35% better QoE for the worst-case user.
Highlights for cross-layer optimization: Cross-layer optimizations take the
condition of the radio interface into account to improve the delivery of HAS
streams. Many of these solutions employ ad-hoc packet scheduling algorithms to
improve the video quality delivered to the clients. As the optimization is carried
out by a centralized node that is aware of the clients’ conditions, fairness is also
improved. Relevant references: [42], [43], [28], [26], [27].
2.3.1.4 Stream Prioritization
Prioritization has proven to be an effective way of optimizing QoE, especially in
terms of video freezes [44]. Pu et al. propose a proxy node for mobile networks to
concurrently optimize the delivery of multiple DASH streams [45]. DASH streams
are assigned a different priority depending on the requested quality, which is con-
sidered a good indicator of the client status. Particularly, when the requested bit-
rate is below a specific threshold, which might indicate that the client is close to
a freeze, the wireless scheduler assigns the stream a higher priority. The buffer
status of the client can also be used to trigger prioritization [46]. In this work, a
network controller prioritizes the packets belonging to video flows using a dedi-
cated queue, when the client buffer drops below a certain threshold. The authors
compare the performance of the priority queuing approach and a weighted fair
queuing approach, and show that the latter performs better as it enables a more ac-
curate bandwidth allocation to the flows. A similar approach is used by Petrangeli
et al. [44]. A centralized SDN controller intercepts the HTTP GET requests of
DASH clients and estimates their buffer status and requested quality using a ma-
chine learning algorithm. Based on this information and network measurements
to detect congestion, video segments are enqueued in a prioritized queue to avoid
future freezes. This approach can reduce freeze time with 45% when compared
to classical HAS heuristics, without severely impacting the performance of cross-
traffic applications.
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Highlights for stream prioritization: A network controller is in charge of tem-
porarily prioritizing the delivery of HAS streams, based on information as the
requested quality or the clients’ buffer level. These approaches are extremely
effective in reducing video freezes. Relevant references: [44], [45], [46].
2.3.1.5 Content Delivery Network Orchestration and Caching Optimization
To satisfy the huge demand of video streaming requests, streaming providers have
massively adopted Content Delivery Networks (CDN), where the video content is
locally and temporally stored. By bringing the content closer to the end users, it is
possible to reduce the load on the origin server and serve the video with lower la-
tency and increased bandwidth. Casas et al. perform an experimental measurement
study on the performance of YouTube’s CDN infrastructure, with traffic collected
in the core network of a national-wide mobile operator [47]. YouTube CDN servers
are located at multiple autonomous systems, with some deployed directly inside
the Internet Service Provider (ISP) networks. The measurement study shows that
less than 10% of the flows served from CDN nodes inside the ISP network achieve
a download throughput lower than 1 Mbps, while this value increases to 90% for
servers located outside the ISP network. A large-scale measurement study is in-
stead performed by Boettger et al. to model the CDN infrastructure of Netflix [48],
called Open Connect. Particularly, the authors discover that half of Netflix’s CDN
nodes are deployed within ISPs, while the remaining nodes are deployed within
Internet Exchange Points (IXP). CDN nodes are observed in 569 different ISP and
52 different IXP locations, respectively. Moreover, when looking at the deploy-
ment of the Open Connect platform over time, Netflix seems to mainly rely on
IXP deployment as a first step, followed by a fine-grained ISP deployment. The
authors argue that this strategy allows Netflix to reach a large user base during
initial deployment, using IXP located servers. ISP located servers are instead used
in a second phase to effectively reach a larger user base, which is often geographi-
cally scattered. A CDN orchestrator can be employed to manage such complex and
geographically distributed infrastructures, as investigated by Mukerjee et al. [49].
The authors propose a control orchestration plane to optimize Conviva’s C3 ar-
chitecture, an Internet-scale CDN platform for the delivery of live videos [50].
A centralized controller, which operates on a timescale from tens of seconds to
minutes, computes the optimal distribution trees for all the clients and videos in
the different CDN clusters. The individual clusters apply a distributed algorithm
on a sub-second timescale, to update the video forwarding strategy and keep into
account local changes (e.g., link failures, workload changes). General caching
strategies for video streaming can take into account the user and content character-
istics (e.g., user mobility, content popularity) to better place the content in the CDN
edge caches [51]. Krishnappa et al. exploit a particular user behavior to improve
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the caching efficiency of YouTube videos [52]. Users are more inclined to watch
videos on top of the related video list available on the YouTube web page. By rear-
ranging this list to give preference to cached videos, cache hit rate is improved by a
factor of 5. Caching strategies can also be improved when future user requests are
known in advance [53]. For example, binge-watching has become typical on pop-
ular video streaming services, meaning that users tend to watch many episodes of
the same TV show consecutively. This information can be used to estimate future
video segment requests and improve the content placement in CDNs.
Unfortunately, caching can also negatively interfere with the particular dy-
namic of adaptive streaming clients, leading to frequent bitrate oscillations [54].
When a cache hit occurs for the requested segment, the throughput perceived by
the client is generally high, which brings the client to request the next segment at
a higher quality. If a cache miss occurs, the segment will have to be retrieved from
the origin server. The increased latency in the segment delivery results in a lower
bandwidth, which leads to a downshift in the requested quality. Transcoding can
reduce this issue, by generating on-the-fly lower bitrates, starting from segments
at higher bitrates located in the cache [55]. Transcoding techniques are examined
in detail in Section 2.3.1.6. The problem of bitrate oscillations and caching is
analyzed by Ge et al., in the context of edge computing in a 5G network [56]. A
centralized node collects information on the requested segments and the conditions
of the radio interface, and determines the most appropriate representations of in-
dividual segments to be cached. Only segments whose bitrate does not exceed the
downlink capacity experienced by the mobile users are cached. Moreover, the re-
placement strategy tries to ensure segment continuity if a video is cached, in order
to avoid cache misses. This approach can provide similar quality to the end users
compared to a least frequently used cache strategy, but with 50% less switches.
Li et al. analyze the problem of content placement in a wireless scenario, where
the clients can stream the content from a set of edge servers, located close to the
users [57]. The authors assume that the edge servers have to store all the segments
belonging to a certain representation, if that particular representation needs to be
stored. Each user in the system is associated with a distortion function, which de-
creases as the bitrate of the requested segment increases. The problem is therefore
how to place the video representations in the edge servers in order to minimize the
distortion experienced by the clients, assuming videos have different popularities
and distortion functions, and the edge servers have limited cache capacity. Distor-
tion is reduced by 20%, compared to a naive caching strategy that only caches most
popular videos. A joint prefetching and caching architecture, called iPac, is pro-
posed by Liang et al. [58]. A cache manager generates prefetching requests based
on the segment requests from the clients. The bitrate of the prefetched segments is
fixed to the one requested by the client. Moreover, the number of prefetched seg-
ments is limited to avoid wasting network resources if the requested bitrate would
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change. A prefetching manager decides whether the prefetching request should be
forwarded to the origin server or not. It is worth noting that not all the prefetching
requests can be accepted, as they have to compete with the same bandwidth as
standard cache miss requests, which have higher priority. This decision is based
on how likely the prefetched segments will be requested in the near future. The
authors propose an online prefetching algorithm that can perform at least half as
good as an offline algorithm with complete knowledge of the system, in the worst
case scenario. The iPac architecture can reach eight times higher byte-hit ratio
compared to a least recently used cache strategy and increase user throughput by
50%.
Highlights for CDN orchestration and caching optimization: CDN orchestra-
tor and intelligent content placement algorithms can be used to bring the most
adapted video content (e.g., the most popular or the most personalized) closer
to the end users. These solutions guarantee a higher throughput for streaming,
which results in higher video quality and less freezes. Nevertheless, the succes-
sion of cache hit and cache miss complicates the bandwidth estimation process
of the clients and can negatively affect the number of quality switches. Relevant
references: [47], [48], [49], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58].
2.3.1.6 Server-Assisted Delivery
When the control on network components is limited, the server itself can assist
the delivery of the video. Akhshabi et al. investigate a server-based traffic shap-
ing algorithm, designed to reduce the quality fluctuations due to competing HAS
clients sharing the same bottleneck [59]. The server identifies instable behavior of
the clients (e.g., frequent quality increase/decrease) and limits the available down-
load bandwidth to match the rate of the requested segment. This approach can
eliminate the on-off pattern of the client requests, which is the main responsible
for instability and unfairness in HAS. The server can also communicate directly
with the client in order to efficiently schedule the client’s HTTP GET requests to
avoid rebuffering events [60]. The server foresees the occurrence of freezes by
computing the download time of future segments over a specific time window. If
a freeze is detected, a signal is sent to the client that consequently tries to ramp-up
its buffer by downloading multiple segments in sequence. This approach reduces
freezes up to 50% in wireless environments, compared to a client-based solution.
Many other works focus instead on the optimal choice of the encoding bi-
trates and online transcoding operations [61, 62]. In online transcoding, only few
video representations are prepared by the server before the content is published;
all the others are prepared on-the-fly when and if the clients request them. This
approach allows to reduce the storage requirements in adaptive streaming, at the
cost of an increased risk of rebuffering events, as the content has to be prepared
online. Moreover, online transcoding is very computational intensive. Song et al.
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develop a scheduling algorithm for power-efficient transcoding tasks [62]. An op-
timization problem is formulated to assign each transcoding job to the right CPU,
whose frequency is adjusted to save energy while meeting the transcoding dead-
line. This approach can reduce power consumption up to 31% compared to the
CPU scaling frequency algorithm used by Linux servers. To guarantee that the
transcoding deadline is met when a client requests a segment, Ma et al. use a
video transcoding time (VTT) estimation, based on a measurement study. When
a video is uploaded to the server (e.g., in case of user-generated content), the en-
coding tasks are sorted based on the corresponding VTT and inserted into a low
priority queue. Only when a segment is actually requested, it is moved into a high
priority queue to guarantee a timely transcoding. Content popularity can also be
taken into account [63]. In this work, all quality representations of videos whose
popularity is higher than a rank threshold xhigh are stored in edge servers. The
highest quality only is stored for videos with popularity rank between xhigh and
xlow, in order to allow online transcoding. All the other videos are only available
in the origin server. An optimization problem is formulated to minimize the stor-
age and transcoding costs at the edge servers, and minimize bandwidth utilization
between the origin and the edge servers when the content cannot be served by
the latter. Using this approach, it is possible to reduce operational costs by 50%,
when all the content is cached in advanced or is transcoded in the edge servers.
Krishnappa et al. use a Markov model to predict which segments are going to be
requested in the near future [64]. They also propose a hybrid transcoding policy,
where only the first segment of the video is pre-encoded at all quality levels, while
the remaining segments are transcoded online. The combination of this strategy
and prediction allows to limit the rebuffering ratio to less than 1%. Moreover,
transcoding operations are reduced by a factor of 10 compared to a solution where
all the segments are pre-encoded. Joint transcoding and delivery strategies have
also been proposed in [65]. A centralized node collects clients’ preferences in
terms of servers downstream bandwidth and estimates the number of requests for
a particular segment, based on the segments requested in the near past. Based on
this information, clients are redirected to more performing servers, while segments
that are more likely to be requested are prioritized in the transcoding process. In a
simulated environment, almost 45% of the clients are able to stream the video at a
higher bitrate compared to a solution where the complete video is pre-encoded.
Highlights for server-assisted delivery: Server assistance is used to reduce
client instability and therefore reduce the number of quality switches. Transcod-
ing operations allow to reduce the storage requirements in CDN nodes, as the
content is prepared on-the-fly if requested, but increase the risk of video freezes.
Relevant references: [59], [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65].
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(a) HTTP/1.1 (b) HTTP/2 server push
Figure 2.5: In classical HTTP/1.1 (a), each segment has to be retrieved independently and
sequentially by the client. In HTTP/2 server push (b), the server can automatically push
segments back-to-back. This behavior eliminates lost RTTs between segment requests and
increases bandwidth utilization (adapted from [66]).
2.3.2 Application Level Optimizations
In case of over-the-top delivery, network elements are not accessible and cannot
be used to support video clients. In this section, we review existing works that
modify the application level of the HAS clients to improve the video delivery. We
refer to the application level in a broad sense, both considering modifications of
the actual application layer (e.g., HTTP/2 instead of HTTP/1.1) and enhancements
of the client rate adaptation heuristic. Nevertheless, all the works in this section
share two common aspects: (i) the main optimization is located at the client and
(ii) they are compatible with any rate adaptation heuristic. In other words, these
solutions can run on top of any HAS client implementation.
2.3.2.1 Adaptive Streaming over HTTP/2
The HTTP/2 protocol was originally developed to reduce the loading time of web
pages, but it has also been applied to the delivery of multimedia content. Among
the main features of HTTP/2, it is worth citing the native support of multiplexing
(as opposed to HTTP/1.1), the possibility for the client to terminate the download
of specific content and for the server to push content to the client, without an ex-
plicit request from the latter. Mueller et al. have been the first to analyze the impact
of HTTP/2 in adaptive streaming [67]. Simply replacing HTTP/1.1 with HTTP/2
does not bring major improvements to the streaming performance and bandwidth
utilization. Moreover, using HTTP/2 causes a slightly increased overhead com-
pared to HTTP/1.1, as HTTP/2 is encrypted by default. By exploiting the specific
functionalities of the HTTP/2 protocol, it is instead possible to consistently im-
prove streaming performance. Huysegems et al. review the possible strategies that
can be adopted in the context of adaptive streaming over HTTP/2 [68]. They pro-
pose ten different strategies based on stream termination, multiplexing and server
push. Particularly, in server push, the server can proactively send (push) segments
to a client based on previous requests (Figure 2.5). Especially for live streaming,
using a push-based approach has multiple advantages. First, because subsequent
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segments can be pushed back-to-back, lost RTT cycles between such segments
are avoided, thus increasing the average link utilization and video quality. Sec-
ond, a reduction of the live latency can be obtained, because video data is pushed
as soon as it becomes available at the server. This is in contrast with traditional
pull-based HAS approaches, where the client has to make an explicit request for
new segments. In light of these advantages, the server push performance has been
extensively investigated in order to reduce the live latency and the initial delay in
HAS [10, 66, 69–72]. Wei et al. have been the first to investigate the performance
of HTTP/2 server push in the context of adaptive streaming [69]. By reducing the
segment duration from 5 to 1 second, the authors are able to reduce live latency
by a factor 3. Despite this advantage, a trade-off is present between the number
of pushed segments and streaming performance. Pushing many consecutive seg-
ments improves bandwidth utilization but reduces the capability of the clients to
adapt to varying network conditions. To solve this issue, van der Hooft et al. pro-
pose to limit the number of pushed segments in flight to a certain value K [66].
This value is set based on the segment duration of the video and the network RTT.
By combining this approach with segments with a sub-second duration, the startup
and live delay are reduced by 30% compared to HTTP/1.1, with minimal impact on
the freeze time. A similar approach is also proposed by Xiao et al. [10]. This study
exploits a previous finding showing that pushing many consecutive segments can
reduce the energy consumption up to 18% compared to a pull-based scenario [70].
Consequently, K is set to minimize the energy consumption on mobile devices,
while the bitrate of the pushed segments is chosen to guarantee that the buffer does
not drop below a given threshold. Moreover, stream termination is used to stop the
push cycle in case a bandwidth drop is detected, and start a new one at a lower
quality. This approach allows to eliminate video freezes and obtain 15% higher
quality compared to classical adaptive streaming over HTTP/1.1. The buffer fill-
ing level can be included directly into the computation of the K value [71]. In this
work, the optimal K is set in order to keep the buffer filling level above a specific
threshold. To improve the bandwidth estimation during a push cycle, Cherif et al.
use a WebSocket channel between server and clients, to communicate the begin-
ning and the end of a push cycle. This approach is extremely beneficial when the
content is retrieved from the local cache (as in a browser implementation), which
can cause an overestimation of the available bandwidth.
Highlights for adaptive streaming over HTTP/2: The most exploited func-
tionality of the HTTP/2 protocol is the server push mechanism, which results in
higher link utilization compared to HTTP/1.1. This aspect results in a higher
video quality and reduced live latency when server push is combined with sub-
second segments. Nevertheless, these approaches might increase the number of
freezes, as pushing segments reduces the bandwidth adaptation capability of the
clients. Relevant references: [67], [68], [66], [70], [10], [71], [72].
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2.3.2.2 Meta-Heuristics for Increased Client-Awareness
Streaming performance can be enhanced when the client can exploit additional
information in the rate adaptation. This information, often referred to as context,
can include positioning data (e.g., GPS) or historical information on the avail-
able bandwidth [73–75]. As an example, a mobile streaming client can be made
aware of regions with limited or zero-bandwidth conditions, as a tunnel, to proac-
tively avoid video freezes. In the event of future scarce connectivity, the client can
ramp-up its buffer in order to compensate this condition. Liotou et al. propose an
algorithm that deliberately degrades the quality requested by the client to ramp-
up its buffer and provide a continuous playout in the low-connectivity zone [73].
When historical data on the available bandwidth are coupled with GPS position
information, the bandwidth prediction of adaptive streaming clients is greatly im-
proved, as shown by Riiser et al. [74]. The GPS and bandwidth information can be
used to foresee future connectivity drops along a specific route, thus helping the
actual quality adaptation. Particularly, the client uses both past perceived band-
width samples and historic data to better plan the next quality to download. This
approach results in a more stable quality behavior and fewer freezes. Optimizing
the parameters of a given heuristic on-the-fly can also be beneficial [75]. In this
work, a learning agent is designed to learn the best configuration of the heuristic
parameters based on the bandwidth characteristics. As an example, the heuristic
can be made more aggressive when bandwidth conditions are good and stable, or
more conservative otherwise.
Highlights for meta-heuristics: Meta-heuristics exploit context information (as
GPS and historical data on the available bandwidth) to improve the bitrate se-
lection of the client. These works try to reduce the occurrence of freezes by
using the context information to anticipate future bandwidth drops. Relevant ref-
erences: [73], [74], [75].
2.3.2.3 Client-Based Prefetching
The performance of prefetching algorithms has been investigated in the scope of
multi-view video streaming, where a user can dynamically switch between dif-
ferent video channels (e.g., different channels or different cameras capturing the
same event). The goal in these scenarios is to minimize the channel switching
delay [76, 77]. Prefetching strategies should carefully balance two contrasting ob-
jectives, namely maximizing quality and avoiding stalls in the played stream and
prefetch new content from different channels to provide a seamless switch. Krish-
namoorthi et al. exploit the typical on-off pattern of adaptive streaming clients
for their prefetching algorithm [76]. Particularly, prefetching only occurs during
off periods, to avoid interfering with the streaming of the played content. In the
simplest solution, prefetching only occurs when the buffer filling level is above a
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certain minimal threshold. This approach can be improved if the moment a certain
channel is going to be played by the user is known in advance (e.g., by using a rec-
ommender system). In this case, prefetching can occur when the player is in an on
period as well, to guarantee that the first segments of the new channel are already
downloaded when the user would switch. This deadline-based strategy comes at
the cost of a lower playback quality for the played video content and more freezes
when bandwidth is scarce. To avoid this behavior, Carlsson et al. explicitly split
the bandwidth between the played stream and the alternative streams [77]. Partic-
ularly, the currently played stream is allocated more bandwidth based on the buffer
filling level, to avoid freezes. Given the bandwidth budget for prefetching, an op-
timization problem is proposed that maximizes the quality of the prefetched seg-
ments, assuming channels have different switching probabilities. Once the quality
of the played and alternative streams is selected, the segment download is sched-
uled in a round-robin fashion. Conversely, prefetching can also be used in classical
streaming scenarios to increase the video quality. This behavior has been experi-
mentally observed by Sieber et al. for the browser-based YouTube player [78]. If
a low quality level is requested but the adaptation heuristics detects an increase in
the available bandwidth, one or more higher quality levels are prefetched in par-
allel, to present the user with a higher quality as soon as possible. Unfortunately,
this approach results in almost 33% redundant traffic in the worst-case scenario.
Highlights for client-based prefetching: Prefetching algorithms download in
the background video content that is likely going to be watched in the near fu-
ture. This behavior minimizes latency in the context of channel-switching. Video
quality and freezes can be negatively affected though, as prefetched content is in
competion with the played stream. Relevant references: [76], [77], [78].
2.3.3 Transport Level Optimizations and Emerging Network
Architectures
The TCP protocol was not originally designed to deliver video streaming appli-
cations, which are now responsible for a large portion of Internet traffic. As an
example, Esteban et al. [79] show that HAS clients are often not capable of fully
utilizing the available bandwidth of a link and that the on-off pattern of adaptive
streaming can have a negative influence on the TCP congestion control. In this
section, we review studies that optimize the transport layer to improve streaming
performance and analyze works that propose and exploit new disruptive network
infrastructures, as the Information Centric Networking (ICN) principle.
2.3.3.1 TCP Solutions for HAS
Enhanced TCP solutions for adaptive streaming generally follow two main trends.
First, additional application-level information can be shared with the transport
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layer to improve the scheduling of TCP packets, in order to primarily avoid freezes
[80–82]. Second, Multi-path TCP (MPTCP) is employed to improve the aggregate
throughput of the streaming client [83–85]. Lu et al. propose to improve the con-
gestion detection mechanism of TCP [80]. In its standard implementation, TCP
interprets all packet losses as an indication of network congestion. In wireless net-
works though, this behavior is sub-optimal, as losses can be due to wireless trans-
mission errors rather than actual congestion. For this reason, the authors propose
an algorithm that dynamically decides whether the TCP congestion control should
be triggered or not. The algorithm exploits the inter-arrival time of TCP pack-
ets, which exhibits different characteristics based on the actual cause of the packet
loss, namely congestion or wireless errors. Moreover, normal congestion control
is triggered only if the lost packets contain an important frame of the video (i.e.,
I-frames or P-frames). The proposed approach results in 20% higher throughput
than standard TCP. Incorporating the playout deadline of a video streaming packet
can also improve the overall performance [82]. In this study, the playout dead-
line information is used to modify the congestion control parameters of TCP New
Reno, in terms of increase and decrease of the congestion window. A flow char-
acterized by an urgent deadline can temporarily adopt a more aggressive behavior,
in order to achieve a higher throughput. Using this modification, the video clients
can all meet their deadline, by using 15% less bandwidth than with normal TCP.
The TCP modification proposed by the authors only takes place at the sender-side,
which can facilitate its actual deployment. McQuistin et al. develop a new version
of TCP, called Hollywood, that is wire-compatible with standard TCP in order to
guarantee deployability [81]. Partial reliability is the main characteristic of this
protocol: at the sender-side, TCP packets are retransmitted only if they can actu-
ally be used in the playout, i.e., if their playout deadline has not elapsed. If the
deadline cannot be met, the payload of the retransmitted packets is substituted by
another payload that can be used by the client. At the received side, TCP Hol-
lywood removes head-of-line blocking, so that video segments can be passed to
the application layer as soon as they are completed. Nazir et al. use a modified
version of the TCP congestion control [86], called TCP Congestion Window Val-
idation (CWV), to avoid that the congestion window of TCP is reduced too much
during the off phase of an HAS client, where the client is not downloading any
segment. This solution allows to obtain a higher and more stable TCP throughput,
and consequently a better quality adaptation.
When multiple network interfaces are available, MPTCP can be used to in-
crease the aggregate streaming throughput. Despite the logical expected advan-
tages of this approach, MPTCP is not always beneficial for adaptive streaming [83].
The amount of bandwidth on the different interfaces and its variability can in fact
have unexpected impacts on the streaming performance. James et al. show that
only when the aggregate bandwidth is at least 40% higher than a specific bitrate, an
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increase in quality can be obtained. Moreover, bandwidth variability on one inter-
face can negatively influence the performance of the whole system. A cross-layer
scheduler for multi-path TCP transmissions can reduce these disadvantages [85].
In this study, the cross-layer scheduler, which runs on top of the standard MPTCP
packet scheduler, is aware of the structure and relationship among the different
frames of the video and knows the buffer status of the client. Therefore, it can esti-
mate the moment when a certain frame would need to be displayed. Moreover, the
scheduler knows the conditions of the different interfaces, in terms of RTT, band-
width and packet loss. More important frames can then be sent over the interface
providing the best performance. By prioritizing the frames that are most likely
to be received in time, the proposed solution can improve the average SSIM by
15% compared to the standard MPTCP scheduler. Work presented in [84] shows
that user preferences should be taken into account when selecting the appropri-
ate network interface for transmission. In this case, a cost function is associated
with each interface, which depends on the specified preference. An optimization
problem is defined, which minimizes the total delivery cost while respecting the
playout deadlines of the video segments. For example, the cost function can de-
pend on the energy consumption of a specific interface. When a Wi-Fi and an LTE
interface are available, a higher cost can be associated to the latter. The authors
show that their framework can reduce the amount of data transmitted over LTE
by almost 40%, compared to standard MPTCP, without impacting the streaming
performance. This result also has a positive impact on the energy consumption,
which is reduced by 8%.
Highlights for TCP/MPTCP for HAS: TCP optimizations modify the conges-
tion control and packet scheduling algorithms by incorporating video segments
playout deadline information. This approach increases the achieved through-
put and, therefore, the played video quality. A similar goal is obtained by
MPTCP, which uses multiple network interfaces to stream the video. MPTCP
solutions should be carefully designed, as the mutual influence of the different
interfaces can negatively impact the amount of quality switches. Relevant refer-
ences: [80], [82], [81], [83], [85], [84], [86].
2.3.3.2 ICN Approaches
Historically, the Internet has evolved in an ad-hoc manner where incremental
patches were added to handle new requirements as they arose. This means that
the underlying network model has not changed over the last decades, while the
services using the Internet did so drastically. ICN is a disruptive network archi-
tecture that moves the traditional focus of a host-oriented communication model
to a content-centric model, which can be extremely beneficial in adaptive stream-
ing [87]. Particularly, ICN relies on location-independent naming schemes, in-
network pervasive caching and content-based routing to allow an efficient distri-
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bution of content over the network. Moreover, ICN nodes can seamlessly use all
the available network interfaces to retrieve content, similarly to MPTCP. Content
Centric Networking (CCN) and Named Data Networking (NDN) are typical in-
stantiations of the ICN paradigm [88]. Nevertheless, ICN can also complicate the
rate adaptation of HAS clients, as pointed out by Lederer et al. [87]. In ICN, the
client is not aware of the node serving the content (e.g., the original server or one
of the caches disseminated over the ICN network). This aspect complicates the
estimation of the available bandwidth, similarly to when caches are used (Sec-
tion 2.3.1.5). This issue has been experimentally confirmed by Liu et al. [89].
The authors also show that adaptive streaming over CCN results in 15% higher
network overhead than regular DASH. Rainer et al. thoroughly investigate the in-
terplay between different adaptation heuristics and interest forwarding strategies
in NDN [11], where an interest represents the client request for a specific con-
tent. In this study, a theoretical framework is developed to find the upper bound
for the average bitrate the clients can obtain, assuming the network and streaming
characteristics are known a priori. Clients streaming over NDN can reach three
times higher throughput than in classical TCP/IP networks, independently of the
adopted heuristic or interest forwarding strategy. The best performance is reached
when multiple interfaces are used to forward an interest and buffer-based heuristics
are used at the client. These heuristics are in fact not susceptible to bandwidth mis-
calculations, which are likely in ICN due to multi-path transmissions and caching.
To mitigate this issue, Ramakrishnan et al. investigate the possibilities of network
coding in the context of multi-path interest forwarding [90]. In classical ICN, an
interest forwarded over multiple interfaces could receive the same duplicated con-
tent over each interface. The authors exploit network coding to effectively aggre-
gate the throughput available on multiple interfaces. Further improvements can be
obtained when considering that each node has caching functionalities in ICN [91].
In this work, a video client can opportunistically retrieve video segments from
both the server, using 3G/4G, and from other clients in a peer-to-peer fashion, us-
ing Wi-Fi. This solution results in better quality and reduced load on the mobile
network. Intelligent caching strategies can also be developed in ICN [92, 93], with
similar objectives as in regular DASH. Nevertheless, caching in ICN is advantaged
by the naming structure of the interests. This aspect makes it easier for the network
to understand what a user is watching and, most importantly, the relationship be-
tween different video segments [93]. Yu et al. use network condition information,
available at the ICN nodes, and an estimate of future segment requests to prefetch
content during off-peak congestion periods. Using this video- and network-aware
prefetching strategy, the delivered quality increases by 20%, compared to a DASH
system without prefetching.
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Highlights for ICN approaches: ICN approaches combine the benefits of a per-
vasive fine-grained caching infrastructure and multi-path transmissions. These
advantages entail a higher throughput compared to standard TCP/IP and, con-
sequently, higher video quality and less freezes. As for caching though, ICN
approaches can have a negative impact on the bandwidth estimation of the clients
and, therefore, on the amount of quality switches. Relevant references: [87], [89],
[11], [90], [91], [92], [93].
2.4 Recommendations
The goal of this section is to briefly summarize and discuss the different ap-
proaches presented in Section 2.3. Particularly, we provide some general guide-
lines regarding the benefits (or drawbacks) of each approach on several QoE fac-
tors, and the corresponding deployment complexity. A quick outlook of this analy-
sis can be found in Table 2.1. For each QoE factor of interest, we indicate whether
the analyzed approach has a positive or negative influence and the corresponding
deployment complexity. It is worth noting that this classification only captures
the main common trends among the works in the research areas presented in the
previous section. In reality, each work is unique and presents advantages and dis-
advantages that cannot be completely generalized.
Traffic rerouting can consistently increase the obtained video quality and re-
duce freezes. To reroute traffic in the network, a centralized element has to know
the status of all the network links involved in the delivery of the video, which al-
lows to optimize the end-to-end conditions of the streaming path. This aspect rep-
resents a disadvantage of this solution as well, as it is often difficult to have such a
global view on the network. Bandwidth shaping/bitrate guidance and cross-layer
optimizations guidance techniques represent the ideal solutions when the quality
delivered to each user has to be controlled in a fine-grained manner (e.g., to serve
premium users or to guarantee fairness). These approaches are usually deployed
on a bottleneck link located in the access or edge network, and are designed to se-
lect and enforce a specific quality for the streaming clients. This selection aims to
optimize the revenue of the network operator, by maximizing the QoE of particular
users, or provide fairness among competing clients. Bandwidth shaping techniques
should be carefully designed as they could have a negative influence on quality
switches [9, 41]. Cross-layer solutions can be challenging to deploy, as they re-
quire modifications of the radio interface. The applicability of bandwidth shaping
techniques can instead benefit from the SDN principle and the MPEG-SAND stan-
dard. A similar consideration can be repeated for prioritization approaches, which
are tailored on the specific task of reducing freezes. By bringing content closer to
the users, smart caching strategies succeed in increasing the achieved throughput
and consequently increase quality and avoid freezes. Nevertheless, the interference
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Table 2.1: Overview of the different QoE-centric strategies. For each QoE factor, it is
reported whether a particular approach has a positive (+), very positive (++) or negative
(-) impact, or no impact (blank space). The deployment complexity of the solution is also
reported (E: easy, M: medium: H: hard).
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between caching and HAS can have a negative impact on the switching behavior
of the clients. This aspect should be carefully considered when designing caching
strategies for HAS. Server-based solutions can effectively reduce switches when
shaping techniques are used or help reducing storage costs when transcoding op-
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erations are adopted. When transcoding is used, the risk of freezes increases as
some video segments have to be generated online. Server- and network-assisted
solutions are generally characterized by a medium to high deployment complex-
ity, as they require modifications of network nodes. This aspect entails that the
streaming provider and the network provider are willing to collaborate to opti-
mize the behavior of HAS clients. Despite this, the presence of the MPEG-SAND
standard and the benefits of such a collaboration for all actors involved [32] could
be the drivers for an actual deployment of these solutions. Moreover, the MPEG
consortium has started exploration activities related to network-distributed video
coding and network-based media processing, which will rely on the MPEG-SAND
specification [94].
Application level solutions are easier to deploy, as only the client has to be
modified. In the case of HTTP/2, also the server has to be updated. Nevertheless,
this aspect only marginally complicates an actual deployment, because servers
and CDNs are starting providing HTTP/2 functionalities by default. Particularly,
HTTP/2 push-based solutions can consistently reduce the live latency, increase
bandwidth utilization and video quality, at the cost of reduced bandwidth adapt-
ability that can result in more freezes. Prefetching is beneficial when the chan-
nel switching latency has to be minimized. A balance has to be found between
prefetching many alternative channels and increasing the quality of the watched
stream. Current works in the meta-heuristics domain mostly focus on reducing
freezes by exploiting spatial and GPS information on network coverage.
Modifications at the transport layer focus on increasing the throughput achiev-
able by streaming clients, by modifying the congestion control of standard TCP.
These approaches also tend to be deadline-aware, i.e., they know when a partic-
ular video segment needs to be played at the client, to actively avoid a freeze.
On a high level of abstraction, ICN-based solutions are characterized by pervasive
in-network caching and multi-link usage. They therefore combine the advantages
(and disadvantages) of caching solutions and MPTCP approaches. The optimiza-
tions presented in Section 2.3.3 are the most difficult to deploy nowadays, as they
require an upgrade or modification of the current Internet infrastructure. Neverthe-
less, these optimizations can provide important insights for new transport proto-
cols that are currently under development, as the Quick UDP Internet Connection
(QUIC) protocol developed by Google [95].
2.5 Conclusions
Optimizing the QoE of HAS users is a complex and challenging task. Purely
client-based rate adaptation heuristic might not reach optimal performance, as they
only possess a local and decentralized knowledge of the streaming and network
conditions. In this chapter, we therefore reviewed the status of existing works
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in the adaptive streaming domain that go beyond classical adaptation heuristics.
Particularly, we categorized these works in three groups, based on where the opti-
mization takes place. First, server- and network-assisted solutions place additional
intelligence in the network to support the delivery of the video. Traffic rerouting,
bandwidth shaping techniques and caching represent the most typical examples
in this space. This research area can greatly benefit from the new MPEG-SAND
standard, which standardizes the possible messages network nodes can exchange
to optimize HAS streams. Second, application level solutions can optimize the be-
havior of any adaptation heuristic by exploiting, for instance, the new features of
the HTTP/2 protocol or prefetching techniques. Third, transport level approaches
modify the congestion control algorithms or retransmission policy of TCP, to bet-
ter support video traffic. All these different solutions have also been analyzed in
terms of QoE benefits (e.g., quality, freezes, fairness etc.) and deployment com-
plexity. In conclusion, a general rule-them-all solution for HAS, able to guarantee
great and general benefits in terms of QoE factors and easy deployability, has not
been developed yet. Network-based solutions provide the greatest advantages in
terms of QoE improvements, as the network actively collaborates and supports the
streaming clients. Unfortunately, this aspect also challenges the actual deployabil-
ity of these approaches. Similar considerations can be repeated for transport level
solutions. Application level optimizations are easy to deploy but can only provide
consistent improvements on specific QoE factors, for example live latency. Never-
theless, the insights brought by this chapter can help future research efforts in the
field of Internet video streaming.
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This chapter tackles one of the problems still affecting HTTP Adaptive Stream-
ing (HAS) systems, namely fairness. Concretely, this means that different HAS
clients negatively influence each other as they compete for shared network re-
sources. To solve this problem, a novel rate adaptation algorithm is proposed,
capable of increasing clients’ Quality of Experience (QoE) and achieving fairness
in a multi-client setting. A key element of this approach is an in-network sys-
tem of coordination proxies in charge of facilitating fair resource sharing among
clients. The strength of this approach is threefold. First, fairness is achieved
without explicit communication among clients and thus no significant overhead is
introduced into the network. Second, the system of coordination proxies is trans-
parent to the clients, i.e., the clients do not need to be aware of its presence. Third,
the HAS principle is maintained, as the in-network components only provide the
clients with new information and suggestions, while the rate adaptation decision
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remains the sole responsibility of the clients themselves. This approach is eval-
uated through simulations, under highly variable bandwidth conditions and in
several multi-client scenarios. The proposed approach can improve fairness up
to 80% compared to state-of-the-art HAS heuristics in a scenario with three net-
works, each containing 30 clients streaming video at the same time.
3.1 Introduction
Nowadays, video streaming applications are responsible for the largest portion
of the traffic exchanged over the Internet. Particularly, HTTP Adaptive Stream-
ing (HAS) protocols have become very popular due to their flexibility, and can
therefore be considered as the de facto standard for video streaming services. Mi-
crosoft’s Smooth Streaming, Apple’s HTTP Live Streaming, Adobe’s HTTP Dy-
namic Streaming and MPEG Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
are examples of available HAS technologies. In an HAS architecture, video con-
tent is stored on a server as segments of fixed duration at different quality lev-
els. Each client can request the segment at the most appropriate quality level on
the basis of the local perceived bandwidth. In this way, video playback dynami-
cally changes according to the available resources, resulting in a smoother video
streaming experience. The main disadvantage of current HAS solutions is that the
heuristics used by the clients to select the appropriate quality level underperform
in a multi-client scenario [1–3]. In a real scenario, multiple clients simultaneously
request content from the HAS server. Often, clients have to share the same net-
work resources (e.g., a link) and issues concerning fairness among them appear,
meaning that the presence of a client has a negative impact on the performance
of others. As reported by Akhshabi et al. [1], fairness issues are not due to TCP
dynamics, but mainly arise from the rate adaptation algorithms, as they decide on
the actual rate to download. When multiple clients stream a video at the same
time, a wrong bandwidth estimation can occur, due to the temporal overlap of the
activity-inactivity periods of different clients. Indeed, in steady-state conditions,
HAS clients usually leave a time gap between the download of a segment and the
request of a new one, to avoid filling up their video buffer to a too large level. This
wrong estimation subsequently affects the bitrate selection and thus the clients’
Quality of Experience (QoE). This problem is aggravated by the uncoordinated
nature of current HAS heuristics. This entails they are not aware of the presence
of other clients nor can they adapt their behavior to deal with it.
In this chapter, we investigate the aforementioned problems arising in a multi-
client setting. Particularly, we present a fair HAS client able to achieve smooth
video playback, while coordinating with other clients in order to improve the fair-
ness of the entire system. This goal is reached with the aid of an in-network-based
system of coordination proxies, in charge of collecting measurements on the net-
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work conditions. This information is then used by the clients to refine their quality
decision process and develop a fair behavior.
The main contributions of this chapter are threefold. First, we present a new
HAS heuristic called FINEAS (Fair In-Network Enhanced Adaptive Streaming)
able to select the best quality depending on the network conditions, in order to
provide a smooth video streaming and improve fairness. Particularly, our heuristic
is able to increase the average requested quality level compared to current HAS
heuristics and avoid video freezes, while guaranteeing similar QoE to all the clients
streaming video, i.e., fairness. Second, we design an in-network-based system to
help clients coordinate their behavior, which does not require explicit client-to-
client communication or a centralized decision process. Consequently, the quality
level selection can still be performed locally and independently by each client,
without any modification to the general HAS principle. Third, detailed simulation
results are presented to characterize the gain of the proposed framework compared
to state-of-the-art HAS heuristics.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 reports
related work on HAS and multi-client algorithms. Section 3.3 details the proposed
multi-client HAS framework, both from an architectural and algorithmic point of
view. In Section 3.4, we evaluate our solution through simulation and show its
effectiveness compared to current HAS heuristics. Section 3.5 presents the main
conclusions. The online appendix presents an analytical formulation of the general
fairness problem.
3.2 Related Work
Akhshabi et al. present an analysis of the performance and drawbacks of some
commercially available HAS heuristics, such as Microsoft Smooth Streaming,
Netflix and Adobe players [4]. It is shown that current heuristics perform quality
selection sub-optimally. Particularly, they fail to adapt to rapid bandwidth changes,
leading to drops in the client play-out buffer and unnecessary quality switches.
They also analyze the performance of two competing HAS clients sharing the
same bottleneck, and point out that they are not able to develop a fair behavior.
Similar considerations are reported by Mueller et al. when testing different HAS
implementations using real bandwidth traces collected on a mobile network [5].
They also point out that the Microsoft Smooth Streaming client is able to achieve
the highest average bitrate as well as a low number of quality switches.
Many HAS rate adaptation heuristics have been proposed to alleviate the prob-
lems highlighted in the previous paragraph. Zhuo et al. present a control theory-
based HAS client where the buffer filling level of the client is controlled [6]. A
similar approach is also studied by Tian et al. [7]. Adzic et al. propose to add
additional information into the video segments to enhance the quality decision
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algorithm [8]. The client can then decide to switch up or down depending on the
effect on bitrate and the intrinsic quality of the next segment to download. Jarnikov
et al. study an algorithm based on a Markov Decision Process (MDP), which re-
quires offline training [9]. Xiang et al. use a similar approach for Scalable Video
Coding streaming and adopt a Markov model to describe the variations of wire-
less channel conditions [10]. Also the work presented by Claeys et al. is based
on an MDP and Reinforcement Learning theory [11]. In this case, the solution to
the MDP is computed online by means of the Q-Learning algorithm, without any
a priori knowledge. All these algorithms share a common drawback. Although
effective in a single-client scenario, they are not explicitly designed to deal with
the presence of multiple clients streaming video simultaneously over a shared net-
work medium. This means that they can fail in these circumstances, as shown by
Akhshabi et al. [1]. They report that unfairness is mainly caused by the quality
adaptation algorithms themselves, since they are not designed to explicitly cope
with a multi-client scenario. It is shown that a relevant cause of unfairness is the
temporal overlap of the activity-inactivity periods of different clients, since this
can lead to wrong bandwidth estimations.
Based on this consideration, most of the algorithms designed to improve fair-
ness in HAS focus on the modification of the time interval at which clients request
a new segment. Villa et al. implement a modified version of the Microsoft ISS
Smooth Streaming (MSS) client, randomizing the quality selection decision inter-
val [12]. The results show that this technique can improve fairness, but the ran-
domization characteristics have to be selected carefully. A similar approach is also
used by Jiang et al. [13]. In this case, the next segment download is randomized
taking into account the buffer status, in order to avoid freezes. Moreover, a state-
ful bitrate selection is introduced to allow clients with a low quality to increase it
more aggressively. The authors theoretically prove that this selection allows con-
vergence of the clients’ bitrates. In the work by Li et al., the download of a chunk
is scheduled to obtain a continuous average data rate sent over the network and to
maintain the buffer level close to a given threshold [2]. The segment fetch time
is used by Liu et al. to decide which quality level to request [14]. They try to
improve fairness by allowing recently joined clients to behave more aggressively.
De Cicco et al. propose the ELASTIC client, which avoids activity-inactivity pe-
riods by downloading segments in order to maintain the buffer level close to a
set-point [15]. The ELASTIC client is mainly designed to obtain fairness from
the network point of view but not to maximize QoE, since quality switches are not
included in the rate adaptation heuristic. This results in a high number of switches,
even in a fixed bandwidth scenario, and consequently low QoE. The main problem
of the presented algorithms is that they are purely client-based, i.e., no coordina-
tion is envisaged among the clients. Although this aspect simplifies the design and
implementation of the algorithms, it does not allow solving the fairness problem
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completely. The lack of coordination mechanisms entails that the fairness prob-
lem has to be solved at design time and that the solution has to be embedded in the
client’s heuristic. Since fairness is inherently an online problem, which depends on
the number of clients, network topology and bandwidth conditions, the obtained
solution is sub-optimal. As an example, Mueller et al. pointed out that the net-
work infrastructure, as a system of caching proxies, has a negative impact on the
bandwidth estimation process of the clients, and thus also on their performance
in terms of QoE and fairness [16]. This type of information, which is not known
at design time and thus not available to purely client-based algorithms, affects the
effectiveness of the aforementioned solutions.
A first approach to tackle this problem would be a centralized solution, where
the video server decides on the quality level to return. This solution is investigated
by De Cicco et al. and Kuschnig et al. [17, 18]. De Cicco et al. propose a con-
trol theory-based algorithm to control the length of the sender buffer, placed at the
server, in order to select the most appropriate quality level [17]. In the work pre-
sented by Kushnig et al., the server estimates the bandwidth of the TCP connection
considering the number of bytes transmitted in a time unit [18]. This estimation is
performed on a per-GOP (Group Of Pictures) basis. Even if a centralized approach
would facilitate the computation of an optimal global fair policy, it is not scalable
if the number of clients to serve increases. Moreover, a centralized approach alters
the classical HAS principle.
In order to solve the scalability issue, we adopt in this chapter an in-network
approach. In in-network algorithms, intermediary nodes are placed in the network
to collect information regarding the available bandwidth and influence the behav-
ior of HAS clients. An example of in-network adaptation is given by Bouten et
al. [19]. A system of network proxies periodically solves an optimization prob-
lem to determine the maximum quality the clients can download, based on the
current network status and an objective function. Houdaille et al. introduce a
bandwidth manager inside the home gateway to manage the flows belonging to
the different clients [20]. Based on clients’ characteristics and network conditions,
the bandwidth manager determines the target bitrate for each client, in order to
fairly share the available bandwidth. The bandwidth manager then applies traffic
shaping techniques to limit the bandwidth of each client and drive it to request the
target bitrate. A similar approach is investigated by Georgopoulos et al. [21]. A
centralized OpenFlow controller is used to allocate the bandwidth for each stream-
ing device, in order to obtain fairness from a QoE point of view. The authors
present a model to correlate video bitrate with video quality, which is used by
the controller in the bandwidth allocation process. Also Ma et al. implemented a
bandwidth manager to determine the quality levels to assign to the clients, based
on the available bandwidth and their subscription level [22]. Mok et al. introduce
a measurement proxy between the clients and the video streaming server, which
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estimates the available bandwidth and decides the highest possible quality level
the clients can support [23]. Based on this information and their buffer status,
the clients decide the most appropriate quality level to request. Essaili et al. pro-
pose a QoE optimizer for wireless networks that computes the optimal rate for the
streaming clients, based on the wireless channel conditions [24]. This value is then
used by a QoE proxy, in charge of intercepting and rewriting clients’ requests to
match the requested quality level with the optimal rate. The principal disadvan-
tage of the aforementioned algorithms is the active role of the in-network elements
in the quality decision process. This aspect entails an alteration of the classical
HAS principle, as the network de-facto decides which quality level the clients can
download. Even if different clients will select quality differently, at steady-state
all clients will converge to the quality level enforced by the network. Moreover,
these solutions present robustness issues in case of fault or malfunctioning of the
in-network elements.
Based on these considerations, we develop a new client-based rate adaptation
heuristic to optimize the QoE delivered to the clients, together with an in-network
coordination mechanism to improve fairness, which can operate in face of multi-
ple bottleneck links. This approach presents two advantages. First, the in-network
computation can be kept very simple and consequently not computationally de-
manding, since the quality decision algorithm still runs at the client. Second, it is
more robust in case of fault or malfunctioning of the network equipment, as the
client can continue to operate (at a sub-optimal level) without the in-network sys-
tem. The concept of an in-network system to help clients obtaining fairness has
been firstly introduced in our previous work [3]. The difference with respect to the
work presented in this chapter is twofold. First, the in-network system presented
in our previous work is composed of a single centralized node, which collects and
aggregates statistics on clients’ QoE performance. Even though the presented ap-
proach showed promising results, further experiments have shown unsatisfactory
performance in complex scenarios, mainly due to: (i) the centralized nature of the
solution, which is not able to handle the presence of multiple bottlenecks and (ii)
the aggregation of QoE statistics, which is not trivial if clients are located in dif-
ferent sub-networks. In this chapter instead, we propose a distributed in-network
system, able to cope with the presence of multiple bottlenecks, computing an esti-
mate of the clients’ fair bandwidth share on bottleneck links. This information is
provided to the clients, which use it in their heuristics to achieve fairness. Second,
we design a completely new rate adaptation heuristic, called FINEAS, to maxi-
mize client’s QoE and exploit the information provided by the in-network system
to achieve fairness.
3.3 Proposed fair HAS framework
The problem we propose to investigate in this chapter is twofold. First, clients have
to obtain the highest possible video quality. Second, they have to show similar per-
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formance if they share bottleneck links, i.e., fairness. Based on this consideration,
all the clients sharing the same bottlenecks should act fairly, even if they belong
to different networks. An analytical formulation of the general fairness problem is
presented in the appendix. In order to maximize the QoE delivered to the clients
and achieve fairness, we present the FINEAS (Fair In-Network Enhanced Adap-
tive Streaming) heuristic. The FINEAS heuristic runs at the clients and performs
the quality level selection based on three inputs: the local perceived bandwidth,
the video player buffer status and the so-called fairness signal. The fairness signal
is an additional measure introduced to achieve fairness, obtained when the client
downloads a segment. The fairness signal is computed by a system of network
nodes, called coordination proxies, and represents an estimate of the fair band-
width share of all the clients streaming video. In the remainder of this section
we provide an architectural overview of the proposed framework (Section 3.3.1)
and detail the implementation of the FINEAS heuristic (Section 3.3.2) and of the
fairness signal computation (Section 3.3.3).
3.3.1 Architectural Overview
As introduced previously, the system of coordination proxies is in charge of help-
ing clients achieving fairness, by computing an estimate of the fair bandwidth
share for all the clients streaming video, even if they belong to different networks.
In order to maintain scalability, the computation of the fairness signal is performed
periodically and in a hierarchical way by the coordination proxies. A generic co-
ordination proxy P receives an estimate of the fairness signal from its parent node
and computes a new estimate of the fairness signal for each of its child proxies.
This estimate is computed by monitoring the available bandwidth for HAS traf-
fic on the links connecting proxy P to its child nodes. A root proxy triggers the
computation of the fairness signal. At initialization, the coordination proxies start
monitoring the bandwidth for HAS traffic. After Tfair seconds, given Tfair is the
fairness signal computation period, the root proxy forwards its first estimate of the
signal and triggers its computation for the entire system. In order to limit overhead,
the calculated fairness signal can be added as an HTTP header field and returned to
the clients when delivering the next segment to play. Particularly, the clients trans-
late the fairness signal into a reference quality level, representing the theoretical
quality level to request in order to obtain perfect fairness among the clients. This
reference gives an indication on the best quality level to achieve fairness, rather
than determining the actual quality to be requested. The reason for this behavior
is twofold. First, directly requesting the reference quality level would be optimal
from the fairness point of view but not from the QoE point of view, because of
the frequent switches that would occur. Second, directly requesting the reference
quality level would alter the classical HAS principle, as the decision on the quality
level to download would no longer be carried out by the clients.
The main advantage of this hybrid approach is threefold. First, no commu-
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of a communication network. The possible locations
of the coordination proxies are shown. If the streaming service is offered by an Over-The-
Top (OTT) provider, the proxy located at the HAS Server in the core ISP network has to be
moved to the router connecting the core ISP network with the Internet.
nication is needed among clients and consequently no significant overhead is in-
troduced. Moreover, no client-to-proxy communication is required. The proxies
are transparent to the clients, as the clients only need to know how to access the
fairness signal but not how it is created. Second, the computation and delivery of
the fairness signal do not negatively affect the behavior of existing clients. Third,
the approach is robust toward proxy failure, as the clients can also operate without
the fairness signal.
As far as the coordination proxies positioning is concerned, the proxies should
be located at the main aggregation points of the network, in order to monitor the
links where a bottleneck can occur. Potential bottlenecks can be identified by
analysing the underlying network architecture or at runtime by monitoring link
conditions (e.g., if the traffic exceeds a certain percentage of the link capacity, a
coordination proxy can automatically become active). Since network operators
have full control of their delivery infrastructure, they can easily identify which are
the most sensible paths in their networks where a bottleneck could occur. This
way, they can perform an initial placement of the coordination proxies on network
nodes. Note that this assumption does not impact the flexibility of our solution,
since in a real scenario the network architecture is given and does not significantly
change over time. Furthermore, as coordination proxy functionalities can be im-
plemented via software, proxies can be flexibly relocated in case network condi-
tions consistently change over time. Moreover, coordination proxies can be placed
liberally on network nodes, without negatively impacting the fairness signal com-
putation even if a bottleneck does not occur. In this case, a proxy only receives
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the fairness signal from its parent node and forwards it to its child proxies, without
performing any operation on it. In other words, if a bottleneck does not occur,
the considered proxy becomes transparent with respect to the computation of the
fairness signal. As an example of coordination proxies placement, Figure 3.1 de-
picts a schematic representation of a communication network architecture based
on the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), as described by Release 11 of the 3rd Genera-
tion Partnership Project (3GPP) [25]. The EPC represents a unified core network
for the convergence of both 3GPP (as 2G, 3G and 4G) and non-3GPP (as WLAN
or DSL) access networks, but it is worth noting that our approach can be applied
to other network topologies as well. Depending on whether the streaming service
is offered by the network operator or an Over-The-Top (OTT) provider, the HAS
server can be located inside the core ISP network or in a data center connected
to the core ISP network through the Internet, respectively. In the latter case, a
coordination proxy is located at the edge between the Internet and the core ISP
network. In 2G and 3G access networks a base station and a base station con-
troller manage the radio interface. In the 4G case these functionalities are carried
out by the same node. A DSLAM concentrates the traffic coming from WLAN
and DSL access networks and forwards it to the Broadband Remote Access Server
(BRAS). A Packet Data Network (PDN) Gateway aggregates the traffic belonging
to 3GPP and non-3GPP access networks and directs it into the core ISP network.
The aforementioned nodes can provide coordination proxy functionalities, since
they aggregate traffic at different network levels and can detect the presence of
congested links. It is worth noting that the proposed system can be extended to
take into account the presence of caches. In this case, the proxies have to compute
a separate fairness signal for each of the considered delivery nodes (e.g., a generic
HAS server or a cache). This is necessary, as the different delivery nodes might be
associated with different end-to-end fair bandwidth estimations. The proxies are
in this case responsible for embedding the right fairness signal in the HTTP header
returned to the client while downloading the segment, based on the delivery node
that is currently offering the video content. Consequently, our approach can be
combined with any existing HAS-optimized caching scheme.
An important aspect of our framework is how the bandwidth estimation process
is carried out by the proxies. In this chapter, we use an implementation based
on sFlow, which performs bandwidth estimation through an operation of packet
sampling [26]. Proxies monitor the bandwidth for two groups of flows: HAS traffic
and non-HAS traffic (i.e., the traffic generated by non-HAS clients is grouped into
the same flow). When a packet is sampled, the packet header is extracted and
analyzed in order to match it to a specific flow. A packet belongs to the HAS flow
if the IP source address matches that of the HAS server and the TCP source port
is equal to 80 (the standard port for HTTP connections). Otherwise, the packet is
considered part of the non-HAS traffic flow.
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Algorithm 1: FINEAS client heuristic. The symbol * indicates the parameters belonging to
the heuristic.
Require: videoBitRate, vector containing the bitrate of each quality level of the video
maxAvailableQuality, highest available quality level of the video
segmentDuration, duration of the video segments, in seconds
bufferSize, size of the video player buffer, expressing the maximum amount of video that can be stored, in seconds
qualityWindow*, time window stating how many quality level samples should be kept in memory, in seconds
bufferMin*, panic threshold of the buffer level, in seconds
bufferPercentage*, target percentage of the buffer size
α*, global utility function weight
Ensure: nextQL, the next quality level to request
1: bandwidth = getLocalPerceivedBandwidth()
2: bufferFillingLevel = getCurrentBufferFillingLevel()
3: bufferTarget = bufferSize× bufferPercentage
4: qualityHistoryV ector = updateQualityHistoryVector(currentT ime,qualityWindow)
5: averageQuality = computeAverageQuality(qualityHistoryV ector)
6: fairnessSignal = getFairnessSignal()
7: fairnessQuality = 1
8: for ql = 1 tomaxAvailableQuality − 1 do
9: if videoBitRate(ql) ≤ fairnessSignal < videoBitRate(ql + 1) then
10: fairnessQuality = fairnessSignal+ql×videoBitRate(ql+1)−(ql+1)×videoBitRate(ql)
videoBitRate(ql+1)−videoBitRate(ql)
11: end if
12: end for
13: if fairnessSignal ≥ videoBitRate(maxAvailableQuality) then
14: fairnessQuality = maxAvailableQuality
15: end if
16: if bufferFillingLevel ≤ bufferMin then
17: nextQL = 1
18: else
19: maxDownloadableQuality = maxAvailableQuality
20: for ql = 1 tomaxAvailableQuality do
21: estimatedDownloadTime = (videoBitRate(ql)× segmentDuration) /bandwidth
22: estimatedBufferLevel = bufferFillingLevel − estimatedDownloadTime +
segmentDuration
23: if estimatedBufferLevel ≤ bufferMin then
24: maxDownloadableQuality = ql− 1
25: break
26: end if
27: end for
28: globalUtilityMax = −1000
29: for ql = 1 tomaxDonwloadableQuality do
30: estimatedDownloadTime = (videoBitRate(ql)× segmentDuration) /bandwidth
31: estimatedBufferLevel = bufferFillingLevel − estimatedDownloadTime +
segmentDuration
32: qoeUtility = − | ql − maxDownloadableQuality | − | ql − averageQuality |
−|estimatedBufferLevel− bufferTarget |
33: fairnessUtility = − | ql− fairnessQuality |
34: globalUtility = (1− α)× fairnessUtility + α× qoeUtility
35: if globalUtility ≥ globalUtilityMax then
36: globalUtilityMax = globalUtility
37: nextQL = ql
38: end if
39: end for
40: return nextQL
41: end if
3.3.2 Client-Side Rate Adaptation
The FINEAS heuristic is executed by the client when a new segment has been
downloaded, and before the request of a new one. The goal of the client is to
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select the most appropriate quality level in order to maximize QoE and achieve
fairness. A detailed description of the heuristic is provided in Algorithm 1. We
indicate all the parameters belonging to our heuristic with the symbol *. In Section
3.4, an extensive evaluation of the impact of these parameters on the algorithm’s
performance is reported. The FINEAS heuristic can be subdivided into four main
parts we describe in the following.
Input collection (lines 1-15). First, the client obtains the local perceived band-
width, the video player buffer filling level bufferFillingLevel and the buffer target
bufferTarget (lines 1-3). The perceived bandwidth is the bandwidth measured dur-
ing the download of a segment and is computed as the ratio between the segment
size and the segment download time. bufferFillingLevel is the amount of video
currently stored in the video player buffer, expressed in seconds. It depends on the
number of segments currently stored in the buffer and their duration. bufferTarget
represents the target for the buffer filling level, expressed in seconds. The client re-
quests the next segment in order to maintain the resulting buffer filling level close
to bufferTarget. This value is set by the parameter bufferPercentage, which is ex-
pressed as a percentage of the total buffer size. As an example, given bufferSize
and bufferPercentage are equal to 10 seconds and 80% respectively, the desired
buffer target would be equal to 10 × 0.8 = 8 seconds. Next, the client updates
the vector qualityHistoryVector, which contains the quality levels requested in the
last qualityWindow seconds, and computes the average requested quality over this
time window (lines 4-5). The fairness signal is then extracted from the HTTP
header of the downloaded segment (line 6). The fairness signal represents the
fair bandwidth share per client as computed by the coordination proxies. A client
should request the quality level whose bitrate is closest to the fairness signal, in
order to fairly share resources with the other clients. Consequently, a reference
quality level fairnessQuality is obtained starting from the fairnessSignal and the
bitrates of the video (lines 7-15). fairnessQuality is then used as the target quality
level to request in order to obtain perfect fairness among clients. Note that this
mapping produces a real value in the interval [1;maxAvailableQuality], since in
general there is not an exact match between the fairness signal and the bitrates of
the video. The client identifies the nearest lower (ql) and nearest higher (ql+1)
bitrates compared to fairnessSignal (line 9). fairnessQuality is computed on line
10. This operation corresponds to finding the fitting line passing through the points
a=(ql,videoBitRate(ql)) and b=(ql+1,videoBitRate(ql+1)), and using the obtained
equation to find the coordinate of point c=(fairnessQuality, fairnessSignal), where
the unknown variable is fairnessQuality. Particularly, by substituting points a and
b into the equation y=mx+k and solving it with respect to m and k, the fitting line
can be found. m and k are equal to videoBitRate(ql + 1) − videoBitRate(ql)
and (ql+ 1)× videoBitRate(ql)− ql× videoBitRate(ql+ 1), respectively. By
substituting the coordinate of point c into the aforementioned equation and solv-
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ing it with respect to fairnessQuality, the formula expressed on line 10 is obtained.
If fairnessSignal is greater than the highest available bitrate, fairnessQuality is
assigned to the highest available quality level (lines 13-14).
Buffer status control (lines 16-17). If the buffer level bufferFillingLevel is
below the panic threshold bufferMin, the lowest quality level is directly requested.
This way, the client tries to timely react to a situation where the risk of video
freezes is high.
Highest downloadable quality level identification (lines 19-27). Otherwise,
the heuristic identifies the highest quality level maxDownloadableQuality that can
actually be downloaded. For each of the available quality levels, the client com-
putes an estimate of the download time (line 21). We refer here to an estimate as
the computation is performed using the local perceived bandwidth, which could
change in the future. The download time is used to compute an estimate of the
buffer level when the download of the next segment to request will be completed,
called estimatedBufferLevel (line 22). The client identifies the first quality level
ql such that estimatedBufferLevel is lower than the panic threshold bufferMin (line
23). This means that if ql or a higher quality level is requested, the buffer level is
likely to be below the panic threshold at the end of the segment download. In order
to avoid a possible freeze or the request of the lowest quality level at the next step,
the highest quality level that can be downloaded (i.e., maxDownloadableQuality)
is then set to ql-1 (line 24).
Final quality level selection (lines 28-39). The client finally requests the
quality level maximizing a global utility, given by the weighted sum of a QoE
term and a fairness term. The QoE term (line 32) encompasses the three most
important factors affecting the user experience in HAS: (i) segment quality, (ii)
quality switching and (iii) freezes. Segment quality is maximized by request-
ing the highest downloadable quality level (i.e.,−|ql–maxDownloadableQuality|),
switching is minimized by reducing the deviation from the average requested qual-
ity within the quality window (i.e., −|ql–averageQuality|), and freezes are min-
imized by keeping the buffer level as close to the buffer target level as possi-
ble (i.e., −|estimatedBufferLevel–bufferTarget|). Moreover, by keeping the buffer
level close to a target value smaller than the maximum buffer size, we can reduce
the on-off download pattern typical in HAS and guarantee a more continuous flow
of GET requests from the client. The fairness term is maximized by requesting the
quality level closest to the fairnessQuality (line 33). This way, the client is driven
to request the best quality level to fairly share bandwidth with the other clients. For
each quality from 1 to maxDownloadableQuality, the global utility is computed as
the linear combination of the QoE and fairness terms (line 34). The selected qual-
ity level is the quality that maximizes this global utility (lines 35-38). A parameter
α weighs the importance of the QoE and fairness components on the global utility.
For α → 1, the heuristic tends to only maximize the QoE of the client, without
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Algorithm 2: In-network computation performed at the coordination proxy P .
Require: childProxies, vector containing the child coordination proxies of proxy P
controlledClients, vector containing the number of HAS clients controlled by each proxy in child-
Proxies
Ensure: fairnessSignal, vector containing the fairness signals to forward to the proxies in childProxies
1: parentFairnessSignal = getParentFairnessSignal()
2: unusedBandwidth = 0, entitledClients = 0
3: for i in childProxies do
4: estimatedBandwidth← getEstimatedBandwidthForHASTrafficTowardsChildProxy(i)
5: maxFairnessSignal(i) = estimatedBandwidth/controlledClients(i)
6: if maxFairnessSignal(i) ≤ parentFairnessSignal then
7: unusedBandwidth+=(parentFairnessSignal − maxFairnessSignal(i)) ×
controlledClients(i)
8: else
9: entitledClients+=controlledClients(i)
10: end if
11: end for
12: childProxies = sortIncreasing(childProxies,maxFairnessSignal); ##sort proxies in
childProxies in increasing order of associated maxFairnessSignal##
13: for i in childProxies do
14: if maxFairnessSignal(i) ≤ parentFairnessSignal then
15: fairnessSignal(i) = maxFairnessSignal(i)
16: else
17: bandwidthPerClient = unusedBandwidth/entitledClients
18: fairnessSignal(i) = min(parentFairnessSignal +
bandwidthPerClient,maxFairnessSignal(i))
19: unusedBandwidth−=(fairnessSignal(i) − parentFairnessSignal) ×
controlledClients(i)
20: entitledClients−=controlledClients(i)
21: end if
22: end for
23: return fairnessSignal
taking into account fairness. For α→ 0, only fairness is optimized. The influence
of this parameter is investigated in Section 3.4.3.
The computational complexity of our heuristic can be estimated as O(n), with
n the number of quality levels, given the complexity of the loops on lines 8, 20 and
29 is O(n). The algorithm has been implemented on a Dell Latitude E5530 run-
ning Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 64-bit, Intel Core i5-3320M CPU @ 2.60GHz processor
and 8 GB of memory to evaluate scalability. Even with 10000 available quality
levels, the quality selection can still be performed in less than 6 milliseconds.
3.3.3 Fairness Signal Computation
The hierarchical system of coordination proxies has the fundamental role to
help the clients in achieving fairness, by periodically computing the fairness sig-
nal. This value represents the theoretical fair bandwidth allocation of the clients
belonging to a certain network and is computed taking into account all the clients
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the coordination proxy architecture
streaming video (even those belonging to other networks). Algorithm 2 describes
the operations performed by a generic coordination proxy P to compute its esti-
mate of the fairness signal.
As depicted in Figure 3.2, proxy P is connected to a parent proxy and to a set
of child proxies, each controlling a certain number of clients as indicated in the
vector controlledClients. From the parent node, P receives the fairness signal par-
entFairnessSignal (line 1). This value represents the fair bandwidth share for each
client controlled by P, as computed by the parent node. Proxy P aims to fairly
redistribute the bandwidth represented by parentFairnessSignal to its child prox-
ies. In case P is the root of the system, parentFairnessSignal has to be assigned to
infinite, as we assume there are no bottlenecks before the root proxy.
For each child proxy i, P obtains the estimated bandwidth for HAS traffic on
the link connecting P to proxy i (link Li in Figure 3.2). Next, it computes the fair
bandwidth share on this link, i.e., the ratio between the estimated bandwidth on
Li and the number of clients controlled by proxy i (line 5). This value, indicated
as maxFairnessSignal(i), represents the maximum fairness signal achievable for
proxy i. Proxy P then checks whether Li or LP, the link connecting the parent
proxy to P, is the actual bottleneck for proxy i. Particularly, if the fair bandwidth
per client on link Li (i.e., maxFairnessSignal(i)) is smaller than that on link Lp
(i.e., parentFairnessSignal), the bottleneck is represented by link Li. Otherwise,
if maxFairnessSignal(i)>parentFairnessSignal, Lp acts as bottleneck for proxy i.
When Li represents the bottleneck (line 6), the clients controlled by proxy i are not
able to use all the bandwidth indicated by parentFairnessSignal. Particularly, the
unused bandwidth is equal to the difference between parentFairnessSignal and
maxFairnessSignal(i), multiplied by the number of clients controlled by proxy
i (line 7). The leftover bandwidth unusedBandwidth can be redistributed to the
clients whose bottleneck is represented by link Lp. When Lp is the bottleneck, the
number of clients entitled to accept part of the exceeding bandwidth is incremented
by the number of clients controlled by proxy i (line 9).
The final fairness signal for each child proxy is computed on lines 13-22. Here,
proxy P redistributes the exceeding bandwidth to all the entitled clients. If Li is
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the bottleneck for child proxy i, i.e., no extra bandwidth can be assigned, the final
fairness signal is assigned to maxFairnessSignal(i) (lines 14-15). Otherwise, the
surplus bandwidth per client bandwidthPerClient is computed as the ratio between
the unused bandwidth and the number of entitled clients (line 17). Next, the final
fairness signal for proxy i is assigned as the sum between the parent fairness signal
and the surplus bandwidth per client (line 18). The min operation performed on
line 18 avoids that fairnessSignal(i) exceeds maxFairnessSignal(i). The amount
of unused bandwidth is then decremented by the amount assigned at the previous
step (line 19). Also, the amount of entitled clients is decremented by the number
of clients controlled by proxy i (line 20).
As an example, we consider the scenario in Figure 3.2, where proxy P is con-
nected to three child proxies. We assume each child proxy controls 10 HAS clients
(i.e., controlledClients(i)=10 for i=1,2,3), and the estimated bandwidth for HAS
traffic on links L1, L2 and L3 is 10, 20 and 35 Mbps, respectively. parentFair-
nessSignal is 2 Mbps. In this case, the variable maxFairnessSignal(i) for each
proxy is equal to 1, 2 and 3.5 Mbps, respectively. This entails that L1 represents
the main bottleneck for proxy #1, as maxFairnessSignal(1)≤parentFairnessSignal.
The unused bandwidth is computed as on line 7 and is equal to unusedBand-
width=10 Mbps. This is not the case for proxy #3, as maxFairnessSignal(3) is
greater than parentFairnessSignal. Consequently, the number of entitled clients
is incremented by 10 clients. The fairness signal for proxy #1 and #2 is assigned
directly to 1 and 2 Mbps, respectively, as both maxFairnessSignal(1) and max-
FairnessSignal(2) are smaller or equal to parentFairnessSignal. On the contrary,
proxy P can assign the exceeding bandwidth to the clients controlled by proxy #3.
The variable bandwidthPerClient is equal to 1 Mbps and the final signal is equal
to parentFairnessSignal+bandwidthPerClient=3 Mbps, as shown on line 18.
The rationale behind the sort operation performed on line 12 is to reduce the
computational complexity of the heuristic. The complexity of the two for loops
on lines 3 and 13 is O(n), while that of the sort operation is O (n× log(n)),
with n the length of vector childProxies. Consequently, the total computational
complexity is O (n× log(n)), which is known to scale well even for large values
of n. If the vector childProxies is not sorted, the computation on lines 13-22 has to
be performed using two nested for loops, for a total computational complexity of
O(n2). In order to evaluate complexity, Algorithm 2 has been implemented on a
Dell Latitude E5530 running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 64-bit, Intel Core i5-3320M CPU
@ 2.60GHz processor and 8 GB of memory. We incremented the number of child
coordination proxies from 2 to 10000 and measured the time needed to compute
the fairness signal. Even for 10000 child proxies, the fairness signal computation
is carried out in less than 0.032 seconds on a general purpose device. Moreover, it
is worth noting that the fairness signal computation is decoupled from the actual
segment delivery to the clients. When a proxy receives a segment to forward, it
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just has to embed its current estimate of the fairness signal into an HTTP header.
The actual update of the fairness signal can be considered as an independent and
parallel process occurring periodically within the system of coordination proxies.
The fairness signal computation period, i.e., the communication interval among
the proxies, is an important parameter of our algorithm. A small period entails
that the fairness signal closely follows bandwidth variations, at the price of an
increased computational and communication overhead. On the contrary, a high
period reduces overhead but negatively affects the significance of the fairness sig-
nal. The impact of this parameter on the performance of our solution is evaluated
in Section 3.4.
In the fairness signal computation presented in Algorithm 2, it is assumed that
the link capacity is shared equally among the HAS clients. This assumption might
not hold in wireless networks, where the capacity is not only shared among users,
but it also depends on the specific user location and mobility (i.e., the quality of the
wireless channel or RSSI). This information could be used by the last coordination
proxy (see Figure 3.1) to refine the final estimation of the fairness signal. Wireless
channel information can indeed be exploited to infer the optimal transmission rate
of a client, which would allow to perform a better redistribution of the fairness
signal among the HAS clients in the wireless network.
3.4 Performance Evaluation Results
3.4.1 Experimental Setup
An NS-3-based simulation framework has been used to evaluate our multi-client
framework [19]. The video streamed is Big Buck Bunny, composed of 299 seg-
ments, each 2 seconds long and encoded at 7 different quality levels: 300, 427,
608, 806, 1233, 1636, 2436 kbps (the lowest quality level is indicated with 1).
The Network Simulation Cradle1 has been enabled for all the results, in order to
provide a realistic implementation of the TCP protocol. Unless otherwise stated,
the buffer size for each client is equal to 5 segments, or 10 seconds.
The simulated network topology is shown in Fig. 3.3a, where the position
of the coordination proxies is reported. The root proxy is co-located with the
HAS Server (not shown in Fig. 3.3a). In order to give an extensive evaluation
of the FINEAS heuristic, we simulate 50 episodes of the video trace and average
the results over the 50 runs. The capacity on links LS-P0 and LP0-P2 is kept fixed
for all the experiments. A cross traffic generator introduces UDP traffic on links
LP0-P1, LP2-P3 and LP2-P4 (highlighted links in Figure 3.3a), in order to vary the
available bandwidth for HAS traffic. A different cross traffic pattern is used for
each episode, which varies each second and is scaled with respect to the number of
1http://research.wand.net.nz/software/nsc.php
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Figure 3.3: Simulated topology (a) and an extract of the used bandwidth pattern (b).
clients. An episode is defined as a single simulation run. As far as the cross traffic
pattern is concerned, we use an open-source dataset collected on a real 3G/HSDPA
network [27]. The available bandwidth for one client fluctuates between 202 bps
and 6335 kbps, with an average of 2087 kbps and a standard deviation of 1314
kbps. An example of the bandwidth pattern is shown in Figure 3.3b. Regarding
the bandwidth estimation at the coordination proxies, the sFlow packet sampling
rate has been set to 1 packet sampled every 1000 for all the experiments. As far as
the fairness signal is concerned, it is added as an HTTP header field by the proxies
and returned to the clients when delivering the next segment.
In order to provide an extensive benchmark of the FINEAS algorithm, we com-
pare our results to those obtained using four other HAS clients. Particularly, we
choose a proprietary HAS client, the MSS2 client, the Q-Learning-based client de-
scribed by Claeys et al. [11] and the client developed by Miller et al. [28]. We also
studied the performance of the FESTIVE algorithm, one of the first algorithms
developed to explicitly deal with a multi-client scenario [13]. As far as the perfor-
mance evaluation is concerned, fairness is computed as the standard deviation of
clients’ QoE. Unless otherwise stated, all the simulated clients start streaming the
video at the same time.
3.4.2 QoE Model
In this section, we define the QoE model used to evaluate the proposed framework.
We use a metric in the same range of the Mean Opinion Score (MOS), that can be
computed as in Eq. 3.1 [11, 29]:
QoEij = 5.67×
q¯ij
qmaxij
− 6.72× qˆ
i
j
qmaxij
+ 0.17− 4.95× F ij (3.1)
2https://slextensions.svn.codeplex.com/svn/trunk/SLExtensions/AdaptiveStreaming
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Table 3.1: Overview of evaluated parameter configuration
Parameter Evaluated values Parameter Evaluated values
qualityWindow [sec] 10, 20, 30, 50, 70 bufferMin [sec] 2, 4, 6
bufferPercentage 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 α 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
Tfair [sec] 2, 4, 6
q represents the quality levels of the video, expressed as an integer ranging
from 1 (the lowest quality) to qmax (the highest quality). The QoE experienced
by client j in network i is the linear combination of the average quality level re-
quested q¯ij , its standard deviation qˆ
i
j (both normalized with respect to the highest
available quality level qmaxij) and F
i
j , which models the influence of freezes and
is computed as follows:
F ij =
7
8
×max
(
ln(φij)
6
+ 1, 0
)
+
1
8
×
(
min(ψij , 15)
15
)
(3.2)
φij and ψ
i
j are the freezes frequency and the average freeze duration, respec-
tively. All the coefficients reported in Eq. 3.1-3.2 have been fixed according to the
works by De Vriendt et al. [29] and Claeys et al. [11].
3.4.3 Parameter Analysis
In this section we investigate the impact of the parameters characterizing our HAS
framework on clients’ performance, and select the configuration to use in the re-
mainder of the chapter. As explained in Section 3.3.2 and Algorithm 1, the FI-
NEAS heuristic parameters are: qualityWindow, a time window stating how many
quality levels have to be kept in memory, bufferMin, the panic buffer threshold,
bufferPercentage, to tune the target buffer level, and α, the global utility function
weight. As far as the in-network coordination is concerned (see Section 3.3.3), the
only parameter to set is the fair signal computation period, named Tfair. In order
to properly tune our HAS framework and select the best configuration, an elabo-
rate evaluation of the parameter space has been performed. The evaluated values
are reported in Table 3.1, for a total of 648 feasible configurations (note that the
target buffer level needs always to be higher than the panic buffer threshold). We
evaluate our solution with the setting reported in Section 3.4.1; each network con-
taining 10 clients streaming video at the same time. The capacity of links LS-P0 and
LP0-P2 is set to 60 Mbps and 40 Mbps respectively, while the bandwidth on links
LP0-P1, LP2-P3 and LP2-P4 is variable and has an average of 20 Mbps and a standard
deviation of 13 Mbps over the 50 simulated episodes. This simulation setup al-
lows us to have a clear understanding of the impact of the different parameters on
the performance of our solution. Depending on the available bandwidth on links
LP0-P1, LP2-P3 and LP2-P4, the actual bottlenecks for the three networks dynamically
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Figure 3.4: Analysis of the parameter influence
change. This way, we can explore a wide range of network configurations, where
the three networks mutually influence each other (due to the bandwidth limitations
on links LS-P0 and LP0-P2) or not. Other topologies have been investigated, but the
results do not significantly change and are omitted due to space constraints.
The performance evaluation is conducted on the basis of the achieved QoE
and fairness. Particularly, we express fairness as the standard deviation of clients’
QoE. We introduce a metricGk to evaluate the overall performance of the analyzed
configurations, defined as in Eq. 3.3:
Gk =
1
N
N∑
i=1
J ik −
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(
J ik −
1
N
N∑
i=1
J ik
)2
with J ik = QoE
i
k − Q̂oE
i
k
(3.3)
N represents the number of networks containing HAS clients streaming video.
J ik represents the performance of network i during the k-th episode and is the lin-
ear combination of QoE
i
k, the average QoE computed over the whole group of
clients belonging to network i for episode k, and Q̂oE
i
k, its standard deviation.
This way, J ik encodes the fairness objective for network i, i.e., maximizing QoE
while improving fairness. Gk is used to evaluate the overall performance of the
analyzed configuration and is given by the linear combination of the average J ik
over all networks and of the negative of its standard deviation. Our aim is to select
a configuration that allows to maximize Gk, in order to achieve the highest pos-
sible performance for every network while keeping the deviation among them as
low as possible. For every configuration, the index G has been computed as the
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average of Gk over the 50 simulated episodes. For each evaluated value of each
parameter, the average G of the five best configurations containing the evaluated
value has been calculated. Using more than 5 values does not significantly affect
the outcome of this analysis. The results are shown in Figure 3.4. Small values
of the panic threshold bufferMin lead to better performance, as they avoid to often
request the lowest quality level. The increased risk for video freezes caused by a
low panic threshold is counterbalanced by using higher values of the buffer per-
centage bufferPercentage, which led to higher buffer targets. A trade-off is present
in this case: a high percentage reduces the risk of freezes but also the possibility
to request a high quality level. The best performance is reached for a value of 0.8.
As far as the qualityWindow is concerned, it appears clearly that the more qual-
ity levels stored, the better. This entails that the client has a more comprehensive
vision of the actions taken in the past, and can choose the next quality level ac-
cordingly. The parameter α states to what extent the clients follow the indication
given by the fairness signal. The best value is obtained at 0.4, meaning that the two
opposite objectives of maximizing clients’ QoE and achieving fairness are well-
balanced. Strictly following the fairness signal (i.e., values of α close to zero) leads
to perfect fairness but bad performance in terms of QoE, because of the frequent
switches that would occur. This result also highlights that it is more convenient
to incorporate the fairness signal into the adaptation heuristic rather than using it
directly to enforce the quality selection process. As expected, a small value of
the fairness signal computation period Tfair leads to the best performance, as the
in-network computation can quickly follow the bandwidth variations. The intro-
duced communication overhead can be kept minimal by adding an HTTP header
to transport the fairness signal.
Based on this analysis, the configuration with qualityWindow equal to 70 sec-
onds, bufferMin to 2 seconds, bufferPercentage to 0.8, α to 0.4 and Tfair to 2 sec-
onds has finally been chosen. It is worth noting that this configuration is also the
best overall, thus showing the validity of the parameter analysis.
3.4.4 Variable Bandwidth Scenario
After the parameter analysis, we evaluate our solution with an increased number
of clients. A fixed line scenario has also been evaluated, but the results are omitted
due to space limits. In a fixed line scenario, all the simulated heuristics are able to
guarantee a high QoE, but only the FINEAS heuristic is able to guarantee fairness.
The same simulation setting as in Section 3.4.1 is used, with 30 clients per
network streaming a video at the same time. In this case, links LS-P0 and LP0-P2
are fixed to 180 Mbps and 120 Mbps respectively, while the bandwidth on links
LP0-P1, LP2-P3 and LP2-P4 is variable and presents an average of 60 Mbps and a
standard deviation of 40 Mbps over the 50 simulated episodes. In this scenario,
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between the different clients, from a QoE perspective, for a vari-
able bandwidth scenario. Each network contains 30 clients streaming video. The graphs
report the relative performance of the considered clients in terms of (a) average QoE and
(b) its standard deviation compared to MSS. The standard deviation of clients’ QoE is used
as fairness metric.
the three networks can mutually influence their performance, as the links LS-P0
and LP0-P2 act as common bottlenecks. It is fundamental to stress that the variable
bandwidth pattern has been collected on a real 3G/HSDPA network, as described
in Section 3.4.1. We consider the MSS as reference client and compute, for each
simulated episode and for each network, the ratio between the average QoE of the
analyzed client and that of the MSS. Figure 3.5a reports the average value over the
50 episodes of this ratio, together with the confidence intervals at 95%. Figure 3.5b
reports the average value over the 50 episodes of the ratio between the QoE stan-
dard deviation of the MSS algorithm and that of the analyzed client, together with
the confidence intervals at 95%. The QoE standard deviation is used as fairness
metric. Our solution is able to increase the average QoE by almost 20% for each
of the three networks and to improve fairness with almost 80% when compared
to MSS. Also the FESTIVE and Miller clients improve fairness, but consistently
reduce the average QoE. This entails that the final QoE at the clients with these
two heuristics is lower than that obtained using the MSS heuristic. These results
show the sub-optimality of these two heuristics in case of a variable bandwidth,
caused by frequent quality switches and video freezes. As far as the Q-Learning
client is concerned, it improves fairness by about 50% with respect to MSS, but
with a loss of 8-10% in terms of average QoE. This negative behavior is mainly
due to the mutual influence among the learning processes of the clients and the
uncoordinated nature of Q-Learning [30]. When a client selects a certain quality
level, it uses a portion of the shared bandwidth. This decision has an impact on the
performance of the other clients and thus also on their learning process. Since the
clients do not share any information among each other, this leads to a sub-optimal
quality adaptation policy.
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Table 3.2: Performance summary in the variable bandwidth scenario, in terms of quality
components. The average value over the 50 episodes is reported, together with the confi-
dence interval at 95%.
MSS FINEAS Q-Learning FESTIVE Miller
Network 1
QoE 2.96±.18 3.41±.15 2.61±.07 2.64±.26 2.35±.32
q¯ij 4.51±.19 5.19±.13 3.69±.03 5.60±.14 5.70±.15
qˆij 0.91±.08 0.98±.06 0.55±.03 1.23±.04 1.51±.09
Bitrate [Mbps] 1.01±.08 1.30±.05 0.74±.01 1.47±.05 1.51±.06
Freeze [sec] 0.08±.02 0.07±.02 0.07±.04 4.21±1.16 3.19±.59
Freeze number 0.07±.01 0.05±.02 0.06±.03 3.42±.84 3.40±.49
Network 2
QoE 2.76±.15 3.25±.16 2.52±.08 2.44±.23 2.18±.24
q¯ij 4.21±.16 5.16±.15 3.68±.04 5.14±.11 5.24±.12
qˆij 0.83±.07 1.12±.06 0.62±.04 1.14±.03 1.38±.06
Bitrate [Mbps] 0.89±.06 1.29±.06 0.73±.01 1.28±.04 1.32±.05
Freeze [sec] 0.08±.02 0.09±.03 0.10±.03 3.31±.87 2.66±.48
Freeze number 0.08±.01 0.07±.02 0.11±.02 2.95±.71 2.99±.39
Network 3
QoE 2.78±.15 3.25±.16 2.52±.07 2.44±.22 2.11±.24
q¯ij 4.21±.16 5.16±.15 3.63±.04 5.14±.11 5.23±.12
qˆij 0.81±.07 1.12±.06 0.57±.03 1.14±.03 1.40±.05
Bitrate [Mbps] 0.89±.06 1.29±.06 0.73±.01 1.28±.04 1.31±.05
Freeze [sec] 0.08±.03 0.09±.03 0.11±.03 3.35±.89 2.86±.51
Freeze number 0.07±.01 0.07±.02 0.11±.02 2.91±.69 3.15±.39
Table 3.2 summarizes the results for this scenario. We compute, for each
episode and for each network, the average of clients’ QoE, q¯ij , qˆ
i
j , requested bit-
rate, freeze time and freeze number. q¯ij and qˆ
i
j represent, respectively, the average
quality level requested by client j in network i and the standard deviation from
this average (see Eq. 3.1). We then average these values over the 50 simulated
episodes. The largest gain of the FINEAS heuristic is an increased average quality
level (15% higher than MSS) and requested bitrate, without affecting the freeze
duration. The FESTIVE and Miller clients reach the highest quality level, but the
freeze duration, the number of freezes and quality switches increase. This means
that the rate adaptation process is not performed optimally and, consequently, does
not lead to the highest possible QoE. The main problem of the Q-Learning algo-
rithm is the low average requested quality level, which strongly affects the final
QoE. This behavior is a consequence of the mutual influence among the clients.
When a client requests a high quality segment, it could experience a freeze due to
the congestion caused by the other clients. Therefore, the clients develop a more
conservative policy, where high quality levels are avoided to limit freezes. This
problem is further intensified by the non-stationarity of the simulated environment.
Table 3.3 reports the statistical significance of the results. For each algorithm
and for each episode, we compute the average QoE and the average standard de-
viation over the three networks. Next, we perform a two-tail paired t-test for each
pair of heuristics. Results are reported as the mean (and its standard deviation) of
the average QoE and the average QoE standard deviation, over the 50 simulated
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Table 3.3: Statistical significance of the average QoE and the average standard deviation
of the QoE, using a two-tail paired t-testing with significance level 0.05.
MSS FINEAS Q-Learning FESTIVE Miller
Average QoE 2.78±.50a 3.24±.55b 2.50±.38c 2.46±.58c 2.17±.60d
QoE Standard Deviation 0.69±.16a 0.13±.04b 0.32±.05c 0.31±.08c 0.46±.09d
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(a) Relative performance of our solution in terms of average QoE compared to MSS.
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Figure 3.6: Evaluation of the FINEAS heuristic, from a QoE perspective, for a variable
bandwidth scenario with different buffer sizes. Each network contains 30 clients streaming
video. The x-axis reports the buffer size, in seconds.
episodes. Taken two heuristics, they are statistically different if they are associated
to different letters. For example, the results for the MSS and FINEAS heuristics
are statistically different. Only the Q-Learning and the FESTIVE clients do not
show any significant difference in performance.
3.4.5 Influence of the Buffer Size
In this section, we investigate clients’ performance using different buffer sizes.
Based on the results of the previous section, we decided to evaluate our solution
and the MSS one, which outperforms the Q-Learning, the FESTIVE and the Miller
client in terms of QoE (see Figure 3.5a). The same simulation setting of the previ-
ous section has been used, with different buffer sizes from 4 to 30 seconds. In the 4
seconds case, the panic threshold of the FINEAS heuristic has been disabled (i.e.,
bufferMin set to zero). The results of this investigation are depicted in Figure 3.6.
As expected, when the buffer size increases, the differences between our solution
and MSS decrease. Particularly, the MSS heuristic presents a big performance gain
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Figure 3.7: Evaluation of the heterogeneous scenario, from a QoE perspective. Each net-
work contains 30 clients streaming video. The x-axis reports the percentage of MSS clients
on the total.
in terms of average QoE and its standard deviation when the buffer is larger than
14 seconds. Consequently, the gain brought by the FINEAS algorithm decreases.
Nevertheless, the FINEAS heuristic is still able to outperform MSS by about 20%
in terms of fairness. A large buffer simplifies the rate adaptation process, since it
reduces the risk of freezes and thus the dependency on the current available band-
width. When the buffer is sufficiently filled, a client can request the best quality
level to maximize its QoE even though the current available bandwidth would not
allow it. Despite that, a large buffer should be avoided because it causes a long
delay when streaming live contents and a big memory occupation on the device.
Also when the buffer is only a few seconds (4 seconds case in Figure 3.6), the per-
formance of the FINEAS client is very close to that of MSS. Unlike the previous
case, if the buffer size is very small, the client has to follow almost precisely the
available bandwidth, in order to minimize the risk of freezes. Consequently, the
optimization possibilities are reduced. Nevertheless, our solution always outper-
forms MSS from the fairness point of view, while achieving a similar or higher
average QoE.
3.4.6 Client Heterogeneity
So far, we have investigated a homogeneous scenario, where all the clients are
equipped with the same heuristic. In a real scenario, different client types can re-
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Figure 3.8: Evaluation of a scenario with concurrent TCP clients. TCP clients are 25% of
the total. The x-axis reports the different heuristics, the y-axis the average throughput for
each network over the 50 simulated episodes.
ceive video streams at the same time. We analyze here the interaction between
two different groups of clients, one equipped with the FINEAS heuristic and the
other equipped with the MSS one. The fairness signal is computed considering the
totality of clients streaming video, but is analyzed by our clients only. The simula-
tion settings are those reported in Section 3.4.4. We increase the size of the MSS
group from 20% to 80% of the total, for a number of MSS clients ranging from
18 to 72; the assignment of the MSS clients to each network is made randomly at
the beginning of each simulated episode. In order to evaluate the results, we com-
pute for each simulated episode, for both client groups, the average QoE and its
standard deviation. We then average these values over the 50 simulated episodes.
Figure 3.7 reports the obtained results, together with the confidence intervals at
95%. The FINEAS group is always able to outperform the MSS one, with a gain
in the average QoE between 20% and 30% for all the networks in all scenarios. In-
terestingly, the performance of the two groups remains constant even if the number
of MSS clients changes. Thanks to the FINEAS heuristic and the in-network fair-
ness signal computation, our clients are always able to select the best quality level
to maximize their own QoE and optimize fairness. This optimization is carried out
considering all the HAS clients, since the fairness signal is computed considering
all the clients streaming video, and not only the ones equipped with our solution.
This entails that our clients do not behave greedily with respect to the MSS group.
The difference in performance is thus mainly due to the better rate adaptation of
the FINEAS clients.
In a second set of experiments, we investigate the interaction between different
HAS clients (FINEAS, FESTIVE and MSS) and generic TCP clients. The simu-
lation settings are those reported in Section 3.4.4. The number of TCP clients is
equal to 23 (i.e., 25% of the total); the assignment of the TCP clients to each net-
work is made randomly at the beginning of each simulated episode. Each TCP
client establishes a connection with the HAS Server, where a TCP sender is in-
stalled. Each client downloads the video content from the server in one continuous
stream at the fixed rate of 5 Mbps. Consequently, the TCP start-up behavior is
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Figure 3.9: Evaluation of a scenario with concurrent TCP clients, from a QoE perspective.
TCP clients are 25% of the total. The x-axis reports the different heuristics, the y-axis the
average QoE (a) and its standard deviation (b) for the HAS clients subgroup.
negligible compared to the total video duration and does not affect the outcome of
this analysis. During each experiment, the same HAS heuristic is used. As far as
the fairness signal computation is concerned, it is performed considering the HAS
clients only, since we are not in control of the traffic generated by other non-HAS
applications (browsing, file downloading etc.). In order to evaluate the results, we
compute for each simulated episode, for both the HAS and TCP groups, the aver-
age TCP throughput. We then average this value over the 50 simulated episodes.
We also compute the average QoE and its standard deviation over the 50 episodes
for the HAS group. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 report the obtained results, with confidence
intervals at 95%. Based on the simulated topology and the bandwidth pattern (see
Section 3.4.4), each client should obtain, on average, a bandwidth of 2 Mbps. From
Figure 3.8, it appears clearly that the TCP group behaves greedily with respect to
the HAS group, independently from the adopted heuristic. TCP clients in Network
#1, which are the closest to the HAS server and thus experience the lowest RTT,
obtain the highest throughput. If we consider the results from a QoE point of view,
it is possible to draw two conclusions. First, the FINEAS heuristic is still able to
reach the best results both from the QoE and the fairness perspective, as one can
see in Figures 3.9a and 3.9b, respectively. Particularly, the average QoE for Net-
work #1 is the same as that of the MSS and the FESTIVE clients, while the QoE
standard deviation is considerably lower in the FINEAS case. The gain achieved
in terms of average QoE for Network #2 and #3 is about 13%. Second, exploited
network resources being equal, the FINEAS client results in a better overall per-
ceived video quality, i.e., is more efficient. As observed in Figure 3.8, the average
TCP throughput reached by the FINEAS and FESTIVE clients for Networks #2
and #3 is almost equal and higher than that reached by MSS. Nevertheless, the
QoE achieved by the FINEAS clients is considerably higher than that achieved by
the two other heuristics, entailing a better utilization of network resources. The
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Figure 3.10: Evaluation of the malicious scenario, from a QoE perspective. Each network
contains 30 clients streaming video. The x-axis reports the percentage of malicious clients
on the total.
same consideration applies to Network #1. Even though the average throughput
reached by the FINEAS clients is lower than MSS and FESTIVE, the average QoE
is the same.
It is worth noting that the presence of concurrent TCP traffic might have a neg-
ative influence on the performance of the proposed system of coordination proxies.
The fairness signal could induce some HAS clients to reduce their video quality
in order to obtain fairness. Due to TCP interactions, the bandwidth freed by these
HAS clients might be occupied by background TCP traffic. This behavior would
in turn affect the estimation of HAS traffic towards child proxy nodes as computed
in Algorithm 2, leading to a vicious circle. To solve this problem, a coordination
proxy could take into account the evolution of the fairness signal over time. When
the proxy detects that the HAS traffic on the link is decreasing over a certain pe-
riod of time, which might be caused by TCP background traffic behaving greedily
with respect to HAS traffic, it can tentatively increase its estimation of the fairness
signal. As a result, this approach would stimulate the HAS clients requesting a
higher quality, which in turn would increase again the HAS traffic in the network.
3.4.7 Malicious Clients and Proxy Failure
In this section, we analyze the robustness of our solution in presence of malicious
clients and in case of a coordination proxy failure.
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In the first set of experiments, we simulate the presence of malicious clients
equipped with a modified FINEAS heuristic that ignores the fairness signal. The
only objective of a malicious client is to maximize its own QoE, neglecting the
presence of other clients and fairness. The simulation settings are those reported
in Section 3.4.4. The fairness signal computation is performed considering the
totality of clients streaming video, but is analyzed by the normal FINEAS clients
only. We increase the size of the malicious group from 0% to 100% of the total,
for a number of malicious clients ranging from 0 to 90; the assignment of the mali-
cious clients to each network is made randomly at the beginning of each simulated
episode. In order to evaluate the results, we compute for each simulated episode,
for both client groups, the average QoE, its standard deviation, the minimum and
the maximum QoE. We then average these values over the 50 simulated episodes.
The results are reported in Figure 3.10. The first two histograms report the results
for the two limit cases where the clients are all equipped with the FINEAS heuris-
tic or are all malicious. As observed in Figure 3.10a, the two groups of clients
obtain very similar average QoE. The FINEAS group obtains a QoE standard de-
viation half of that obtained by the malicious group (not shown in the chapter due
to space limitations), as the former follows the fairness signal. More interestingly,
Figure 3.10b highlights that a malicious behavior is actually detrimental for some
clients belonging to the malicious group. This occurs when a malicious client
would obtain a better QoE by following the fairness signal instead of ignoring it.
Figure 3.10b shows the average minimum and maximum QoE obtained by the two
groups, for each sub-network. The average minimum QoE for the FINEAS group
is always higher or equal to the average minimum QoE of the malicious group, i.e.,
some malicious clients obtain a QoE lower than that they could obtain behaving
fairly. Moreover, this behavior becomes more evident as the number of malicious
clients increases. The only exception is represented by Network #1 in the sce-
nario with 20% malicious clients. Nevertheless, the FINEAS group outperforms
the malicious one from the fairness point of view, while achieving a similar QoE.
In the second set of experiments, coordination proxy P3 is lacking, so that
clients in Network #2 do not receive the fairness signal anymore (see Figure 3.3a).
This scenario represents a situation where proxy P3 is not deployed or cannot for-
ward the fairness signal because of a fault. Figure 3.11 shows the results, obtained
averaging the QoE and its standard deviation over the 50 simulated episodes. As
expected, the failure of proxy P3 mainly affects the performance of Network #2
from the fairness point of view: the QoE standard deviation is almost doubled
compared to the reference scenario presented in Section 3.4.4, while the average
QoE is the same. This means that some clients experience a lower QoE compared
to the reference scenario, as shown also in the malicious clients case. Interestingly,
Networks #1 and #3 are unaffected by the failure of proxy P3, both from the QoE
and the fairness points of view. This behavior can be explained considering two
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Figure 3.11: Performance evaluation, from a QoE perspective, of a scenario where Coordi-
nation Proxy P3 (see Figure 3.3a) is defective. Each network contains 30 clients streaming
video. The graphs report the average QoE (a) and its standard deviation (b).
aspects. First, both networks are still provided with the fairness signal. Second,
the average bandwidth consumed by Network #2 does not differ significantly from
that consumed in the reference scenario. The proxy failure affects Network #2
from the fairness point of view only, while the average requested quality level,
equal to 5.42, does not significantly change compared to the reference scenario
(see Table 3.2). This entails that the bandwidth available to Networks #1 and #3 in
case of proxy failure and in the reference scenario is similar and no differences in
performance between the two scenarios are noticeable.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented FINEAS, a HAS heuristic able to dynamically adapt
its behavior depending on network conditions, in order to obtain a high QoE.
Moreover, this client is able to select the best quality level in order to achieve fair-
ness from the QoE point of view. This was necessary as state-of-the-art rate adap-
tation heuristics introduce non-negligible differences in obtained quality among
clients. Fairness is achieved by means of a system of intermediate nodes, called
coordination proxies, in charge of collecting information on the overall network
conditions. This information is then provided to the FINEAS clients, which use
it to refine their quality decision process. Numerical simulations using NS-3 have
validated the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Particularly, we have com-
pared our solution with the Microsoft ISS Smooth Streaming client, a Q-Learning
based client [11], a single-client heuristic [28] and the FESTIVE algorithm [13].
In the evaluated bandwidth scenarios, our multi-client HAS framework resulted in
a better video quality and in a remarkable improvement of fairness, up to 20% and
80% respectively, when compared to the reference algorithms.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we formally present the multi-client fairness problem addressed
in the chapter, based on our previous work [3]. We assume a scenario where multi-
ple local access networks are connected to the core Internet Service Provider (ISP)
network and to the Internet by means of several traffic concentrators. Particularly,
we assume a set of N different access networks, where network i contains ni
HAS clients, streaming video at the same time. The problem we want to solve is
twofold. First, clients have to obtain the highest possible video quality. Second,
they have to show similar performance if they share bottleneck links, i.e., fairness.
Based on this consideration, all the clients sharing the same bottlenecks should act
fairly, even if they belong to different access networks.
The formal characterization of the fairness problem is given in Definition 1.
We define Kij to be the number of segments the video content streamed by client
j in network i is composed of, qmaxij the highest available quality level, q
i
j(k) the
quality level requested for the k − th segment and qij the vector containing all the
quality levels requested by client j. qi is the matrix containing all the quality lev-
els requested by the clients belonging to network i. dij(k, q
1, . . . , qi, . . . , qN , βi)
represents the download time of the k − th segment for client j, while bij(k) de-
notes the video player buffer filling level of client j when the k − th segment
download starts. βi is the vector containing the available bandwidth for the HAS
clients belonging to network i, i.e., what remains of the network capacity once all
the non-HAS traffic has been served.
Definition 1. Fairness Optimization Problem
J(qi) =ξ ×QualityIndex(qi)− (1− ξ)× FairIndex(qi)
with ξ ∈ [0; 1], qi = (qi1, . . . , qini)
G(J(q1), . . . , J(qN)) =ν × 1
N
N∑
i=1
J(qi)+
−(1− ν)×
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(
J(qi)− 1
N
N∑
i=1
J(qi)
)2
with ν ∈ [0; 1]
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maximize
q1,...,qN
G(J(q1), . . . , J(qN))
subject to 1 ≤ qij(k) ≤ qmaxij ∀i = 1 . . . N ,∀j = 1 . . . ni ,∀k = 1 . . .Kij
dij(k, q
1, . . . , qi, . . . , qN , βi) ≤ bij(k)
∀i = 1 . . . N ,∀j = 1 . . . ni ,∀k = 1 . . .Kij
The function J(qi) represents the performance of network i and is the linear
combination of two terms. QualityIndex(qi), measures the overall video stream-
ing quality of the clients in network i, while FairIndex(qi) measures fairness. By
maximizing the linear combination of the average of J(q1), . . . , J(qN ) and of the
negative of their standard deviation, we aim to achieve the highest possible per-
formance for every network while keeping the deviation among them as low as
possible. Depending on applications and scenarios, ν can be tuned to benefit one
of the two terms.
The final formulation of QualityIndex and FairIndex depends on the focus
given to the multi-client optimization problem. From an application-aware point
of view, the focus is on the user perceived video quality, denoted as QoE. In this
case, QualityIndex can be characterized as the average of clients’ QoE, while
FairIndex as the standard deviation of this average. This way, we aim to maxi-
mize clients’ QoE and keep the deviation as low as possible. The QoE model used
in this chapter is presented in Section 3.4. From an application-agnostic point of
view, the focus is on clients’ bitrate. With this formulation, we are interested in
fairness from a network point of view, i.e., clients have to fairly share the avail-
able bandwidth. Consequently, QualityIndex and FairIndex can be computed
as the average of clients’ bitrate and as the standard deviation of this average,
respectively. In the design of our client, we focused on the application-aware in-
terpretation, since it is directly correlated to the user perceived video quality.
In light of the above, it is clear whyQualityIndex and FairIndex have to be
optimized together. If we only optimize fairness, clients could obtain similar but
unacceptable video qualities. Instead, our goal is also to reach the highest possible
video quality. Depending on applications and scenarios, ξ can be tuned to benefit
one of the two terms.
The second constraint of the optimization problem is intended to avoid freezes
in the video playback. The download time of the next segment dij has to be lower
than the video player buffer filling level when the download starts, bij(k). This way,
the video player buffer will never be empty and freezes are avoided. It is worth
noting that the download time of the k − th segment is a function of the quality
levels downloaded simultaneously by all the other clients (q1, . . . , qi, . . . , qN ) and
of the available bandwidth βi.
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While the previous chapter focused on a system-wide property like fairness,
the goal of Chapter 4 is to reduce the occurrence of video freezes, which are the
main factor influencing users’ Quality of Experience (QoE). To this aim, a network
framework is presented, based on the Software-Defined Networking (SDN) princi-
ple and OpenFlow. An Openflow controller is in charge of prioritizing the delivery
of HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) segments, based on the network conditions
and the HAS clients’ status. Particularly, the HAS clients’ status is obtained with-
out any explicit clients-to-controller communication, and thus no extra signaling
is introduced into the network. Moreover, this OpenFlow controller is transpar-
ent to the quality decision process of the clients, as it assists the delivery of the
segments but it does not determine the actual quality to be requested. The Open-
Flow framework is evaluated through emulation in several multi-client scenarios.
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Results show that the proposed approach can reduce freeze time due to network
congestion by more than 50% when compared to a baseline client-based heuristic
not supported by prioritization, without impacting the performance of cross-traffic
applications.
4.1 Introduction
Nowadays, video streaming applications are responsible for the largest portion of
the Internet traffic. Particularly, HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) protocols have
become very popular and can therefore be considered as the de-facto standard
for video streaming services over the Internet. Microsoft’s Smooth Streaming,
Apple’s HTTP Live Streaming, Adobe’s HTTP Dynamic Streaming and MPEG
Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) are examples of available HAS
technologies. In a HAS architecture, video content is stored on a server as seg-
ments of fixed duration at different quality levels. Each client can request the
segment at the most appropriate quality level on the basis of the locally perceived
bandwidth. In this way, video playback dynamically changes according to the
available resources. Such dynamic adaptation results in a smooth video stream-
ing experience. Nevertheless, several inefficiencies still have to be solved in order
to further improve users’ Quality of Experience (QoE). As reported by Akshabi
et al. and Riiser et al., current rate adaptation heuristics perform quality selec-
tion sub-optimally, especially when a sudden bandwidth drop occurs [1, 2]. This
leads to unnecessary quality switches and video playout interruptions, which neg-
atively affect the final QoE of the users. Similar conclusions are drawn in the 2015
Conviva report on HAS [3]. The report reveals that almost 25% of the analyzed
HAS sessions exhibit at least one video freeze. This problem is mainly due to
the unmanaged nature of current HAS technologies. This entails that the clients
are not aware of the real network conditions nor are they assisted in improving
the delivered QoE. In this chapter, we investigate the aforementioned problems
arising in HAS under volatile bandwidth conditions. Particularly, we present an
OpenFlow-based controller in charge of collecting information from the network
nodes. Based on the current network conditions and a network-based prediction
of the HAS clients’ status, the controller can decide to prioritize the delivery of
particular HAS segments in order to avoid video freezes at the clients.
OpenFlow represents one of the most common Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) protocols, a recently proposed innovative network architecture. In SDN, the
data forwarding plane of the packets is decoupled from their control plane. This
allows to exploit network functionalities in a flexible and real-time manner. Con-
sequently, SDN represents the ideal solution to introduce innovative management
solutions in multimedia delivery networks.
The main contributions of this chapter are threefold. First, we present an
OpenFlow-based framework to help the clients avoiding video freezes caused by
network congestion. Particularly, we assume that congestion occurs in the edge or
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aggregation network, where alternative routing is unavailable, and handle it using
a prioritized queue. The main element of this framework is a controller, which has
the fundamental role of prioritizing the delivery of particular HAS segments in or-
der to avoid video freezes. This decision is based on the HAS clients’ status and on
measurement data collected from the network nodes. Second, HAS clients’ condi-
tions are estimated at the controller side without any explicit clients-to-controller
communication. Consequently, no extra signaling or overhead is introduced into
the network. Third, detailed experimental results are presented to characterize the
gain of our OpenFlow-based framework compared to state-of-the-art HAS heuris-
tics. Particularly, we model two types of applications that, together with HAS, rep-
resent more than 80% of the traffic currently flowing through the Internet, namely
web-browsing and progressive download (PD) video streaming [4, 5]. This allows
us to evaluate the performance of the proposed solution in presence of realistic In-
ternet cross-traffic. We also provide an analysis on the scalability of the proposed
framework and show that it can control up to several thousands of video clients at
the same time.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 reports re-
lated work on HAS optimization. Next, Section 4.3 details the proposed OpenFlow-
based framework both from an architectural and algorithmic point of view. In Sec-
tion 4.4, we evaluate our solution through emulation and show its benefits com-
pared to current HAS heuristics. Section 4.5 presents the main conclusions.
4.2 Related Work
Akshabi et al. present an analysis of the performance and drawbacks of some com-
mercially deployed HAS heuristics, such as Microsoft Smooth Streaming, Netflix
and Adobe players [1]. They show that current rate adaptation heuristics perform
quality selection sub-optimally. Particularly, these heuristics fail to adapt to rapid
bandwidth changes. As a result, interruptions in the video playout and unneces-
sary quality switches occur. Similar conclusions are drawn by Mu¨ller et al. based
on tests of different HAS implementations using real bandwidth traces collected
on a mobile network [6]. They also point out that the Microsoft Smooth Stream-
ing client is able to achieve the highest average bitrate as well as a low number of
quality switches.
Many rate adaptation heuristics have been proposed to alleviate the problems
highlighted in the previous paragraph [7]. Zhuo et al. present a control-theory-
based HAS client where the buffer filling level of the client is controlled close
to a specific threshold [8]. A similar approach is also studied by Tian et al. [9].
Wu et al. propose a novel media access control protocol for wireless regional
area networks to guarantee the quality of service of Scalable Video Coding (SVC)
multimedia streams [10]. Adzic et al. suggest to add additional information into
the video segments to enhance the quality decision algorithm [11]. The client can
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then decide to request a higher or lower segment depending on its bitrate and the
its intrinsic video quality. Jarnikov et al. study an algorithm based on a Markov
Decision Process (MDP), which requires offline training [12]. Xiang et al. use
a similar approach for SVC streaming and adopt a Markov model to describe the
variations of wireless channel conditions [13]. Also the work presented by Claeys
et al. is based on an MDP and Reinforcement Learning theory [14]. In this case,
the solution to the MDP is computed online by means of the Q-Learning algorithm,
without any a priori knowledge. All these algorithms share a common drawback.
Even though purely client-based heuristics simplify the design and implementation
of the algorithms, such heuristics fail in case of sudden bandwidth drops [2]. This
failure leads to video freezes and consequently low QoE. This issue is further
worsened in live video streaming scenarios, where the playout buffer has to be
reduced in order to minimize the camera-to-display delay.
In order to solve this issue, we adopt in this chapter an in-network approach,
where intermediary nodes are placed in the network to collect information regard-
ing the status of the clients. Consequently, the network has a comprehensive view
of the clients’ conditions and can help them achieving a high QoE [15]. The use
of an OpenFlow controller to optimize the behavior of the HAS clients has been
studied by Egilmez et al. [16]. They propose to dynamically re-route HAS traffic
to avoid congested links. As traffic re-routing is only possible in the core Internet
service provider network while congested links mainly arise in edge network, this
approach is not able to fully optimize the behavior of the HAS clients. Several
other works apply traffic-shaping techniques to limit the bandwidth assigned to
each client and to drive them to request a target bitrate. Houdaille et al. introduce
a bandwidth manager inside the home gateway to manage the flows belonging
to the different clients [17]. Based on clients’ characteristics and network con-
ditions, the bandwidth manager determines the target bitrate for each client, in
order to fairly share the available bandwidth. The bandwidth manager then ap-
plies traffic shaping techniques to limit the bandwidth of each client and drive it
to request the target bitrate. A similar approach is investigated by Georgopoulos
et al. [18]. A centralized OpenFlow controller is used to allocate the bandwidth
for each streaming device, in order to obtain fairness from a QoE point of view.
The authors present a model to correlate video bitrate with video quality, which is
used by the controller in the bandwidth allocation process. Mok et al. introduce
a measurement proxy between the clients and the video streaming server, which
estimates the available bandwidth and decides the highest possible quality level
the clients can download [19]. Based on this information and their buffer status,
the clients decide the most appropriate quality level to request. El Essaili et al.
propose a QoE optimizer for wireless networks that computes the optimal rate for
the streaming clients, based on the wireless channel conditions [20]. This value is
then used by a QoE proxy, in charge of intercepting and rewriting clients’ requests
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to match the requested quality level with the optimal rate. The principal disadvan-
tage of the aforementioned algorithms is the active role of the in-network elements
in the quality decision process. This aspect entails an alteration of the classical
HAS principle, as the network de-facto decides which quality level the clients can
download. Moreover, these solutions present robustness issues in case of fault or
malfunctioning of the in-network elements.
Based on these considerations, we develop a purely network-based OpenFlow
controller to optimize the QoE delivered to the clients. This approach presents
three advantages. First, the in-network computation can be kept very simple and
consequently not computationally demanding, since the quality decision algorithm
still runs at the client. Second, the controller is transparent for both the HAS clients
and the HAS server, as the controller only supports the delivery of the segments
to avoid a freeze but does not have any active role in the quality decision pro-
cess of the clients. Third, it is more robust in case of fault or malfunctioning of
the network equipment, as the clients can continue to operate (at a sub-optimal
level) without the in-network system. The concept of an OpenFlow controller to
help the clients avoiding video freezes has been firstly introduced in our previous
work [21]. The difference with respect to the work presented in this chapter is
threefold. First, the OpenFlow controller proposed in our previous work collects
client-related feedback by introducing explicit clients-to-controller communica-
tion. Particularly, this feedback is embedded as an additional HTTP header to the
GET message sent by a client when requesting a new segment to download. This
entails that malicious clients can transmit incorrect information to take advantage
of the prioritization system. In this chapter instead, we design an algorithm located
at the controller, which allows to estimate the clients’ status without any explicit
clients-to-controller communication. As the clients’ status is automatically esti-
mated by the controller, only the clients in risk of a video freeze are granted a
prioritized delivery. Second, we extended the controller logic proposed by our
previous work to decide whether a segment should be prioritized or not, in order
to further improve its performance. Third, two types of applications have been
implemented in order to emulate a realistic mix of the background Internet traffic,
i.e., web-browsing and PD video streaming, based on the work by Akhtar et al. [5].
This allows us to investigate the performance of the OpenFlow-based framework
in presence of realistic cross-traffic and to quantify the effect of prioritization both
on HAS and background traffic.
4.3 Proposed OpenFlow-based Framework
In this section, we detail the implementation of the proposed OpenFlow-based
framework introduced in the previous sections. The main component of this frame-
work is an OpenFlow controller deciding which segments should be prioritized in
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order to avoid interruptions in the video playout of the clients. As the controller
can collect feedback from the network nodes and estimate the clients’ status, it has
a comprehensive view of the network and clients’ conditions, and can therefore
take the best decision to maximize the clients’ QoE.
Another important aspect of our solution is that the clients are aware of the
prioritization status of the downloaded segments. This information is used by the
clients to adjust their quality selection process. If the clients are not aware of
the prioritization status of the downloaded segment, two problems arise in their
quality decision process. First, the bandwidth perceived by the clients in case of
prioritization does not match the real available bandwidth. Second, a prioritized
segment entails that the decision of the client was not optimal or that a sudden
bandwidth drop has occurred. Consequently, the prioritization status is used by
the clients as an additional feedback on the quality of their rate adaptation process
or on the network conditions.
In the remainder of this section, we provide an architectural description of the
proposed framework (Section 4.3.1) and detail the controller heuristic to enforce
prioritization (Section 4.3.2).
4.3.1 Architectural Description
As previously introduced, the OpenFlow controller helps the clients avoiding freezes
in case of scarce network resources, e.g., bandwidth drops, by introducing priori-
tization in the delivery of the video segments. Prioritization is enforced in the net-
work by using an OpenFlow-enabled switch, the so-called prioritization switch,
which is equipped with a best-effort and a prioritized queue. Based on controller
decisions, the prioritization switch enqueues the clients’ segments in one of these
queues. As far as the prioritization switch positioning is concerned, the switch
should be located before the main bottleneck of the network. Potential bottlenecks
can be identified by analyzing the underlying network architecture or at runtime
by monitoring link conditions (e.g., if the traffic exceeds a certain percentage of
the link capacity, a prioritization switch can automatically become active). In this
chapter, we focus on a scenario where the HAS clients share a common main bot-
tleneck link, which is typically a link in the edge or aggregation network [22]. This
entails that the behavior of all the clients sharing this common bottleneck can be
optimized by a single prioritization switch located before the bottleneck itself.
An illustrative sequence diagram of the proposed framework is shown in Fig-
ure 4.1. The OpenFlow controller intervenes each time a client requests a new seg-
ment from the HAS server and decides whether the analyzed segment should be
prioritized or not. Particularly, the prioritization switch forwards to the controller,
via an OpenFlow rule, the IP packets flowing from the client to the server. The
controller can analyze these packets and identify the HTTP GET requests issued
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Figure 4.1: Logical sequence diagram of the proposed OpenFlow-based solution.
by the client. When a GET is received, the controller decides whether the deliv-
ery of the analyzed segment should be prioritized or not. This decision is based
on network measurements collected from the prioritization switch and client re-
lated measurements, estimated at the controller side. Network measurements are
obtained by using the OpenFlow protocol, which provides well-defined APIs to
collect data from the OpenFlow switches. More specifically, the controller pe-
riodically polls the prioritization switch to compute the available bandwidth for
the HAS clients in the best-effort queue (not shown in Figure 4.1). Client related
measurements include the segment bitrate and the video player buffer filling level.
The former is obtained by analyzing the GET message intercepted by the prioriti-
zation switch. The latter is estimated through buffer reconstruction methods [23].
This means that no explicit clients-to-controller communication is required in our
framework. The prioritization logic implemented by the controller, as well as the
buffer and the network bandwidth estimation algorithms, are presented in Sec-
tion 4.3.2. Next, the controller installs a new OpenFlow rule on the prioritization
switch to guarantee a proper delivery of the analyzed segment, i.e., best-effort or
prioritized delivery. This way, the controller only supports the delivery of partic-
ular video segments, rather than determining the actual quality to be requested by
the clients. This approach is robust toward controller and switch failures, as the
clients can still operate even if prioritization cannot be enforced into the network.
It is worth noting that the prioritization switch does not require any specialized fea-
ture to be used in the proposed framework. Particularly, the only required features
are: (i) support the use of queues and (ii) support the OpenFlow protocol. Conse-
quently, any general purpose OpenFlow-enabled switch can easily implement the
prioritization switch functionalities.
As introduced previously, an important element of our solution consists of the
prioritization-awareness of the HAS clients. Similarly to what is presented by
Araujo et al., this communication is carried out by using in-network signaling in-
stead of a direct communication channel between the controller and the clients
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[24]. More specifically, the prioritization switch can be configured to mark pri-
oritized packets with a specific Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field.
This field is extracted by the clients during the download of a segment to under-
stand whether the segment was prioritized or not. As stated previously, this infor-
mation is highly relevant for the quality decision process of the clients. When a
client downloads a prioritized segment, the prioritization mode is triggered. In this
mode, prioritized segments are ignored in the calculation of the estimated band-
width because the bandwidth perceived in case of prioritization does not match the
real network conditions. In addition, the client directly requests the next segment at
the lowest quality. In this way, the client tries to minimize the risk of video freezes,
which is high as the prioritization indicates. It is worth noting that the prioritiza-
tion mode is independent from the actual rate adaptation heuristic implemented
by the client. The only modification required at the client side is the extraction of
the DSCP field from the downloaded segments and the prioritization mode, while
no changes are required in the rate adaptation heuristic itself. This also entails
that the proposed framework and the HAS clients can keep on operating even if
the prioritization mode cannot be executed or is not implemented. Moreover, the
proposed OpenFlow framework can be deployed to optimize the delivery of any
existing heuristic. As the controller does not determine the actual quality to be
requested by the clients but only supports the delivery of particular segments with
a high risk of freezes, our solution can also be deployed in heterogeneous scenar-
ios, where different clients are equipped with different rate adaptation heuristics.
The proposed framework is also robust towards malicious clients that neglect the
safety prioritization mode. The network controller knows when a particular client
has been prioritized and is aware of the quality requested for the next segment by
the client. When a client does not execute the prioritization mode, the controller
can simply stop prioritizing it in the future. Another solution, which is more com-
putationally expensive, would be to rewrite the HTTP GET of the client in order
to force it requesting the lowest quality.
4.3.2 OpenFlow Controller
In this section we detail the operations performed by the controller to enforce pri-
oritization in the delivery of HAS segments. The controller is designed to detect
whether the download of a specific segment can lead to a video freeze. Particu-
larly, we first present the operations performed by the controller to compute the
available bandwidth for the HAS clients and the algorithm used to estimate the
video player buffer filling level of the clients. Next, we detail the implementation
of the prioritization logic embedded in the controller.
We assume in the following that all the clients are streaming from a single
video server. Nevertheless, the proposed framework can be easily extended to
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Algorithm 1: HAS bandwidth estimation algorithm. The symbol * indicates the algorithm
configuration parameters.
Require: Tpoll*, communication period between the controller and the prioritization switch, in seconds
α*, smoothing factor of the exponential average for the bandwidth estimation
queuesPort, port number of the prioritization switch where the best-effort and prioritized queues
are installed
HasServerIP, IP address of the HAS Server
Ensure: downstreamBwHas, available bandwidth for HAS traffic, in Mbps
1: while video sessions active do
2: sleepSeconds(Tpoll)
3: downstreamBwHasTot = getTotalDownstreamBandwidthForHasTraffic(HasServerIP )
4: downstreamBwHasPrio = getDownstreamBandwidthPrioritizationQueue(queuesPort)
5: downstreamBwHasBe = downstreamBwHasTot− downstreamBwHasPrio
6: downstreamBwHas = α×downstreamBwHasBe+(1− α)×downstreamBwHas
7: end while
support a multi-server scenario, where different clients stream videos from differ-
ent servers at the same time. In this case, the controller should maintain a list of
the IP addresses of the available video streaming servers. As an example, this list
can be obtained off-line by the controller or on-line by analyzing the manifest files
of the videos requested by the clients. No further modifications would be required
to the algorithms presented in the following sections.
4.3.2.1 HAS Bandwidth Estimation
As introduced previously, the controller periodically polls the prioritization
switch to compute an estimate of the available bandwidth for HAS traffic in the
best-effort queue. This measurement is used in the prioritization logic to verify
whether a normal best-effort delivery is sufficient to avoid a freeze in the video
playout of the client. The communication between the controller and the switch
is carried out using the OpenFlow protocol. Algorithm 1 reports the main steps
performed by the controller.
Algorithm 1 is executed every Tpoll seconds, with Tpoll the communication pe-
riod between the controller and the switch. The OpenFlow standard does not pro-
vide a direct API to collect the bandwidth information for a specific type of traffic
(e.g., HAS traffic). Consequently, we adopt a two-steps approach to compute the
available bandwidth for HAS traffic in the best-effort queue. The controller first
obtains from the prioritization switch the total downstream bandwidth for HAS
traffic downstreamBwHasTot, during the last Tpoll seconds (line 3). This value
represents the total amount of HAS traffic that has crossed the switch during the
last measuring interval. This information is gathered by sending an OpenFlow
aggregate flow statistic request message to the prioritization switch. This statistic
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Figure 4.2: Logical sequence diagram illustrating the buffer estimation algorithm.
allows to obtain aggregate information about multiple flows with similar charac-
teristics (e.g., all the flows with a specific source or destination IP address field).
In order to obtain HAS-related measurements, the controller requests an aggre-
gate statistic for all the flows whose IP source address matches that of the HAS
Server HasServerIP . A flow belongs to the HAS group if the IP source address
matches that of the HAS server. It is worth noting that downstreamBwHasTot
represents the total downstream bandwidth for HAS traffic flowing through the
prioritization switch, i.e., both in the prioritized and best-effort queue. In order
to obtain an estimate of the available bandwidth for HAS traffic in the best-effort
queue only, the controller also obtains the downstream bandwidth for HAS traffic
in the prioritization queue, during the last Tpoll seconds (line 4). We assume here
that only the HAS clients are entitled to use the prioritized queue. This measure-
ment is obtained by sending an OpenFlow queue statistic request message to the
switch. The only argument of this request is the port number queuesPort of the
prioritization switch where the queues are installed. Next, the bandwidth for the
HAS clients in the best-effort queue is computed, as the difference between the
total HAS downstream bandwidth and the prioritized bandwidth (line 5). The fi-
nal throughput downstreamBwHas is calculated as the exponential average of the
current throughput and past samples (line 6) and is used in the prioritization logic
to decide whether a segment should be prioritized or not.
4.3.2.2 Buffer Estimation Algorithm
Together with network-related measurements, the controller calculates several pa-
rameters belonging to the HAS clients, namely the bitrate of the requested seg-
ments and the video player buffer filling level of the clients. It is worth stressing
that these inputs are collected without any explicit feedback from the clients. The
requested segment bitrate can be obtained by analyzing the GET message inter-
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Algorithm 2: HAS buffer estimation algorithm. The algorithm is executed every time a GET
request is intercepted.
Require: segDuration, duration of the video segments, in seconds
Ensure: estimatedBuffer, the estimated video player buffer filling level, in seconds
1: if First GET received from the client then
2: estimatedBuffer = 0
3: else
4: ∆GET = currentT ime− previousGETTime
5: estimatedBuffer = max(previousEstimatedBuffer−∆GET, 0) + segDuration
6: end if
7: previousGETTime = currentT ime
8: previousEstimatedBuffer = estimatedBuffer
cepted by the controller when the client requests a new segment. The buffer filling
level can be estimated by analyzing the flow of GET messages sent by a client,
as shown in Figure 4.2. When the controller intercepts a GET request for a new
segment, it estimates the current buffer filling level of the client. We assume here
the controller knows the duration of the video segments. As an example, this infor-
mation can be obtained by analyzing the manifest file of the video downloaded by
the clients. The possibility to intercept and analyze the video manifest has already
been presented in the past, for example by Georgopoulos et al. [18], El Essaili
et al. [20] and Li et al. [25]. When the first GET request from a client is inter-
cepted, the estimated buffer level is set to zero, as the client has just started a new
video session and its video player buffer is empty. Each time a new GET is in-
tercepted, the controller is notified that the previously requested segment has been
completely downloaded by the client and added to the video player buffer (see Fig-
ure 4.2). This condition always holds since a new GET is issued by a client only
when the previously requested segment has been completely downloaded. The
controller computes the time difference between the current GET and the previous
one, which represents an estimate of the download time of the previously requested
segment. The delta between the estimated download time and the segment duration
indicates the amount of video playout time added to or subtracted from the client
buffer. As an example, we assume the segment duration segDuration is 2 sec-
onds, the time difference ∆GET between two subsequent GET is 5 seconds and
the previously estimated buffer level previousEstimatedBuffer is 10 seconds. The
new estimated buffer level can be computed as previousEstimatedBuffer - ∆GET
+ segDuration, i.e., 7 seconds.
A detailed description of the aforementioned operations is provided in Algo-
rithm 2, which is executed each time the controller intercepts a GET request from
an HAS client. When the controller receives the first GET from the client (line 1),
the estimated buffer is assigned to zero (line 2), since the client has just started a
new video session and its video buffer is empty. Otherwise, the controller com-
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Algorithm 3: Prioritization algorithm. The symbol * indicates the algorithm configuration
parameters. The algorithm is executed every time a GET request is intercepted.
Require: prioBw, bandwidth guaranteed to the prioritized queue, in Mbps
segDuration, duration of the video segments, in seconds
safetyMarginDt*, safety margin in the estimation of the segment download time, in percentage
criticalBufferPercentage*, critical percentage drop of the estimated buffer filling level
Ensure: prioStatus, prioritization decision. false means no prioritization
1: downstreamBwHas = getAvailableBandwidthHasTraffic()
2: currentThrPrio = getCurrentThroughputPrioritizationQueue()
3: totHasClBe = getNumberHasClientsBestEffortQueue()
4: estimatedBuffer = getEstimatedBufferF illingLevel()
5: segBitRate = getSegmentBitRate()
6: segSize = segBitRate× segDuration
7: estimatedDownloadT imeBe = (1 + safetyMarginDt) ×
segSize
downstreamBwHas/(totHasClBe+1)
8: estimatedThrPrio = currentThrPrio+ segBitRate
9: if estimatedDownloadT imeBe ≤ estimatedBuffer or estimatedThrPrio > prioBw
then
10: prioStatus = false
11: setT imerSafetyPrioritization(criticalBufferPercentage× estimatedBuffer)
12: else
13: totHasClPrio = getNumberHasClientsPrioritizationQueue()
14: estimatedDownloadT imePrio = (1 + safetyMarginDt) ×
segSize
prioBw/(totHasClPrio+1)
15: if estimatedDownloadT imePrio ≤ estimatedBuffer then
16: prioStatus = true
17: else
18: prioStatus = false
19: end if
20: end if
putes the time delta between the current GET and the previous one (line 4). As
mentioned above, this value indicates the amount of video played during the down-
load of the previous segment. Next, the new estimated buffer is computed (line 5).
The first addend previousEstimatedBuffer - ∆GET indicates the amount of time
the video buffer has depleted during the download of the previous segment. The
second addend indicates the amount of time the video player has increased at the
end of the download, and is equal to the segment duration. The max operation
avoids that the buffer filling level drops below zero if a video freeze occurs. Fi-
nally, the variables to be used at the next iteration are updated (lines 7-8).
4.3.2.3 Prioritization Logic
The OpenFlow controller helps the clients avoiding playout interruptions, by
enforcing prioritization into the network. The controller logic is based on two
types of inputs: the available bandwidth for HAS traffic in the best-effort queue
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and an estimate of the buffer filling level of the client, computed in Algorithms
1 and 2, respectively. The decision on which segment to prioritize is carried out
computing an estimate of the segment download time in the best-effort queue. If
a best-effort delivery does not guarantee a timely download of the segment, i.e.,
if the download time is larger than the client buffer filling level, the segment is
prioritized. Algorithm 3 details the operations performed by the controller.
As described in Section 4.3.1, Algorithm 3 is executed every time a client
requests a new segment to download. First, the controller obtains the total available
bandwidth for HAS traffic in the best-effort queue downstreamBwHas (computed
in Algorithm 1) and the throughput of the prioritized queue currentThrPrio (lines
1-2). As explained in Section 4.3.2.1, this measurement can be easily obtained
by using the OpenFlow protocol. The controller also obtains the number of HAS
clients totHasClBe currently transmitting in the best-effort queue (line 3). Next,
the estimated buffer filling level estimatedBuffer and the bitrate segBitRate of the
requested segment are collected (lines 4-5), as presented in Algorithm 2. The size
of the segment segSize is then computed as the product of the segment bitrate and
the segment duration (line 6).
Next, the prioritization algorithm is executed to detect if current conditions
can lead to a freeze (lines 7-20). The controller first computes an estimate of
the segment download time in the best-effort queue estimatedDownloadTimeBe,
as the ratio between the requested segment size segSize and the estimated band-
width per-client in the best-effort queue (line 7). The former value is obtained
by dividing downstreamBwHas, the available bandwidth for HAS traffic in the
best-effort queue, by totHasClBe+1, the number of HAS clients currently trans-
mitting in the best-effort queue plus one. We assume here the available bandwidth
is shared fairly among the HAS clients. As estimatedDownloadTimeBe is only an
estimate of the segment download time, the safety margin safetyMarginDt is in-
troduced when computing it. As an example, given the estimated download time
is 5 seconds and safetyMarginDt is 5%, estimatedDownloadTimeBe is computed
as 5 + 5 ∗ 0.05 = 5.25 seconds. The algorithm proceeds as in the following. If
estimatedDownloadTimeBe is smaller than the buffer filling level of the client (line
9), the segment is not prioritized because the risk of a video freeze is negligible.
We assume here that the buffer decrease during the interval between the client’s
request and the GET analysis is negligible compared to the total buffer level. The
controller also evaluates whether prioritizing the segment could congest the prior-
itized queue. Particularly, the current throughput of the prioritized queue plus the
throughput of the analyzed segment (line 8) has to be lower than the guaranteed
throughput prioBw (second condition on line 9). If this condition is not met, the
segment is not prioritized. This way, the controller tries to avoid congesting the
prioritized queue and thus negatively impacting the delivery of the other segments.
Otherwise, the controller computes an estimate of the download time in the pri-
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oritization queue estimatedDownloadTimePrio (line 14), similarly to what is done
for the best-effort queue. Finally, the segment is entitled for prioritization only if
estimatedDownloadTimePrio is lower than the estimated buffer level (line 15), i.e.,
only if a prioritized delivery is actually effective in avoiding a video freeze.
Even though the aforementioned algorithm is designed to detect conditions
likely leading to a video freeze, it can fail prioritizing a segment because of two
factors. First, the bandwidth per-client in the best-effort queue used to estimate
the segment download time (line 7) is only an estimate of the real value. Sec-
ond, the available bandwidth can drop after a decision has been taken, thus lead-
ing to a video freeze. For this reason, a safety prioritization condition is in-
troduced, as shown on line 11. The controller sets a timer to be executed in
criticalBufferPercentage×estimatedBuffer seconds. If a new GET is not received
in this time interval, the previous decision is overridden and the segment is prior-
itized. The aforementioned timer is based on the estimated buffer filling level of
the client and can be tuned through the parameter criticalBufferPercentage, which
is expressed as a percentage of the estimated buffer size. If the controller detects
that the buffer size has dropped by criticalBufferPercentage and that a new GET
has not been received, then the current downloaded segment is prioritized as the
video buffer is nearly depleted. This way, the controller tries to proactively react
to a situation that could lead to a freeze. As an example, given estimatedBuffer and
criticalBufferPercentage are equal to 7 seconds and 80% respectively, the safety
prioritization timer is triggered after 7× 0.8 = 5.6 seconds. It is worth noting that
the prioritization mode at the client is triggered also in case of a safety prioritiza-
tion.
As far as possible scalability issues are concerned, it is worth noting that the
computation complexity of the controller heuristic is O(n), with n the number of
controlled clients. Thus, the controller heuristic scales well even for a large number
of clients. Moreover, as explained in Section 4.3.1, a prioritization switch should
be located before the main network bottleneck, which is typically a link in the
edge or aggregation network. Consequently, only a few thousand clients would
need to be managed by the controller at the same time in the worst case scenario.
An analysis of the scalability of the proposed OpenFlow framework is presented
in Section 4.4.5.
4.4 Performance Evaluation Results
4.4.1 Experimental Setup
The proposed OpenFlow framework has been implemented on the Mininet Net-
work Emulator1. The HTTP server, where the video content is stored, is a Jetty
1http://mininet.org
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Server 2. The video streamed is Big Buck Bunny, composed of 299 segments,
each 2 seconds long and encoded at 7 different quality levels: 300, 427, 608, 806,
1233, 1636, 2436 kbps. The HAS clients are implemented on top of the libdash li-
brary [26], the official reference software of the ISO/IEC MPEG-DASH standard.
The Libpcap library3 is used to extract the DSCP field from the received packets
and thus enable prioritization-awareness. The rate adaptation heuristic embedded
into the HAS clients is the FINEAS algorithm4, presented in Chapter 3. The con-
troller is implemented using POX5, an extendible Python-based controller. Open
vSwitch6 1.9.3 is used to realize the OpenFlow switches. The prioritization switch
is equipped with a best-effort and a prioritized queue. A strict-priority policy was
used for the experiments, i.e., the prioritized queue can transmit at a guaranteed
rate of prioBw Mbps. The impact of rate prioBw on the performance of our so-
lution is evaluated in Section 4.4.2. Based on our previous work [21], we set the
switch polling time Tpoll and the smoothing factor α in Algorithm 1 to 1 second and
0.25, respectively, and the estimated download time safety margin safetyMarginDt
in Algorithm 3 to 5%. Preliminary simulations showed that 80% is the best choice
for the criticalBufferPercentage parameter in Algorithm 3. For this reason, we
kept it fixed for all the experiments.
The emulated network topology is shown in Figure 4.3, where the position of
the prioritization switch is illustrated. The prioritized queue is installed on the
interface towards link LPS. NHAS HAS clients stream the video sequence at the
same time from the same HAS Server. In order to provide an extensive evaluation
of the proposed framework, we emulate 30 episodes of the video trace and average
the results over the 30 runs. The capacity on link LPS is kept fixed during each
2http://eclipse.org/jetty
3http://www.tcpdump.org
4In this chapter, the in-network computation proposed in Chapter 3 has not been implemented.
5https://openflow.stanford.edu/display/ONL/POX+Wiki
6http://openvswitch.org
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of the cross-traffic applications [5].
PD video streaming clients Web-browsing clients
Inter-request video time Video size Inter-request page time Page size
Pareto distribution with
mean 350 seconds and
standard deviation to
mean ratio of 2
Pareto distribution
with mean 38 MBytes
and standard deviation
to mean ratio of 1.5
Pareto distribution with
mean 8.5 seconds and
standard deviation to
mean ratio of 1.5
Based on web
statistics [5]
Table 4.2: Cross-traffic loads used in the experiments (expressed as number of clients).
HAS clients PD video streaming clients Web-browsing clients
Scenario A 30 30 15
Scenario B 30 21 9
episode while the capacity on all the other links is over-provisioned. During our
evaluation, we tested different values of the fixed capacity of link LPS in order
to investigate the performance on the proposed solution under different levels of
network congestion.
Cross-traffic for HAS clients is introduced by two other types of applications:
NWB web-browsing clients and NPD PD video streaming clients. This applica-
tions mix allows us to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework under
realistic network conditions and to analyze the impact of prioritization both on
HAS and background traffic. The implementation of the cross-traffic applications
used in this chapter is obtained by following the indications presented by Akhtar
et al. [5]. PD clients can stream from a single PD server, shown in Figure 4.3.
Web-browsing clients can download a web page from seven different web-servers,
which has been shown to be the average number of web hosts used to download
a web page [5] (for simplicity, only one host is shown in Figure 4.3). In order to
download a web-page, a web-browsing client opens a single TCP connection to
each of the available web-servers. Table 4.1 summarizes the most important char-
acteristics of the cross-traffic applications. The inter-request video time and the
size of the video to download for PD clients are both based on a Pareto distribu-
tion, as well as the inter-request page time for the web-browsing clients. The web
page dimension is based on web statistics published by Google [5], and presents
an average of 0.7 MBytes and a standard deviation of 1.5 MBytes. Two different
traffic levels were used in our experiments, as shown in Table 4.2. In both scenar-
ios, video streaming clients represent the majority of the total (74% and 77% of
the clients in scenarios A and B, respectively). The percentage of video streaming
traffic has been set according to the Sandvine report on Internet quality of experi-
ence, which shows that video streaming applications currently dominate Internet
traffic [4]. As an illustrative example, Figure 4.4 reports the cross-traffic intro-
duced by the PD and web-browsing clients for Scenario A and capacity on link
LPS fixed to 60 Mbps.
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Figure 4.4: Example of the traffic introduced by the cross-traffic applications, for Scenario
A. The capacity on link LPS was fixed to 60 Mbps.
In order to provide an extensive benchmark of the proposed framework, we
compare our results to those obtained using four other HAS clients. Particularly,
we choose a popular proprietary HAS client, the Microsoft ISS Smooth Stream-
ing (MSS) client [27], the FINEAS heuristic described in Chapter 3 without in-
network prioritization, the purely buffer-based algorithm BBA client developed by
Huang et al. [28] and the WiLo heuristic by Benno et al. [29]. The MSS heuris-
tic selects the next quality based on the buffer filling level and the local perceived
bandwidth. The client tries to control the buffer level between a lower and an upper
threshold, while it requests the lowest available quality as soon as a panic thresh-
old is crossed. The FINEAS heuristic is designed to maximize a utility function,
which represents the QoE of the users. The client tries to maximize the requested
quality, minimize the number of switches and control the buffer level close to a
pre-defined threshold to avoid video freezes. The highest downloadable quality
is constrained by the local perceived bandwidth, to avoid requesting qualities that
could lead to a freeze in the near future. The BBA client is an example of a purely
buffer-based algorithm, where the next quality is selected based on the buffer level
only. Particularly, Huang et al. showed on a real field test that the BBA client
is able to outperform the standard Netflix player. The WiLo client has been de-
signed to handle the high bandwidth variability typical of wireless environments
and to work with small video player buffer sizes. The video quality is increased
only if the buffer level and the perceived bandwidth exceed certain thresholds for
a specific amount of time. If one of the two conditions is not met, this timer is
reset. The buffer level is also used to decide when to decrease the quality, based
on a threshold. These thresholds can change over time to guarantee a timely rate
adaptation. Unless otherwise stated, the buffer size for each client is equal to 5
segments, or 10 seconds.
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Table 4.3: Overview of the evaluated network and traffic loads.
Parameter Evaluated Values
LPS [Mbps] 50, 60, 75
prioBw [Mbps] {0%, 5%, 10%, 15%. 20%} × LPS
Cross-traffic load Scenario A, Scenario B
4.4.2 Evaluation of the Proposed Framework
In this section, a study is performed to investigate the best dimensioning for the
proposed OpenFlow framework. Particularly, we aim to understand the impact
that the amount of bandwidth reserved to the prioritized queue prioBw has on the
performance of both the HAS clients and the cross-traffic applications, and select
the configuration to use in the remainder of the chapter. In order to properly tune
our HAS framework and select the best configuration, we evaluated the proposed
OpenFlow framework under different network and traffic loads, as shown in Table
4.3. We varied the number of cross-traffic applications, the capacity assigned to
link LPS and the bandwidth assigned to the prioritized queue prioBw, for a total of
30 different configurations. The configuration where prioBw is assigned to 0% of
the available capacity on link LPS is used as reference behavior, as no prioritization
can be enforced by the controller. As previously mentioned, the heuristic embed-
ded into the HAS clients is the FINEAS heuristic presented in Chapter 3. In these
experiments, all the clients are equipped with the same heuristic, in order to bet-
ter understand the effects of prioritization. It is worth stressing that, as explained
in Section 4.3.1, the proposed OpenFlow-based framework is not bounded to any
specific rate adaptation heuristic, and can also be used to optimize the behavior of
HAS clients equipped with different heuristics.
The results for these experiments are shown in Figure 4.5. Each graph reports
on the x-axis the bandwidth percentage on link LPS assigned to the prioritized
queue, and on the y-axis the average freeze time per HAS client over the emulated
episodes. For each emulated episode, we also computed the 10% and 90% quan-
tiles, which quantify the maximum freeze time experienced by 10% and 90% of
the HAS clients, respectively. Each point of the graphs is therefore associated with
the average 10% and 90% quantiles over the emulated episodes. These values are
used to understand the dispersion of the clients’ freeze times around the average.
In fact, the goal of the prioritization system is to reduce the average freeze time but
also to assure that all the clients show similar performance. As expected, for both
network load scenarios A and B, the average freeze time decreases as the channel
capacity on link LPS increases, even if prioritization is not enforced (e.g., prioBw
equal to 0). As an example, the average freeze time for Scenario A drops from
3.69 seconds when LPS = 50 Mbps (Figure 4.5a) to 0.45 seconds when LPS = 75
Mbps (Figure 4.5e). When the channel capacity increases, less network conges-
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Figure 4.5: Analysis of the influence of the prioritized bandwidth prioBw on the average
freeze time experience by the HAS clients, for different values of the channel capacity on
link LPS, for cross-traffic load as in Scenario A (4.5a, 4.5c, 4.5e) and B (4.5b, 4.5d, 4.5f).
tion occurs and, consequently, fewer freezes are experienced by the clients. The
positive impact of prioritization on clients’ performance is evident in the most con-
gested scenarios (see Figures 4.5a-4.5b and 4.5c-4.5d). Convergence in the results
is observed for a prioritized queue assigned to 10% or more of the total channel
capacity, for both cross-traffic load scenarios. A prioritized queue limited to 5%
of the channel capacity is able to reduce the 90% quantiles when LPS is fixed to
50 Mbps, but not to consistently reduce the average freeze time. Only when LPS is
fixed to 75 Mbps (Figures 4.5e-4.5f), the effect of prioritization is negligible. As
previously explained, this behavior is due to the minor network congestion arising
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Figure 4.6: Analysis of the influence of the prioritized bandwidth prioBw on the average
throughput obtained by the cross-traffic applications, for different values of the channel
capacity on link LPS for Scenario A, for PD clients (4.6a, 4.6c, 4.6e) and web-browsing
clients (4.6b, 4.6d, 4.6f).
in this scenario. Nevertheless, the positive influence of prioritization can be noted
in the 90% quantiles in Figure 4.5e, which decrease as prioritization is introduced
into the network. This entails that the maximum freeze time experienced by the
clients when prioritization is enforced is less than it would be without prioritiza-
tion. This behavior is valuable as it guarantees that all the clients obtain similar
performance.
In light of the proposed concept of net neutrality [30], an important ques-
tion to be investigated is whether prioritization has any effect on the performance
of the cross-traffic applications. Figure 4.6 reports the results of this analysis
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Figure 4.7: Relative performance of the proposed solution for several channel capacity
conditions. The prioritized bandwidth is fixed to 10% of the capacity on link LPS. Values
above zero indicate a reduction of the average freeze time when prioritization is enforced.
for cross-traffic scenario A. Similar results are obtained for the cross-traffic sce-
nario B, which are therefore omitted. Each graph reports on the x-axis the band-
width assigned to the prioritized queue (in percentage), and on the y-axis the av-
erage throughput obtained by the PD and web-browsing clients over the emulated
episodes. Each point of the graphs is associated with the average 10% and 90%
quantiles over the emulated episodes. From the graphs, it appears that prioritiza-
tion does not have any significant effect on the performance of the PD and web-
browsing clients. Particularly, both the average throughput and the quantiles os-
cillate but no significant pattern can be detected. This behavior can be explained
analyzing the amount of prioritizations enforced by the controller. Even in the
worst case scenario in terms of network congestion (i.e., capacity on LPS fixed to
50 Mbps and cross-traffic scenario A), the average number of prioritized segments
per client is less than 10. This entails that, on average, less than 3.5% of the video
is delivered in a prioritized way. As prioritization is not enforced massively in the
network, the performance of the cross-traffic clients is not impacted. Moreover, as
described in Section 4.3.1, when a segment is prioritized, the HAS client enters the
prioritization mode and directly requests the lowest quality level. This approach
helps reducing congestion occurring during bandwidth drops and frees resources
that can be used by the cross-traffic clients to counter-balance the negative effect of
prioritization. In light of the previous analysis on the performance of the HAS and
cross-traffic clients, the bandwidth assigned to the prioritization queue has been
finally fixed to 10% of the total channel capacity on link LPS. This value is also
going to be used in the remainder of the chapter.
In order to conclude the design study of the prioritization system, we present in
Figure 4.7 an analysis of the performance of the prioritization system with a wider
range of network congestion levels, obtained varying the capacity on link LPS from
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30 Mbps till 75 Mbps. The x-axis reports the capacity assigned to LPS, while the
y-axis reports the relative performance of the prioritized solution compared to the
situation where no prioritization is enforced. Given FPrio and FNoPrio are the aver-
age freeze times with and without prioritization, each point of the graph is obtained
as (FNoPrio − FPrio) / (FNoPrio + FPrio). Consequently, positive values indi-
cate a reduction of the freeze time when prioritization is used. A clear trend can
be identified in the performance of the proposed framework. Particularly, the rel-
ative gain of prioritization decreases when network congestion is very low (e.g.,
LPS = 75 Mbps) or when it is extremely high (e.g., LPS = 30 Mbps). As previ-
ously mentioned, when network congestion is low, prioritization is not mandatory,
as the clients do not suffer from frequent and consistent bandwidth drops. In this
case, both a prioritized and a non-prioritized delivery are able to almost completely
eliminate video freezes, resulting in 0.82 and 0.44 second of freeze time on aver-
age, respectively. When congestion is instead extremely high, even a prioritized
delivery is actually not able to consistently reduce the amount of freezes. In this
case, too many clients should be prioritized at the same time because of the high
level of congestion, while the controller is unable to guarantee this condition given
the limited physical resources of the prioritized queue. Moreover, when the chan-
nel bandwidth is limited, the introduction of prioritization starts to have a negative
effect on the HAS clients that are not prioritized. This means that prioritizing
a client increases the risk of freezes for the others (due to the reduced available
bandwidth), which in turn should be prioritized. This instability therefore reduces
the performance of the proposed solution. Extremely high levels of congestion
are generally due to a wrong planning of the network capacity, which is typically
avoided in real deployments. Under normal network conditions (i.e., range 40-60
Mbps in Figure 4.7), the prioritization system is able to reach its optimal perfor-
mance and almost completely eliminate video freezes for the HAS clients.
4.4.3 Rate Adaptation Heuristic Comparison
After the design study, we compare here the performance of our solution (from
now on indicated with Prio) with that obtained using four other rate adaptation
heuristics: the MSS, the WiLo, the BBA heuristic and a classical implementation
of the FINEAS client (i.e., no prioritization is enforced into the network). We
evaluate the performance of the different heuristics under different network and
cross-traffic loads, as reported in Table 4.3 for the capacity on link LPS and the
cross-traffic scenarios. According to the design study performed in the previous
section, the bandwidth prioBw assigned to the prioritized queue is fixed to 10%
of the capacity on link LPS. The performance metrics we will use to evaluate
the performance of the different HAS clients are: (i) the client’s freeze time, (ii)
the requested video quality (from 1, the lowest, to 7, the highest), (iii) the stan-
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dard deviation of the requested quality to measure the switching behavior of the
clients. These three parameters are known to be amongst the most important fac-
tors influencing users’ QoE in HTTP adaptive streaming [31]. All the results are
reported using the averages over all the emulated episodes, together with the ap-
propriate 10% and 90% quantiles. Figure 4.8 shows the obtained results, for both
cross-traffic loads A and B. The x-axis of the graphs reports the channel capacity
assigned to link LPS, while the y-axis reports the average freeze time (Figures 4.8a-
4.8b), the average requested quality (Figures 4.8c-4.8d) and the average quality
standard deviation (Figures 4.8e-4.8f). In terms of freeze time (Figures 4.8a-4.8b),
the BBA heuristic provides the worst performance, especially when network con-
gestion is high (e.g., LPS equal to 50 Mbps). This can be explained considering
that this heuristic is purely buffer-based, i.e., it does not consider any information
on the available bandwidth in the quality decision process. This type of heuristics
performs well when the client’s buffer is large, but they are not able to provide an
optimal adaptation when the buffer size is rather small, as in our experiments. A
large buffer simplifies the rate adaptation process, but it should be avoided because
it causes a long delay when streaming live content and a big memory occupation
on the device. The WiLo and the Prio client are the ones with the fewest freezes
in all network scenarios, outperforming the MSS and FINEAS heuristics, which
provide intermediary results. As an example, our solution is able to reduce freezes
by a factor 10, 5 and 2 compared to the MSS, FINEAS and WiLo heuristics, when
network congestion is high (i.e., LPS fixed to 50 Mbps and cross-traffic load A).
The low dispersion indicated by the 90% quantiles also shows that all the clients
obtain similar performance and confirms the effectiveness of the proposed priori-
tization system.
Table 4.4 summarizes the results for the average freeze time. Each value re-
ports the average freeze time together with the 10% and 90% quantiles, for the
different heuristics and the different network scenarios. The proposed prioritiza-
tion system is able to maintain the average freeze time below 1 second for all
network and cross-traffic scenarios. Together with the freeze time, we also report
the results for the average requested video quality (Figures 4.8c-4.8d). In order
to maximize users’ QoE, a heuristic should be able not only to avoid freezes, but
also to request the highest possible video quality. In all network and cross-traffic
scenarios, the BBA, FINEAS and our Prio solution are able to provide the best per-
formance from this point of view. The increased quality has nevertheless a strong
impact on the freeze time for the BBA heuristics, as shown in Figures 4.8a and
4.8b. On the contrary, the WiLo heuristic exhibits a very conservative behavior.
As previously reported, this has a strong impact on the freeze time: downgrading
the quality reduces the risk of freezes. In the cross-traffic scenario A and channel
capacity fixed to 75 Mbps, for example, our Prio solution obtains a 30% higher
quality compared to WiLo, with a similar amount of freezes. Figures 4.8e and 4.8f
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between the different clients for different values of the channel
capacity on link LPS, for cross-traffic load as in Scenario A (4.8a, 4.8c, 4.8e) and B (4.8b,
4.8d, 4.8f), in terms of average freeze time, requested quality and quality standard deviation.
depicts the results for the quality switches. In this case, the FINEAS heuristic is
able to provide the best outcome. The slightly worse performance shown by our
prioritization solution is mainly due to the prioritization mode, where a client is
forced to request the lowest quality level in case the most recently downloaded
segment has been prioritized. This entails the client is forced to switch every time
a prioritized delivery is enforced.
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Table 4.4: Performance summary for the different network scenarios in terms of freeze time.
The average value is reported (in seconds), together with the 10% and 90% quantiles (in
brackets).
LPS
[Mbps] Prio WiLo FINEAS MSS BBA
Sc
en
ar
io
A 50 0.6(0-1.9) 1.4(0.1-3.4) 3.7(0.2-8.6) 7.6(7.4-8.1) 19.6(7.3-26.1)
60 0.7(0-2.1) 0.2(0-0.7) 1.7(0-3.7) 3.4(1.9-5.2) 12.9(0-31.4)
75 0.8(0.01-2.1) 0.2(0-0.6) 0.4(0-2.9) 4.5(2.3-7.2) 5.1(0-13.4)
Sc
en
ar
io
B 50 0.1(0-0.2) 0.1(0-0.4) 2.7(0-6.2) 1.4(0.1-3.5) 19.4(2.1-34.6)
60 0.08(0-0.3) 0.08(0-0.3) 1.6(0-4.4) 2.8(0.7-5.2) 11.3(2.9-16.5)
75 0.1(0-0.3) 0.3(0-0.9) 0.2(0.02-0.7) 2.7(1.1-5.1) 3.1(0-8.7)
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between the FINEAS heuristic and the proposed prioritization so-
lution for different buffer sizes, for cross-traffic load as in Scenario A and channel capacity
on link LPS fixed to 50 Mbps.
4.4.4 Influence of the Buffer Size
In this section, we investigate the clients’ performance using different values of
the buffer size, from 6 to 20 seconds. Based on the results of the previous section,
we decided to evaluate our solution and the purely client-based FINEAS heuristic,
which outperforms the MSS, the BBA and the WiLo client in terms of overall
QoE (see Figure 4.8). Figure 4.9 shows the obtained results, for a capacity on
link LPS fixed to 50 Mbps and cross-traffic load as in Scenario A. Each graph
reports on the x-axis the video player buffer size (in seconds), and on the y-axis
the average freeze time and average requested video quality. Each point of the
graphs is associated with the average 10% and 90% quantiles over the emulated
episodes. From Figure 4.9a, it appears that the freeze time decreases as the buffer
size increases, for both the classical FINEAS heuristic and our prioritized solution.
As explained in Section 4.4.3, a large buffer simplifies the rate adaptation process,
since it reduces the risk of freezes and thus the dependency on the current available
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Table 4.5: Performance summary of the analysis delay, for an increasing number of clients
in the system. The average value over the 10 runs is reported, together with the confidence
interval at 95%.
Number of clients 1 10 100 1000 5000 10000
Average analysis
delay [ms] 8.5±.15 8.2±.26 12.7±.08 18.8±.03 50.5±0.11 732.4±1.1
bandwidth. Despite that, a large buffer should be avoided because it causes a long
delay when streaming live content, an important factor when optimizing users’
QoE for live video. Introducing prioritization in the delivery of the segment helps
to consistently reduce the buffer starvation, even in the 6 seconds case. Moreover,
the proposed solution is able to completely eliminate freezes when the buffer size
is larger than 14 seconds. Interestingly, similar results in terms of average freeze
time are obtained with the FINEAS heuristic with a buffer size of 14 seconds and
our prioritized solution with a buffer size of 6 seconds. This is again particularly
beneficial in live video streaming scenarios, where the playout delay between the
user and the live signal has to be minimized.
As far as the video quality is concerned, the larger the buffer size, the higher
the requested quality, while convergence is reached for a buffer size of 10 seconds
(Figure 4.9b). The average values are similar for the purely client-based FINEAS
heuristic and our prioritized solution. This is expected, since the FINEAS heuristic
is also used by the clients when prioritization is active. The only difference is
represented by the 10% quantiles, which are lower in the prioritized case. This
is mainly due to the prioritization mode executed by the clients, which force the
clients to request the lowest quality in case prioritization takes place. This has
an impact on the average requested quality, which is lower in the prioritized case
compared to the non-prioritized one.
4.4.5 Scalability Analysis
As described in Section 4.3, the OpenFlow controller acts as a centralized node
that decides whether a requested HAS segment should be prioritized or not. In
this section, we investigate the scalability of the proposed framework, in terms of
number of clients that can be controlled at the same time. Particularly, we iden-
tify the potential main bottleneck of our solution in the real-time analysis of the
GET messages sent by the clients, performed by the prioritization switch and the
controller. In steady-state conditions, each client requests a new segment to down-
load every T seconds, with T the segment duration. This entails that the controller
has to analyze a new GET and make a new decision every T/NHAS seconds, given
NHAS is the number of HAS clients streaming at the same time. As an example,
assuming T is 2 seconds and NHAS is 1000, a new GET is issued every 2 ms, on
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average. This load could congest the prioritization switch and the controller, thus
introducing a non-negligible delay in the analysis of the GET messages that could
negatively affect the performance of our solution.
In order to investigate this issue, we measure the analysis delay between a GET
request issued by a client and the moment a new decision is taken by the controller
(i.e., the segment should be prioritized or not), for an increasing number of clients,
namely 1, 10, 100, 1000, 5000 and 10000. This analysis delay accounts for: (i) the
time a GET travels from the client to the prioritization switch, (ii) the processing
delay at the prioritization switch, (iii) the time a GET travels from the prioritization
switch to the controller and (iv) the processing delay at the controller. The mea-
sured delay gives a clear indication of the capability of the proposed framework
to scale in real network scenarios and should be as small as possible. Due to the
severe technical difficulties of experimenting with such a high number of clients,
both in emulation and in a real testbed, we decided to artificially reproduce the
behavior of the group of clients. Particularly, instead of having NHAS clients each
issuing a new GET every T seconds, we allow a subset of nHAS clients issuing a
new GET every T × (NHAS/nHAS) seconds. Practically, this means that each of
the clients reproduces the behavior of NHAS/nHAS clients. During our experiment,
we fixed the ratio NHAS/nHAS to 20. Moreover, the Scapy tool7 is used by the clients
to generate HAS-like GET messages. This means that in our experiments no video
is actually streamed from the server, since we are merely interested in investigat-
ing the scalability characteristics of the proposed framework. The GET messages
generated by the clients are analyzed by the controller as described in Section 4.4
and the analysis delay is computed. The same network setup as in Figure 4.3 has
been used, without cross-traffic applications. All the links in the network are over-
provisioned. We repeat the experiments 10 times and average the results over the
10 runs. During each run, the streaming of a 300 seconds video with segment
duration of 2 seconds is simulated, as explained above.
Results for this analysis are reported in Table 4.5. The minimum analysis delay
is obtained in the 1 client scenario and is about 9 ms, and it slightly increases up
to 1000 clients. Even in the 5000 clients scenario, the analysis delay can be kept
limited to about 50 ms. The action enforced by the controller on the prioritization
switch has to be timely enough to guarantee a prioritized delivery of the segments
in risk of a video freeze. This entails that the analysis delay has to be consistently
lower than the segment download time. As prioritization is generally enforced
only when the bandwidth availability is low, and consequently the download time
of a segment is in the order of seconds rather than milliseconds, an analysis delay
of 50 ms can be considered acceptable. As an example, we consider the video
as in Section 4.4.1, with segment duration fixed to 2 seconds and lowest quality
equal to 300 kbps. Even if the client experiences a bandwidth of 1 Mbps (which
7http://www.secdev.org/projects/scapy/
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actually does not necessitate a prioritized delivery), the download time would be
0.6 seconds, i.e., more than 10 times the analysis delay obtained in the 5000 clients
scenario.
It is worth stressing that the 1000 and 5000 clients scenarios represent the target
use-cases for the proposed OpenFlow framework. As explained in Section 4.3.1,
the prioritization switch should be located before the main network bottleneck,
which is usually represented by a link in the edge or aggregation network. This
entails that only a few thousand clients need to be managed by the prioritization
switch and the controller at the same time. It is worth noting that these results
have been obtained using the software switch Open vSwitch and the python-based
controller POX. In a real deployment, high-end devices are typically used for both
the switch and the controller, which would have a positive impact on the overall
scalability of the proposed OpenFlow framework. Scalability issues appear in the
10000 clients case, where the average analysis delay is about 730 ms. The largest
part of this delay is accumulated in the communication between the prioritization
switch and the controller. In this case, the number of GET messages that should
be processed by the switch and forwarded to the controller is so high that many are
queued in the switch and consequently suffer from an increased delay.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented an OpenFlow-based framework to improve the QoE
of HAS clients and reduce interruptions in the playout of the video clients. This
was necessary as state-of-the-art rate adaptation heuristics can still suffer from
non-negligible video playout freezes in case of sudden traffic increases that lead to
network congestion. This objective is achieved by introducing prioritization in the
delivery of HAS segments. An OpenFlow controller collects information on the
overall network conditions and the HAS clients’ status and decides whether a par-
ticular segment has to be prioritized or not in order to avoid a freeze at the client.
The clients are also aware of the prioritization status of the downloaded segments
in order to react properly to prioritization. Extensive emulation experiments using
Mininet have validated the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Particularly,
we have compared our OpenFlow-based framework with the proprietary Microsoft
ISS Smooth Streaming client [27], the FINEAS heuristic, the BBA heuristic [28]
and the WiLo client [29]. A mix of HAS, web-browsing and progressive download
video streaming clients have been emulated in order to investigate the effect of pri-
oritization under realistic network conditions. In the evaluated network scenarios,
we were able to show that our OpenFlow framework results in a reduction of video
freeze time up to 10 times, when compared to the benchmark algorithms.
Future research includes the study of buffer estimation methods to handle the
presence of user interactivity (as pause or playout repositioning), which are typical
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in video on demand (VOD) scenarios. We also propose to study more complex net-
work scenarios, where a multitude of bottlenecks may simultaneously be present.
In this case, we would need a system of prioritization switches, which exchange
information with one or more controllers to decide which segment to prioritize.
These controllers should then be able to coordinate with each other in order to
guarantee an end-to-end prioritization and reach the final goal, i.e., avoid the oc-
currence of a freeze at the client side.
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The previous chapter presented a Software-Defined Networking (SDN) frame-
work that can successfully avoid video freezes at the clients. Despite its good
performance, this approach requires the network controller to know the client con-
figuration, in terms of buffer behavior and streamed video. Moreover, the proposed
algorithms are hardcoded and require a certain level of hand-tuning to reach the
best performance. For this reason, this chapter presents a complete redesign of
the prioritization logic, based on Machine Learning (ML) algorithms. This way,
the controller can autonomously learn when an HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS)
segment needs to be prioritized. The ML engine is based on the Random Under-
sampling Boosting (RUSBoost) algorithm and fuzzy logic, which can detect when
a client is close to a freeze and drive the network prioritization to avoid it. This
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decision is based on measurements collected from the network nodes only, with-
out any knowledge on the streamed video or on the client’s characteristics. In this
chapter, the design of the proposed ML-based framework is detailed and compared
to other benchmarking HAS solutions, under various video streaming scenarios.
Particularly, extensive experimentation shows that the proposed approach can re-
duce video freezes and freeze time with about 65% and 45% respectively, when
compared to benchmarking algorithms.
5.1 Introduction
Video streaming currently represents one of the most important applications run-
ning over the Internet. Traditional video delivery techniques using the RTP/RTSP
protocol suite and progressive download have now been replaced by HTTP Adap-
tive Streaming (HAS) protocols, which can be considered as the de-facto standard
for video streaming services nowadays. In HAS, the video is stored on a server and
is encoded at different quality levels. Each version of the same video is also tem-
porally segmented. The HAS clients are equipped with a heuristic to dynamically
select the most appropriate quality level to download, based on information as the
locally perceived bandwidth and the video player buffer filling level. Despite the
capability of HAS solutions to adapt to varying network conditions, current solu-
tions are still suffering from interruptions of the video playout, also called video
freezes [1]. The 2015 Conviva report shows that almost 25% of the analyzed HAS
sessions are affected by at least one freeze [2]. Moreover, this problem becomes
more prominent during live streaming sessions, where the video player buffer has
to be reduced as much as possible in order to minimize the end-to-end delay. This
inefficiency is extremely detrimental for the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the
users and consequently for video streaming providers.
In order to reduce the occurrence of video freezes, we propose in this chapter
a network-based approach, where intermediate network elements are designed to
support the delivery of the video. The proposed network framework is built upon
the Software-Defined Networking (SDN) principle, a recently proposed innova-
tive network architecture [3]. In SDN, the control plane of the packets is managed
by a network controller, while the data forwarding plane is the responsibility of
the SDN switches. This decoupling allows to exploit network functionalities in a
flexible and real-time manner, as the SDN controller can be easily programmed to
control low-level network resources. In this chapter, we present an SDN controller
in charge of prioritizing the delivery of particular video segments in order to avoid
video freezes at the clients. The main element of the controller is a Machine Learn-
ing (ML) engine, based on the Random Undersampling Boosting (RUSBoost) al-
gorithm [4] and fuzzy logic, which can identify when a client is close to a video
freeze and decide whether the client’s segments should be prioritized or not. The
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RUSBoost algorithm is particularly suited for classification problems affected by
class imbalance, as in the freeze prediction case. In fact, only a small percent-
age of a video is usually affected by freezes, since in normal conditions the HAS
principle is able to achieve a continuous playout.
The main contributions of this chapter are threefold. First, we present a ML-
based framework to help clients avoiding video freezes caused by network con-
gestion. Particularly, we assume that congestion occurs in the edge or aggregation
network, where alternative routing is unavailable, and handle it using a prioritized
queue. An SDN controller is equipped with a ML engine, which allows the con-
troller to predict when an HAS client will experience a video freeze and decide
whether the currently downloaded segment should be prioritized or not. This de-
cision is based on measurement data collected from the network nodes only, with
no extra signaling required from the clients. Second, we design a freeze predictor
based on the RUSBoost classification algorithm, which is embedded in the network
controller. The freeze predictor is designed to detect conditions possibly leading
to a freeze at the clients. The freeze predictor does not require any a priori knowl-
edge on the characteristics of the video, as the segment duration or the bitrates of
the different quality levels, nor on the client’s configuration, in terms of maximum
buffer size and start-up buffering time. Although this information can enhance the
performance of the controller’s logic as shown in Chapter 4, it is difficult to obtain
in a real environment. By properly training the freeze predictor, it is still possible
to reduce the number of video freezes experienced by the clients, without making
any assumption on the streamed videos and the clients themselves. Third, detailed
experimental results are presented to show the performance of the proposed ap-
proach under different congestion levels, network topologies and streamed videos.
We also evaluate the performance of several classification algorithms for the freeze
prediction task, and show that the RUSBoost algorithm is able to achieve the high-
est accuracy.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 reports
related work on HAS optimization. Next, Section 5.3 details the proposed ma-
chine learning-based framework both from an architectural and algorithmic point
of view. In Section 5.4, we evaluate our solution through emulation and show
its benefits compared to current HAS heuristics. Section 5.5 presents the main
conclusions.
5.2 Related Work
Many rate adaptation heuristics have been proposed to optimize the QoE of HAS
clients [5]. Yin et al. present a control-theory-based HAS client based on the
model predictive control approach [6]. In the work by Li et al., the download of
a chunk is scheduled to obtain a continuous average data rate sent over the net-
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work and to maintain the buffer level close to a given threshold [7]. This approach
also helps reducing bitrate oscillations when multiple HAS clients compete for the
same bandwidth. The same problem is also investigated by Jiang et al [8]. They
study different design aspects that may lead to fairness improvements, including
the quality selection interval, a stateful quality level selection and a bandwidth es-
timation using an harmonic mean instead of a normal one. Sun et al. improve
the throughput prediction of HAS clients by developing a prediction model based
on past video sessions, which is built offline in a node located in the streaming
provider network [9]. This model is then used online in the rate adaptation heuris-
tic of the video clients, which remain the sole responsible of the actual quality
adaptation. Even though purely client-based heuristics simplify the design and
implementation of the algorithms, such heuristics can fail in case of sudden and
unexpected bandwidth drops. This failure leads to video freezes and consequently
low QoE. This issue is further worsened in live streaming scenarios, where the
playout buffer has to be reduced in order to minimize the camera-to-display delay.
In order to solve this issue, we adopt in this chapter an in-network approach,
where intermediary nodes are placed in the network to collect information regard-
ing the status of the clients. Consequently, the network has a comprehensive view
of the clients’ conditions and can help them achieving a high QoE. As an ex-
ample of such a principle, Ivesic et al. show the benefit of an application-aware
QoE-driven connection admission control for general multimedia services in LTE
networks [10]. Ganjam et al. present a hierarchical centralized control system to
optimize the delivery of HAS streams [11]. The root controller periodically cre-
ates a general model of the streaming system, which is then used by the children
controllers (on a coarser time-scale) to take decisions on the best QoE strategy
for the video clients. A similar approach is also employed by Mukerjee et al. to
optimize the performance of live video streams [12]. The use of an SDN con-
troller to optimize the behavior of HAS clients has been studied by Egilmez et
al. [13]. They propose to dynamically re-route HAS traffic to avoid congested
links. Uzakgider et al. investigate the performance of an SDN-controller equipped
with a Q-Learning algorithm to re-route traffic for layered adaptive streaming [14].
As traffic re-routing is only possible in the core Internet service provider network
while congested links mainly arise in the edge network [15], these approaches are
not able to fully optimize the behavior of HAS clients. Several other papers apply
traffic shaping techniques to limit the bandwidth assigned to each client and to
drive them to request a target bitrate. Georgopoulos et al. propose a centralized
SDN controller allocating bandwidth for each streaming device, in order to obtain
fairness from a QoE point of view [16]. The authors present a model to correlate
video bitrate with video quality, which is used by the controller in the bandwidth
allocation process. The use of an SDN controller to obtain video quality fair-
ness among different HAS clients is also investigated by Cofano et al. [17]. The
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principal disadvantage of the aforementioned algorithms is the active role of the
in-network elements in the quality decision process. This aspect entails an alter-
ation of the classical HAS principle, as the network de-facto decides which quality
level the clients can download. Moreover, these approaches are not designed to
foresee the occurrence of video freezes and avoid them. In our solution instead,
the quality level decision is completely left to the clients. The SDN controller sup-
ports the delivery of particular segments to avoid a freeze but does not have any
active role in the quality decision process of the clients.
In this chapter, we propose a ML-based framework to foresee the occurrence
of video freezes for HAS clients and reduce them using network-based prioritiza-
tion. This approach presents two advantages. First, the in-network calculation can
be kept very simple and consequently not computationally demanding, since the
quality decision algorithm still runs at the client. Second, the controller is trans-
parent for both the HAS clients and the HAS server, as the controller only supports
the delivery of the segments to avoid a freeze but does not interfere in the quality
decision process of the clients. Moreover, it is more robust in case of fault or mal-
functioning of the network equipment, as the clients can continue to operate (at a
sub-optimal level) without the in-network system. A network-based prioritization
framework was already presented in Chapter 4, where we analyzed the prioritiza-
tion system in terms of dimensioning of the prioritization queue, scalability issues
and its performance compared with several purely client-based solutions. Even
though the presented approach showed excellent results, it is affected by two main
drawbacks. First, the controller’s logic needs to know the characteristics of the
streamed video, in terms of segment duration and bitrates of the different quality
levels. Second, it requires an estimation of the buffer filling level of the clients’
video player. This in turn entails that the controller has to know the initial buffer-
ing time of the client (i.e., the amount of video buffered before the playout can
start). As no extra signaling is foreseen between the clients and the controller, this
information can only be obtained by intercepting the manifest file requested by a
client before starting the video. This aspect limits the general applicability of the
proposed framework in a real environment. The main contribution of this chapter
is therefore a complete re-design of the controller’s logic using a ML-based ap-
proach. A freeze prediction algorithm located at the controller is able to detect
beforehand when a client is going to freeze and drive the network prioritization.
The freeze prediction algorithm is trained to correlate information as the network
bandwidth and the timing of consecutive segment requests issued by a client to the
occurrence of a freeze. Consequently, the prediction does not require any a priori
assumption on the video characteristics or the buffer behavior of the clients.
A ML-based approach to off-line detect the occurrence of video freezes in HAS
has also been proposed by Wu at al. [18]. A decision tree is trained to identify
whether a completed video session is affected by video freezes. In this chapter
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instead, the identification is performed on-line and on a segment basis, rather than
off-line and on the basis of a completed video session. Our machine learning
framework is designed to foresee future freezes and avoid them, in contrast to
identifying freezes that have already occurred as investigated by Wu et al. [18].
5.3 Machine Learning-Based Framework
In this section, we detail the implementation of the proposed ML-based framework
introduced in the previous sections. The main component of this framework is an
SDN controller, deciding which segments should be prioritized in order to avoid
interruptions in the video playout of the clients. This decision is driven by a ML
module, the so-called freeze predictor, which is trained off-line and used on-line
to drive the network prioritization. Each time a client requests a new segment,
the predictor identifies whether the client could experience a freeze. The proposed
network framework is implemented using OpenFlow, which currently represents
one of the most common SDN protocols.
Another important aspect of our solution is that the clients are aware of the
prioritization status of the downloaded segments. This information is used by
the clients to adjust their quality selection process. If the clients are not aware
of the prioritization status of the downloaded segment, a problem could arise in
their quality decision process, as the bandwidth perceived by the clients in case of
prioritization does not match the real available bandwidth. Moreover, a prioritized
segment entails that the decision of the client was not optimal or that a sudden
bandwidth drop has occurred. Consequently, the prioritization status is used by
the clients as an additional feedback on the quality of their rate adaptation process
or on the network conditions.
In the remainder of this section, we provide an architectural description of the
proposed framework (Section 5.3.1) and detail the ML-based controller heuristic
to enforce prioritization (Section 5.3.2).
5.3.1 Architectural Description
As previously introduced, the OpenFlow controller helps the clients avoiding freezes
in case of scarce network resources, e.g., bandwidth drops, by introducing priori-
tization in the delivery of the video segments. Prioritization is enforced in the net-
work by using an OpenFlow-enabled switch, the so-called prioritization switch,
which is equipped with a best-effort and a prioritized queue. Based on the deci-
sions of the controller, the prioritization switch enqueues the clients’ segments in
one of these queues. As far as the prioritization switch positioning is concerned,
the switch should be located before the main bottleneck of the network, which is
typically a link in the edge or aggregation network [15]. Potential bottlenecks can
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Figure 5.1: The OpenFlow controller intercepts clients’ requests and decides whether the
requested segment should be prioritized or not.
be identified by analyzing the underlying network architecture or at runtime by
monitoring link conditions (e.g., if the traffic exceeds a certain percentage of the
link capacity, a prioritization switch can automatically become active).
An illustrative sequence diagram of the proposed framework is shown in Fig-
ure 5.1. The OpenFlow controller intervenes each time a client requests a new
segment from the HAS server and decides whether the analyzed segment should
be prioritized or not. Particularly, the prioritization switch forwards to the con-
troller, via an OpenFlow rule, the IP packets flowing from the client to the server.
The controller can analyze these packets and identify the HTTP GET requests is-
sued by the client. When a GET is received, the controller decides whether the
delivery of the analyzed segment should be prioritized or not.
This decision is made by analyzing the flow of intercepted GET requests issued
by a client and network measurements collected from the prioritization switch.
Network measurements are obtained by using the OpenFlow protocol, which pro-
vides well-defined APIs to collect data from the OpenFlow switches. More specif-
ically, the controller periodically polls the prioritization switch to compute the
available bandwidth for the HAS clients in the best-effort queue (not shown in
Figure 5.1). The freeze predictor module uses these inputs to detect whether the
client is going to experience a freeze during the download of the requested seg-
ment. If prioritization is needed, a fuzzy module checks if enough resources are
available in the prioritization queue to prioritize the segment and effectively pre-
vent a freeze. The complete ML-based logic implemented by the controller, as
well as the network bandwidth estimation algorithm, is presented in Section 5.3.2.
Next, the controller installs a new OpenFlow rule on the prioritization switch to
guarantee a proper delivery of the analyzed segment, i.e., best-effort or prioritized
delivery. This way, the controller only supports the delivery of particular video
segments, rather than determining the quality to be requested by the clients. This
approach is robust toward controller and switch failures, as the clients can still op-
erate even if prioritization cannot be enforced into the network. It is worth noting
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Figure 5.2: The controller’s logic is based on a freeze predictor, to identify when a client
is close to a freeze, and a congestion detection module, to check whether prioritizing the
segment would congest the prioritization queue.
that the prioritization switch does not require any specialized feature to be used
in the proposed framework. Particularly, the only required features for the switch
are: (i) support the use of queues and (ii) support the OpenFlow protocol. Conse-
quently, any general purpose OpenFlow-enabled switch can easily implement the
prioritization switch functionalities.
As introduced previously, an important element of our approach consists of the
prioritization-awareness of the HAS clients. This communication is carried out by
using in-network signaling instead of a direct communication channel between
the controller and the clients. More specifically, the prioritization switch can be
configured to mark prioritized packets with a specific Differentiated Services Code
Point (DSCP) field. This field is extracted by the clients during the download of
a segment to understand whether the segment was prioritized or not. As stated
previously, this information is highly relevant for the quality decision process of
the clients. When a client downloads a prioritized segment, the prioritization mode
is triggered. In this mode, prioritized segments are ignored in the calculation of
the estimated bandwidth because the bandwidth perceived in case of prioritization
does not match the real network conditions. In addition, the client directly requests
the next segment at the lowest quality. This way, the client tries to minimize the
risk of video freezes, which is high as the prioritization indicates. It is worth noting
that the prioritization mode is independent from the actual rate adaptation heuristic
implemented by the client. The only modification required at the client side is the
extraction of the DSCP field from the downloaded segments and the prioritization
mode, while no changes are required in the rate adaptation heuristic itself. This
aspect also entails that the proposed framework and the HAS clients can keep on
operating even if the prioritization mode cannot be executed or is not implemented.
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5.3.2 OpenFlow Controller
The prioritization logic of the OpenFlow controller is executed each time a client
requests a new segment to download, and is composed of two modules, the freeze
predictor and the congestion detection modules. Figure 5.2 gives a high level
overview of the interaction between these two modules in the prioritization de-
cision of the controller. The freeze predictor module is designed to understand
whether the client could experience a freeze during the download of the requested
segment. The prediction is performed by analyzing the flow of GET requests is-
sued by the client, the requested quality level and the available bandwidth for HAS
traffic in the best-effort queue. The predictor is trained off-line using the RUS-
Boost classification algorithm. The congestion detection module is used to avoid
congesting the prioritization queue and to allow a fair share among the different
clients. This detection is performed by a fuzzy engine based on inputs as the
bandwidth in the prioritization queue, the requested quality level and the number
of consecutive prioritizations experienced by a client. The freeze prediction and
the congestion detection modules return the probability for the current segment
to freeze and the probability for the current segment to congest the prioritization
queue, respectively. By combining these two factors, the controller obtains the
actual probability of prioritizing the segment. A client is prioritized with higher
probability when the risk of a freeze is high, as indicated by the freeze predictor,
and prioritizing the segment does not congest the prioritized queue nor is unfair to
the other clients, as indicated by the congestion detection module.
Section 5.3.2.1 details the operations performed to estimate the available band-
width for HAS traffic in the best-effort queue. Sections 5.3.2.2 and 5.3.2.3 detail
the freeze predictor and the congestion detection modules, respectively.
5.3.2.1 HAS Bandwidth Estimation
As previously introduced, the controller periodically polls the prioritization switch
to estimate the available bandwidth for HAS traffic in the best-effort queue. We
indicate with Tpoll the polling period. The communication between the controller
and the switch is carried out using the OpenFlow protocol. OpenFlow does not
provide a direct API to collect bandwidth information for a specific type of traffic
(e.g., HAS traffic). Consequently, we adopt a two-steps approach to compute the
available bandwidth for HAS traffic in the best-effort queue.
The controller first obtains from the prioritization switch the total downstream
bandwidth for HAS traffic during the last Tpoll seconds. The controller sends an
OpenFlow aggregate flow statistic request message for all the flows whose IP
source address matches that of the HAS Server, which we assume is known to
the controller. A flow belongs to the HAS group if the IP source address matches
that of the HAS server. It is worth noting that this measurement represents the total
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downstream bandwidth for HAS traffic flowing through the prioritization switch,
i.e., both in the prioritized and best-effort queue. The controller also obtains the
downstream bandwidth for HAS traffic in the prioritization queue during the last
Tpoll seconds. This measurement can be obtained using an OpenFlow queue statis-
tic request message to the switch.
Next, the bandwidth for the HAS clients in the best-effort queue is computed,
as the difference between the total HAS downstream bandwidth and the prioritized
bandwidth. The final throughput is calculated as the exponential average of the
current throughput and past samples. Based on the results of Chapter 4, we set the
polling time Tpoll and the weight of the exponential average to 1 second and 0.25,
respectively.
5.3.2.2 Freeze Predictor Module
The freeze predictor is the core element of the proposed machine learning frame-
work. When a segment is requested by a client, the freeze predictor has to decide
whether the download of the segment is going to be affected by a freeze or not.
This problem can be modelled as a classification problem with two classes: freeze
and non-freeze. The classification is based on measurements obtained by the con-
troller without any a priori assumption on the video and clients’ configuration,
in terms of video bitrates, segment duration, maximum buffer size and start-up
buffering time. This aspect clearly complicates the classification task but allows
a more general applicability of the proposed approach in a real environment. As
the HAS clients do not explicitly communicate with the controller, the controller
would need to intercept the video manifest to access the aforementioned informa-
tion. Conversely, we only use data obtained by the OpenFlow protocol (e.g., the
network bandwidth) or by analyzing the flow of HTTP GET requests issued by the
HAS clients (e.g., the timing of the GET requests). In light of the above, the inputs
for the freeze predictor are:
• banHAS, the bandwidth for HAS traffic in the best-effort queue when the
segment is requested;
• ∆banHAS, the difference between two consecutive samples of the HAS band-
width;
• ∆GET, the inter-arrival time between two consecutive GET requests issued
by a client;
• ∆GET , the average GET inter-arrival time of a client;
• q, the requested segment quality level, which is expressed as an integer rang-
ing from 0 (the lowest level) to qmax (the maximum quality level, different
from video to video and not available to the controller);
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• ∆q, the difference between the qualities of two consecutive segment re-
quests.
banHAS is measured using the OpenFlow protocol, as explained in Section
5.3.2.1. The risk of freezes is directly related to the network bandwidth: when
congestion is high, more freezes are likely to occur. ∆banHAS indicates whether
network conditions are improving or not. Intuitively, the risk of freezes decreases
when network conditions improve, i.e., when ∆banHAS is greater than zero.
∆GET is an important input for the freeze predictor, as it accounts for the
buffer dynamic of the client. In steady-state conditions, a client issues a GET with
a period equal to the segment duration. In this condition, no freezes can occur
at the client. When the available bandwidth drops, the inter-arrival time ∆GET
starts to increase, as the client has to wait for the complete download of a segment
before requesting a new one. Consequently, the buffer starts to decrease and a
possible freeze can occur. ∆GET allows to detect this condition and anticipate the
freeze. The average GET inter-arrival time ∆GET provides a rough estimation
of the segment duration of the video, in steady-state conditions. This estimate
allows to discriminate between videos with different segment durations and better
exploit the information provided by ∆GET. As an example, a 4 seconds inter-
arrival time is normal for a 4-seconds segment video, while it indicates that the
buffer is depleting in a 1-second segment video. ∆GET allows to discriminate
between the two cases, as the average inter-arrival time is going to be different for
different segment durations.
The last two inputs, q and ∆q, account for the behavior of the client. A client
usually requests a low quality when the bandwidth is scarce or the buffer is close
to depletion. Conversely, a high quality is more susceptible to freezes if the band-
width suddenly drops. This measurement is therefore highly valuable for the pre-
dictor. ∆q shows if the client’s conditions are improving. A client increases the
quality only when the perceived bandwidth and/or the buffer allow it. The re-
quested quality level can be extracted by analyzing the URL of the HTTP GET
request. Different qualities must be associated with different URLs and this dis-
similarity can be used by the controller to extract the requested quality.
By using these six inputs, the predictor is able to foresee the occurrence of
a video freeze at the client. When a new segment is requested and a freeze is
foreseen, the controller can enforce prioritization in order to avoid it. We divided
this problem in two different phases: an off-line step where the predictor is built
and an on-line step where the predictor is used to drive the network prioritization.
The off-line phase is carried out collecting a large amount of HAS clients’ logs in a
controlled environment. Each entry of the training set is associated with a segment
request made by a client, and is composed of the six aforementioned inputs and a
label indicating whether the download of the requested segment resulted in a freeze
or not. A machine learning algorithm can then be used to build the predictor.
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Several challenges complicate the freeze prediction task. First, no assump-
tions are made on the clients’ configuration and on the streamed videos. Second,
the training set is imbalanced as most of the segment requests are not associated
with a video freeze. In fact, the adaptive streaming principle is able to accommo-
date bandwidth variations, and network prioritization should only be used in emer-
gency situations. Class imbalance is a well-known issue in the machine learning
field, which can negatively affect the performance of classical classification algo-
rithms [4]. In imbalanced training sets, the occurrence of the so-called negative
class is much higher than the occurrence of the positive class, which represents
the class of interest for the considered problem. In our case for example, most
of the segments are not associated with a freeze, while we are interested in de-
tecting segments affected by freezes (the positive class), which are the minority.
Several algorithms have been proposed in literature to address this problem, with
the RUSBoost algorithm emerging for its simplicity, accuracy and low computa-
tional complexity [4]. The RUSBoost algorithm combines two techniques: random
undersampling and boosting. In random undersampling, most of the examples be-
longing to the negative class are removed from the training set, in order to obtain a
desired balanced class distribution (e.g., 50%). This approach reduces the training
time (as the new training set is much smaller than the original one), at the cost of
a loss of information, as many negative class entries are removed. This drawback
is counterbalanced using boosting. In boosting, a set of classifiers is iteratively
built. At each iteration, the new classifier focuses on training examples that were
misclassified at the previous iteration. After training, each classifier in the set, also
called ensemble, participates in a vote to classify new examples. In the RUSBoost
case, at each iteration, the new classifier is trained with a different undersampled
subset of the original training set. Using this process, the loss of information due
to undersampling is mitigated because data excluded in a certain iteration can be
included in other ones.
In light of the above, the RUSBoost algorithm represents a viable choice for the
freeze predictor task. As shown in Figure 5.2, the outcome of the freeze predictor
is PFreeze, the probability for the current requested segment to freeze. The clas-
sifiers in the ensemble are associated with a weight, indicating how good or bad
a given classifier is. When classifying a new request, each classifier contributes
to the final decision according to its weight. All the weights of the classifiers
indicating that the current segment will not freeze are summed in the WNoFreeze
variable. Conversely, all the weights of the classifiers indicating a freeze are
summed in the WFreeze variable. The output probability PFreeze is simply computed
as WFreeze/(WFreeze+WNoFreeze).
In Section 5.4.2, the off-line training phase of the freeze predictor using the
RUSBoost algorithm is analyzed in detail and compared with other state-of-the-art
classification algorithms.
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5.3.2.3 Congestion Detection Module
The second module completing the ML-based controller logic is the congestion
detection module. This module is designed to understand whether prioritizing a
particular segment would congest the prioritization queue. Prioritizing a segment
is only useful when a freeze is probable and enough resources are available in
the prioritization queue to effectively prevent the freeze. If too many clients are
prioritized at the same time, the performance of the whole framework would drop.
Moreover, this module ensures that the prioritization queue is fairly shared among
all HAS clients, by limiting the maximum amount of consecutive prioritizations
a client can benefit from. For each segment requested by a client, three inputs
are used by the congestion detection module: (i) q, the segment’s quality level,
(ii) NPrio, the number of consecutive prioritizations enjoyed by the client and (iii)
clientBanPrio, the bandwidth per client in the prioritization queue, computed as
the ratio between the bandwidth in the prioritization queue and the number of
prioritized clients. It is worth mentioning that clientBanPrio is only an estimate, as
bandwidth is not always shared fairly among clients.
q and clientBanPrio allow to assess the risk of prioritizing the requested seg-
ment. Even though the bitrates of the video are not known to the controller, a
higher quality segment will always take more resources to be transported than a
lower quality segment. Consequently, the controller has to find a trade-off between
prioritizing few high quality segments or many low quality segments. clientBanPrio
is the fundamental input to understand the conditions of the prioritization queue.
When many clients are prioritized at the same time, the bandwidth per client de-
creases and, consequently, also the probability of a successful prioritization. NPrio
is used to limit an unfair usage of the prioritization system. The probability of
prioritization diminishes as the number of consecutive prioritizations increases, as
to allow all clients to benefit from the system.
As explained in the previous paragraph, the correlation and the influence of
the different inputs are rather simple. Despite that, an immediate translation into
mathematical formulation is not straightforward. For this reason, we decided to
implement the congestion detection module using fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic allows
to take complex decisions based on uncertain inputs, mimicking the reasoning of
the human logic. It is based on fuzzy sets, which provide a rough modelling of
the main characteristics of the analyzed problem, and fuzzy rules, which combine
the knowledge modelled by the sets and make a final decision. These rules are
expressed using human concepts rather than strict measurements. The fuzzy sets
and the fuzzy rules are designed considering common sense knowledge of the
analyzed domain. The fuzzy-based congestion detection module is composed of
three input sets (one for each input), one output set for the output variable Pcongestion
and six fuzzy rules to correlate the sets, which are described in the following.
The fuzzy set associated to the quality q is composed of three membership
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Figure 5.3: The fuzzy-based congestion detection module is composed of four fuzzy sets:
three for each input (5.3a, 5.3b, 5.3c) and one for the output (5.3d).
functions: low, medium and high (Figure 5.3a). At any given point of the input
range, the value of q is associated to one or more of these membership functions,
with a certain degree. As an example, a value of q equal to 2 is considered 0%
high, 50% medium and 20% low. On the contrary, a value of q equal to 0 (i.e., the
lowest one) is considered 100% low.
Also clientBanPrio is composed of a low, medium and high membership func-
tion (Figure 5.3b). When the bandwidth per client drops below 1 Mbps, it starts
to be considered low. Intuitively, the lower qualities of a video are encoded at low
bitrates, usually below the 1 Mbps threshold. Consequently, if we want to assure
a successful prioritization for at least the lower qualities of a video, a consistent
amount of bandwidth should always be available in the prioritization queue. A
bandwidth higher than 2.5 Mbps starts to be considered high, since even the higher
quality segments (usually encoded at high bitrates) can be prioritized without con-
gesting the prioritized queue.
Only two membership functions compose the fuzzy set for NPrio (Figure 5.3c).
In this case, a specific value of NPrio is either considered low or high. A fine-
grained representation of this variable is not needed in this case: only when a large
number of consecutive prioritizations occur (e.g., higher than 3) the congestion
detection module should avoid prioritizing the client.
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Table 5.1: The six fuzzy rules of the congestion detection module.
1. If clientBanPrio is HIGH then Pcongestion is LOW
2. If clientBanPrio is LOW then Pcongestion is HIGH
3. If NPrio is HIGH then Pcongestion is HIGH
4. If q is HIGH and clientBanPrio is NOT HIGH then
Pcongestion is HIGH
5. If q is LOW and clientBanPrio is NOT LOW then
Pcongestion is LOW
6. If q is MEDIUM and clientBanPrio is MEDIUM and NPrio is LOW then Pcongestion is MEDIUM
The output set for Pcongestion is also divided in low, medium and high (Figure
5.3d). When Pcongestion is higher than 80%, the probability of congesting the queue
is considered high. Conversely, it is low when below 20% and considered medium
otherwise.
Although fixed in this chapter, the fuzzy membership values can be easily mod-
ified by the service provider in order to reflect the specific conditions of the video
streaming service, without altering the general design of the proposed fuzzy sys-
tem. Another possibility would be to dynamically alter the fuzzy membership
values using an additional learning loop [19].
The core of the fuzzy engine is represented by the fuzzy rules, which correlate
the input and output sets and allow to make a decision (also called inference). The
fuzzy rules for the congestion detection module are presented in Table 5.1. The
first rule states that when the bandwidth is very high the probability of congesting
the queue is considered low, independently from q and NPrio. The opposite conclu-
sion is drawn by the second rule. The third rule is designed to ensure a fair share
of the prioritized system among all clients, by limiting the number of consecutive
prioritizations for a client. The other rules take into account the requested quality
level. As an example, a medium quality level will cause a medium congestion
when the prioritization queue is in decent conditions and the client has not been
prioritized too many times (rule six in Table 5.1).
Despite the simplicity of the proposed fuzzy model, a complex behavior can
be obtained during the decision phase. As an example, Figures 5.4a and 5.4b
show the decision plane of the fuzzy engine when fixing NPrio to 0, 2 and 4 and
clientBanPrio to 1 Mbps and 3 Mbps, respectively. The x-axis reports the requested
quality level, while the y-axis the value of Pcongestion. As expected, an increase of
the bandwidth per client (i.e., less clients prioritized at the same time) results in a
smaller probability of congestion. The highest value when clientBanPrio is 1 Mbps
is 0.93 (Figure 5.4a), while this value drops to 0.65 when clientBanPrio is 3 Mbps
(Figure 5.4b). Pcongestion follows an increasing monotonic trend with respect to the
requested quality. In this case, the shape of the curves changes depending on the
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Figure 5.4: An example of the fuzzy decision plane obtained when clientBanPrio is fixed to
1 Mbps (5.4a) and 3 Mbps (5.4b). Pcongestion increases with the requested quality and the
number of consecutive prioritizations, and decreases as the bandwidth per client increases.
Table 5.2: Characteristics of the HAS videos. The nominal average bitrate for the 2-seconds
segment version is reported, together with the standard deviation (between brackets). All
values are expressed in kbps.
Big Buck
Bunny
Of Forest
and Man
Tears of
Steel
Elephant’s
Dream
Red Bull
Playstreets
334(±66) 366(±75) 254(±105) 382(±123) 300(±41)
522(±75) 553(±101) 507(±217) 795(±176) 896(±134)
791(±101) 824(±168) 811(±346) 1494(±526) 1180(±226)
1244(±257) 1519(±376) 1516(±680) 2444(±728) 1993(±291)
1546(±417) 2529(±839) 2427(±1057) 3431(±1481) 2995(±376)
2494(±531) 3798(±1631) 3020(±1349) 4228(±2390) 3991(±514)
3078(±867) – 4028(±1746) – –
number of consecutive prioritizations and convergence is reached for the highest
quality levels. Independently from NPrio, a high quality level is always associated
to a high risk of congesting the queue. Interestingly, when NPrio is very high (i.e.,
higher than 4), Pcongestion only depends on clientBanPrio. This behavior is mainly
caused by the third rule of the fuzzy engine (see Table 5.1), which tries to limit as
much as possible a large number of consecutive prioritizations. Consequently, the
segment would be considered for prioritization only when sufficient bandwidth is
available in the prioritization queue. The performance of the congestion module
in combination with the freeze predictor are thoroughly analyzed in Section 5.4.
5.4 Performance Evaluation Results
5.4.1 Experimental Setup
The proposed OpenFlow framework has been implemented on the Mininet Net-
work Emulator1. The HTTP server, where the video content is stored, is a Jetty
Server2. We use five different HAS videos to evaluate the proposed framework
1http://mininet.org
2http://eclipse.org/jetty
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Figure 5.5: The emulated topology on Mininet is composed of several HAS, progressive
download and web browsing clients, connected to the respective servers via the bottleneck
link LPS.
under different streaming scenarios, selected from an MPEG-DASH compliant
public repository3. The main characteristics of the videos are summarized in Ta-
ble 5.2. The videos, which belong to different genres (animation, documentary,
sports and movie), are encoded in variable bitrate (VBR) and are capped to the
first 10 minutes, if longer. Each video is available in a 1, 2, 4 seconds segment
version, for a total of 15 different videos.
The HAS clients are implemented on top of the libdash library, the official
software of the ISO/IEC MPEG-DASH standard [20]. The Libpcap library4 is used
to extract the DSCP field from the received packets and thus enable prioritization-
awareness. The rate adaptation heuristic used by the HAS clients is the FINEAS
algorithm5, presented in Chapter 3. The controller is implemented using POX6,
a Python-based controller, while the OpenFlow switches are realized via Open
vSwitch7. The prioritization switch is equipped with a best-effort and a prioritized
queue. A strict-priority policy is used for the experiments, i.e., the prioritized
queue can transmit at a guaranteed rate, equal to 15% of the total channel capacity.
The emulated network topology is shown in Figure 5.5, where the position of
the prioritization switch is illustrated. The prioritized queue is installed on the in-
terface towards link LPS. NHAS HAS clients stream the video sequence at the same
time from the same HAS Server. In order to provide an extensive evaluation of the
proposed framework, we emulate 10 episodes of the video trace and average the
results over the 10 runs. The capacity on link LPS is kept fixed during each episode
while the capacity on all the other links is over-provisioned. We tested different
values of the fixed capacity of link LPS in order to investigate the performance of
the proposed solution under different levels of network congestion.
3http://www-itec.uni-klu.ac.at/ftp/datasets/DASHDataset2014/
4http://www.tcpdump.org
5In this chapter, the in-network computation proposed in Chapter 3 has not been implemented.
6https://github.com/noxrepo/pox
7http://openvswitch.org
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Table 5.3: Characteristics of the cross-traffic applications [21].
PD video streaming clients Web browsing clients
Inter-arrival video request Inter-arrival page request
Pareto distribution with mean 350 seconds and
standard deviation to mean ratio of 2
Pareto distribution with mean 8.5 seconds and
standard deviation to mean ratio of 1.5
Video size Page size
Pareto distribution with mean 38 MBytes and
standard deviation to mean ratio of 1.5
Based on web statistics [21]. Average 0.7
MBytes and standard deviation 1.5 MBytes.
Cross-traffic for HAS clients is introduced by two other types of application:
NWEB web browsing clients and NPD PD video streaming clients. This applications
mix allows to evaluate the performance of the proposed framework under realistic
network conditions and to analyze the impact of prioritization both on HAS and
background traffic. The implementation of the cross-traffic applications used in
this chapter is obtained by following the indications presented by Akhtar et al. [21].
PD clients can stream from a single PD server, shown in Figure 5.5. Web browsing
clients can download a web page from seven different web servers, which has been
shown to be the average number of web hosts used to download a web page [21]
(for simplicity, only one host is shown in Figure 5.5). In order to download a web
page, a web browsing client opens a single TCP connection to each of the available
web servers. Table 5.3 summarizes the most important characteristics of the cross-
traffic applications. The inter-arrival video request time and the size of the video
for PD clients are both based on a Pareto distribution, as well as the inter-arrival
page request time for the web browsing clients. The web page size is based on
web statistics published by Google [21], and presents an average of 0.7 MBytes
and a standard deviation of 1.5 MBytes. In our experiments, the number of HAS
clients, PD clients and web browsing clients is fixed to 30, 25 and 15, respectively.
The percentage of video streaming traffic has been set according to the Sandvine
report on Internet QoE, which shows that video streaming applications currently
dominate Internet traffic [22].
In order to provide an extensive benchmark of the proposed framework, we
compare our results with those obtained using three other HAS solutions. First,
the FINEAS heuristic described in Chapter 3 without in-network computation,
which provides the baseline for the proposed ML-based framework. Second, the
Microsoft ISS Smooth Streaming (MSS) client, a popular proprietary HAS client8.
In Chapter 4, we showed already that these two purely client-based solutions were
able to achieve a low number of video freezes as well as a good video quality
when compared to other heuristics. Finally, we also analyze the performance of
the network-based prioritization system proposed in Chapter 4. In this case, the
controller has a perfect knowledge of the status of the clients, in terms of video
player buffer filling level, requested segment bitrates and video segment duration
8https://slextensions.svn.codeplex.com/svn/trunk/SLExtensions/AdaptiveStreaming
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Table 5.4: Characteristics of the emulated streaming scenarios.
Video player buffer size [s] Segment duration [s] LPS [Mbps]
Scenario 1 6 1 65
Scenario 2 10 2 60
Scenario 3 12 4 55
and can therefore fully optimize the behavior of the HAS clients. Conversely, our
ML-based solution does not rely on any of this information. Comparing the per-
formance of this solution with that of the proposed ML-based framework allows to
assess the trade-off between the amount of knowledge possessed by the controller
and the effectiveness of the prioritization system. The heuristic embedded in the
HAS clients for both network-based solutions is the FINEAS algorithm.
5.4.2 Training the Freeze Predictor Off-line
As explained in Section 5.3.2.2, a fundamental component of the proposed priori-
tization framework is the freeze predictor. Based on inputs as the available band-
width for HAS traffic, the inter-arrival time of consecutive GET requests and the
requested quality, the predictor should be able to detect conditions possibly lead-
ing to a video freeze and drive the network prioritization to avoid it. The freeze
predictor is based on the RUSBoost algorithm, due to its accuracy in imbalanced
classification problems.
In order to train the freeze predictor, we collected a large number of HAS
logs using the experimental setup reported in Figure 5.5. The network emulation
setup allows us to have full control of the experiments and to collect logs about
the clients’ behavior after the streaming session. As an example, we can identify
off-line when a client has experienced a video freeze. Consequently, we can create
a training set of labeled data, which can be used to build a predictor. Each data
point of the training set is associated with a segment request made by a client,
and is composed of the six inputs of the predictor (see Section 5.3.2.2) and a label
indicating whether the download of the requested segment resulted in a freeze or
not. A machine learning algorithm can then be used to build a freeze predictor. The
collected logs should be representative of the possible different video streaming
scenarios, in terms of clients, network and videos configuration. For this reason,
we experimented with three different streaming scenarios, reported in Table 5.4.
We varied the buffer size of the clients, the segment duration of the video and the
capacity of link LPS (see Figure 5.5). Each scenario has been tested with all the
videos reported in Table 5.2, for a total of 15 different experiments.
In total, 4500 clients’ logs have been collected, resulting in almost 1.5 million
individual segment requests. Only 2.5% of the segment requests are affected by a
video freeze, which confirms the imbalanced nature of the analyzed classification
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problem. We divided the logs into a training set, to train the predictor, and a
validation set, to test its performance. Particularly, 85% of the logs collected with
the Big Buck Bunny, Of Forest and Man and Tears of Steel videos are used to train
the predictor. The remaining 15% is used as validation set. Moreover, the logs
collected with the Elephant’s Dream and Red Bull Playstreet videos are used as an
additional validation set. This choice allows to assess to what extent the predictor
can adapt to untrained videos, which is a fundamental requirement for the real
deployment of the proposed approach.
We compare the performance of the RUSBoost algorithm in the freeze predic-
tor task using four other popular classifiers: Random Forest, AdaBoost, Gradient-
Boost and 1-Nearest Neighbourhood (1-NN) [23]. The Random Forest classifier
builds an ensemble of decision trees, each contributing towards the final classi-
fication. In a random forest, N different decision trees are trained on a different
sub-sample of the given dataset. Each training set is a random sample with re-
placement of the original dataset, and has therefore the same size as the original
one. When used for classification, each tree in the random forest participates in
a vote, where the class selected by the majority of the trees in the random for-
est is finally chosen. This process allows to increase the classification accuracy
and control over-fitting, a common problem affecting standard decision trees. The
AdaBoost algorithm applies the same boosting technique as the RUSBoost, with-
out the random undersampling filtering on the training dataset. In boosting, each
sample of the training set is associated with a weight. At the beginning of the train-
ing process, all the weights have the same value. At each iteration a decision tree
is classified and the weights are updated. Particularly, the weights of samples that
are misclassified are increased, while the weights of samples that correctly classi-
fied are decreased. This way, at each iteration, the new decision tree is forced to
focus on those training samples that were misclassified by the previous decision
trees. The GradientBoost classifier is a generalization of boosting methods. The
number of decision trees is set to 50 for all the algorithms previously introduced.
Differently from the other methods, the 1-NN classifier does not create a gener-
alized model of the problem (e.g., the ensemble of decision trees created by the
boosting algorithms). A new data point is classified with the same label as the
label of the closest data point in the training set. This classifier does not require to
fit a model and is typically ”memory-based” (i.e., the whole training set has to be
stored to classify unknown samples). Given a new point to classify, the k closest
neighbors in the training set are identified, and the new point is classified using
a majority vote among the k neighbors. Despite its simplicity, this method has
proven to be very effective in many real classification problems. As an example,
Jian et al. report how a K-NN classifier can be used to optimize the behavior of
5G networks, in terms of handover selection or energy savings [24]. The training
time for the different classifiers is in the order of tens of minutes on a Dell Latitude
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Figure 5.6: The RUSBoost algorithm is able to outperform all the other ML solutions, both
for trained and untrained videos. The y-axis reports the percentage of correctly predicted
freezes.
E5530 running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 64-bit, Intel Core i5-3320M CPU @ 2.60GHz
processor and 8 GB of memory. It is worth stressing that the training phase can
be carried out off-line, without any real-time constraint. Only the trained model is
actually used on-line in the OpenFlow controller to actively avoid the occurrence
of video freezes.
The results of the ML algorithms comparison are presented in Figure 5.6. The
y-axis reports the percentage of correctly predicted freezes, also called true posi-
tives. Each bar of the graph represents the percentage of true positives over the en-
tire validation set, composed of logs from the trained videos and untrained videos.
The RUSBoost classifier is able to consistently outperform the other classifiers.
The freeze prediction accuracy is 99% for trained videos (Big Buck Bunny, Of
Forest and Man, Tears of Steel) and 85% for untrained videos (Elephant’s Dream
and Red Bull Playstreet). Methods based on an ensemble of decision trees (Ada-
Boost, GradientBoost and Random Forest) are also able to reach good performance
on trained videos, with almost 80% of the freezes correctly predicted. Creating
an ensemble of weak classifiers helps in reducing the negative effects due to the
unbalanced training set. Despite that, their performance consistently drops when
exposed to untrained videos. The 1-NN classifier obtains the lowest performance9.
In this case, new data points are classified based on the data points available in the
training dataset. As the freeze prediction problem is highly unbalanced, and there-
fore only few examples of the positive class are present in the training dataset, this
approach is prone to frequent classification errors.
Another important parameter of the freeze predictor is the percentage of non-
freezes correctly predicted, i.e., the percentage of video segments not leading to a
video freeze that are correctly classified as such. This metric is referred to as true
9Several values of k have been tested, with no significant differences in the obtained results.
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Table 5.5: Summary of the off-line freeze prediction task. The percentage of correctly pre-
dicted freezes is reported, together with the corresponding percentage of predicted freeze
time (between brackets).
RUSBoost AdaBoost Random
Forest
1-NN Gradient
Boost
Big Buck
Bunny
1s 90(99) 78(85) 79(86) 64(73) 76(85)
2s 100(100) 78(80) 78(83) 68(69) 62(68)
4s 97(98) 49(56) 48(60) 45(70) 52(67)
Of Forest
and Man
1s 100(100) 81(86) 83(87) 66(73) 79(85)
2s 100(100) 85(86) 88(90) 68(69) 82(85)
4s 96(99) 70(91) 60(86) 45(70) 60(86)
Tears of
Steel
1s 100(100) 81(86) 83(89) 76(81) 84(87)
2s 100(100) 73(74) 71(73) 53(50) 69(73)
4s 98(98) 62(79) 56(79) 42(59) 51(70)
Elephant’s
Dream
1s 94(93) 54(62) 59(69) 51(58) 60(70)
2s 74(69) 26(27) 21(22) 35(33) 26(29)
4s 63(64) 17(18) 8(9) 25(24) 8(10)
Red Bull
Playstreet
1s 93(81) 64(60) 70(65) 61(55) 76(69)
2s 72(37) 32(20) 13(10) 35(18) 10(6)
4s 92(96) 36(50) 39(59) 33(45) 37(54)
negative. As for the true positives, also the true negatives should be maximized.
All the classification algorithms result in a high true negatives accuracy. The RUS-
Boost classifier presents an accuracy of 95%, while all the other classifiers have an
accuracy higher than 98%. The 3%-4% loss of the RUSBoost classifier is largely
counterbalanced by the gain in terms of true positives, which reaches 40% for
untrained videos, as shown in Figure 5.6. These results therefore confirm the suit-
ability of the RUSBoost algorithm for the freeze predictor task.
Table 5.5 reports the freeze prediction accuracy of the different classifiers, for
each video. The total predicted freeze time is also reported, between brackets.
This value corresponds to the total amount of freeze time associated to the cor-
rectly predicted freezes. The RUSBoost algorithm is able to outperform the other
classifiers, independently of the video. As expected, higher accuracies are ob-
tained for trained videos. The lowest performance is reached in the 2-seconds Red
Bull Playstreet video, where only 37% of the total freeze time can be anticipated.
Nevertheless, the performance of the RUSBoost algorithm is still acceptable, even
for untrained videos. The AdaBoost classifier is the second best choice in terms
of accuracy. As previously mentioned, the RUSBoost algorithm adds the random
undersampling technique on top of the AdaBoost classifier. The 1-NN algorithm
is able to achieve constant performance, both for trained and untrained videos. As
it appears from Table 5.5, the freeze predictor is designed to anticipate possible
video freezes, but it does not have any notion on the possible duration of these
freezes. As an example, predicting 63% of the freezes in the 4-seconds Elephant’s
Dream video leads to 64% of the total freeze time predicted. This value drops to
37% in the 2-seconds Red Bull Playstreet video, even though the percentage of
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correctly predicted freezes is 72%. In light of the above results, the RUSBoost al-
gorithm has been chosen to implement the freeze predictor functionalities for the
rest of the chapter.
5.4.3 On-line Freeze Reduction
In this section, we plan to investigate the performance of the proposed ML-based
framework in terms of on-line freeze reduction. The freeze predictor trained in
Section 5.4.2 is now plugged into the network controller together with the fuzzy-
based congestion detection module, in order to foresee the occurrence of video
freezes during an ongoing streaming session and try to actively avoid them (see
Section 5.3). We compare the performance of our solution, referred to as FINEAS-
ML, with that of the MSS and FINEAS clients and the network-based solution
proposed in Chapter 4, called FINEAS-INF. As explained in Section 5.4.1, this
solution has access to very detailed information about the video characteristics
and the client’s buffer filling status. The experiments have been repeated for each
video and for each HAS solution, using the same streaming scenarios as in Table
5.4, for a total of 60 experiments. Each experiment has been repeated 10 times.
A high level summary of the obtained results is presented in Figure 5.7. For
each experiment and for each iteration, we first compute the average number of
freezes and the average freeze duration over the entire group of HAS clients. We
then average these results per video. The x-axis reports the average number of
video freezes obtained with the MSS, FINEAS, FINEAS-ML and FINEAS-INF
solutions. The y-axis reports the average freeze duration, in seconds. As expected,
the MSS and FINEAS algorithms present the worst performance, independently
from the streamed video. Both algorithms are purely client-based and can fail
fully optimizing the QoE of the video streaming session. Apart from the Ele-
phant’s Dream video (see Figure 5.7d), the FINEAS client is always able to out-
perform the MSS client. The number of freezes strongly depends on the video
characteristics. As reported in Table 5.2, all videos have different bitrates, ranging
between 254 and 4228 kbps and are encoded in VBR. In order to maintain the
visual quality constant for each quality level, the bits saved during the encoding
of simple scenes are reused to encode more complex scenes (e.g., with a lot of
movement). Consequently, the bitrate of a specific quality level is not constant but
varies depending on the video content itself. VBR encoding complicates the rate
adaptation of the clients, as the segment size is not constant and it is not known
in advance. As such, the videos Of Forest and Man and Elephant’s Dream, which
are characterized by a high variability (see Table 5.2), result in the highest amount
of video freezes (Figures 5.7b and 5.7d). Particularly, the FINEAS heuristic re-
sults in the worst performance for the Elephant’s Dream video, which presents the
highest bitrate and variability for the lowest quality. The FINEAS heuristic has a
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Figure 5.7: The purely client-based MSS and FINEAS heuristics present the worst perfor-
mance, independently of the video. The proposed ML-based solution can consistently re-
duce the amount of video freezes, in all scenarios. The best performance is reached by the
FINEAS-INF solution, which can use detailed information about the video and the clients’
characteristics. The x-axis and y-axis report the average number of freezes and the average
freeze duration, respectively.
more aggressive behavior than the MSS one and is therefore more susceptible to
freezes for this specific video. Despite the high standard deviation of the bitrates
of the Tears of Steel video (see Table 5.2), results for the FINEAS heuristic are in
line with those of the Big Buck Bunny and Red Bull Playstreet videos. The nomi-
nal bitrates of the Tears of Steel video are the lowest or second lowest among the
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entire set, which simplifies the adaptation of the clients. The FINEAS-ML and
FINEAS-INF solutions are able to outperform purely client-based solutions, both
in terms of number of freezes and freeze duration. It is worth noting that the heuris-
tic embedded in the HAS clients for both network-based solutions is the FINEAS
algorithm, which represents the baseline for the performance analysis. Our pro-
posed ML-based approach is able to consistently reduce the amount of freezes for
all videos. This result also entails a strong reduction of the average freeze duration.
The FINEAS-INF solution is able to reach the best performance overall and to al-
most completely eliminate video freezes. As previously explained, in this case the
network controller has very detailed information about the characteristics of the
videos (nominal bitrates and segment duration) and the status of the client’s buffer
and it can take the best decision in terms of segment prioritization. These results
show a clear trade-off between the performance of the prioritization system and
the accessibility of the inputs for the network controller. Unlike the FINEAS-INF
approach, our ML-based solution does not require any special assumption on the
clients’ behavior, nor on the video characteristics, but it is still able to considerably
reduce the amount of video freezes.
Figure 5.8 quantifies the gain brought by the proposed ML-based solution and
the FINEAS-INF one, when compared to the FINEAS heuristic. Figures 5.8a
and 5.8b report the relative reduction in terms of number of freezes and freeze
duration, respectively, for the five analyzed videos. Despite not having access to
refined information on the client’s status and video characteristics, our proposed
ML-based solution shows similar performance to the FINEAS-INF one, in terms
of freeze reduction (Figure 5.8a). Particularly, our ML-based solution is able to
reduce video freezes with about 65% compared to FINEAS, which is about 15%
less than FINEAS-INF.
It is worth noting that worse performance is obtained in terms of freeze re-
duction compared to the results presented in Section 5.4.2. The reasons for this
behavior are twofold. First, network prioritization is inherently an on-line process,
while the freeze identification presented in Section 5.4.2 was performed off-line,
on completed video sessions. Due to the limited resources of the prioritization
queue, whose bandwidth is fixed to 15% of the total capacity of link LPS (see
Figure 5.5), not all the segments possibly leading to a freeze can actually be pri-
oritized. In Section 5.3.2.3, we presented the fuzzy-based congestion detection
module, whose role is to understand whether prioritizing a segment would congest
the prioritization queue. When network congestion is high, many segments are
identified by the freeze predictor module as in risk of a video freeze, but not all
of them can be prioritized due to the decision of the congestion detection mod-
ule. Moreover, as the network controller of our ML-based approach does not have
any information on the video characteristics and clients’ status, it results in a more
conservative prioritization behavior. On average, 10% of the video is prioritized
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(a) The ML-based solution is able to reduce the amount of video freezes with about 65% when
compared to the FINEAS client, which is 15% less than what achieved by the FINEAS-INF
solution.
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(b) The proposed network-based prioritization can reduce freeze time with about 45%, even
without having any information on the client’s and video characteristics. The FINEAS-INF
solution, which has access to this information, can reduce freeze time with about 85%.
Figure 5.8: Relative comparison between the FINEAS-INF and ML-based solutions com-
pared to the FINEAS heuristic, in terms of number of freezes (5.8a) and freeze duration
(5.8b).
in the FINEAS-ML case, while this number rises to 15% in the FINEAS-INF
case. Second, bandwidth drops leading to video freezes can occur after a prioriti-
zation decision has been taken by the network controller. While the FINEAS-INF
solution knows the buffer filling level of the clients and can employ a safety prior-
itization in this case, the same is not true for our ML-based solution, which only
has limited information. This aspect also explains the better results obtained by
the FINEAS-INF solution in terms of freeze time reduction, shown in Figure 5.8b.
Our ML-based approach and FINEAS-INF solution can reduce freeze time with
about 45% and 85% compared to FINEAS, respectively. As already reported in the
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Table 5.6: Summary of the obtained results in terms of average quality (q, expressed as
an integer between 0 and the highest quality level, which varies between 5 or 6 depending
on the video), number of freezes (NF) and freeze time (FT, in seconds). Differences be-
tween cells associated with the same uppercase letter are not statistically significant (t-test,
p≤0.05).
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previous section, the freeze predictor based on the RUSBoost algorithm is de-
signed to reduce the amount of video freezes. This condition however does not
always result in a correspondent freeze time reduction.
Table 5.6 reports the complete results, for each video and for each different
version in terms of segment duration. We report the average requested quality,
number of freezes and freeze duration. We also perform an analysis to assess
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whether the differences between the different heuristics are statistical significant or
not (t-test, p≤0.05). Each heuristic is assigned a letter, from a for FINEAS to d for
MSS. Results associated with one of these letters are not statistically different from
the results obtained by the heuristic associated with the correspondent letter. As an
example, if a result of the FINEAS heuristic is associated with the letter d, then it is
not statistically different from the result obtained by the MSS client, and viceversa.
Overall, the results of the FINEAS-INF and FINEAS-ML approaches show strong
statistical significance when compared to the FINEAS and MSS heuristics. The
FINEAS-INF solution is able to almost completely eliminate video freezes, in
all video streaming scenarios. Only in the 1-second segment version of the Of
Forest and Man and Elephant’s Dream videos, this approach shows sub-optimal
performance. In the FINEAS-INF approach, one of the inputs of the controller are
the nominal bitrates of the streamed video. As reported in Table 5.2 though, these
two videos present a high bitrate variability. Moreover, encoding the video with 1-
second segments results in a slightly higher nominal bitrate (about 5%) compared
to the 2-seconds version, due to the cost of more frequent I-frames at the beginning
of the segments. These disturbances complicate the task of the controller.
Thanks to the RUSBoost and fuzzy algorithms, our ML-based approach is able
to reduce video freezes when compared to the baseline FINEAS heuristic, with-
out needing any explicit information on the video or client’s configuration. Our
approach presents worse performance compared to the FINEAS heuristic only in
two cases (4-seconds Big Buck Bunny and 2-seconds Red Bull Playstreet), but
these differences are not statistically significant. Similar conclusions can also be
drawn for the MSS heuristic. These results again confirm the suitability of the
proposed approach for the on-line freeze reduction task. Another important as-
pect to analyze is the requested video quality. In order to maximize users’ QoE, a
heuristic should be able to not only avoid freezes, but also to request the highest
possible video quality. As reported in Table 5.6, only minor differences can be
noted among the different HAS solutions. The average quality slightly decreases
(with about 5%) in the FINEAS-INF and ML-based cases when compared to the
FINEAS heuristic. This result is mainly due to the prioritization mode, where a
client is forced, by design, to request the lowest quality level in case the most re-
cently downloaded segment has been prioritized. It is also worth mentioning that
the quality tends to decrease when longer segments are used. In this situation, the
clients have less fine-grained decision points to adjust the quality to the available
bandwidth, consequently resulting in a more conservative behavior. This condition
is especially true when the maximum buffer size of the clients is limited to a few
seconds in order to reduce the end-to-end delay in live video streaming scenarios,
as in our experiments.
Another important aspect to consider is the distribution of video freezes among
the different clients. Ideally, the freeze reduction reported in the previous para-
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Figure 5.9: Our ML prioritization framework has a consistent impact on the freeze distri-
bution, by reducing freeze time for all the clients. The figure reports the average freeze time
of the 90% quantiles, for all the possible network and video configurations.
graphs should be equally shared among the different clients, in order to provide
fairness to the entire system. To show this behavior, we computed the 90% quan-
tile of the average client freeze time, for all the different network and video config-
urations as reported in Table 5.6. The 90% quantile expresses the maximum freeze
time experienced by 90% of the clients. By using the proposed ML prioritization
framework, we should be able to reduce not only the average freeze time (as shown
in Figure 5.8) but also its 90% quantile, which would entail that all the clients ben-
efit from the prioritization system. The results of this analysis are reported in
Figure 5.9, where the 90% quantile of all the 15 different streaming configurations
are reported, for both FINEAS and FINEAS-ML. Using our prioritization frame-
work results in a consistent reduction of the 90% quantile of the average freeze
time, when compared to the purely client-based FINEAS heuristic. As explained
before, this reduction entails that all the HAS clients benefit from prioritization.
In only two configurations the 90% quantiles increase, which correspond to the
streaming scenarios where the 4-seconds Big Buck Bunny and 2-seconds Red Bull
Playstreet videos are used (see dotted lines in Figure 5.9). As reported in Table
5.6, in these two cases the average freeze time is higher when prioritization is used
(even though this difference is not statistically significant).
5.4.4 Heterogeneous Clients
In this section, performance results are shown of the prioritization framework
when different rate adaptation heuristics are used instead of the FINEAS algo-
rithm. As reported in Section 5.4.2, the freeze predictor based on the RUSBoost
algorithm has been trained using logs generated by FINEAS clients only. De-
spite that, the prioritization system should provide good performance even when
different clients are equipped with different heuristics, a common situation in real
deployments. The same topology as in Figure 5.5 is used for the experiments, with
capacity on link LPS fixed to 65 Mbps. The clients stream the 1-second version of
the Big Buck Bunny video.
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Table 5.7: Summary of the results when the BBA algorithm is used as adaptation heuristic,
in terms of average quality (q, expressed as an integer between 0 and 6), number of freezes
(NF) and freeze time (FT, in seconds). The 10% and 90% quantiles are reported between
brackets.
q NF FT[s]
BBA 3.2(2.4-3.9) 4.6(1.5-9.0) 1.9(0.5-3.8)
BBA-ML 2.8(2.4-3.2) 2.0(0.3-3.6) 1.8(0.1-3.4)
In a first set of experiments, all HAS clients use the BBA algorithm by Huang
et al. [1]. The BBA client is an example of a purely buffer-based algorithm, where
the next quality is selected based on the buffer level only. Particularly, Huang et al.
showed on a real field test that the BBA client is able to outperform the standard
Netflix player. This choice allows to assess the performance of the prioritization
system when the clients are equipped with a completely different heuristic com-
pared to the one used for training. The main results are reported in Table 5.7, for
a buffer size fixed to 20 seconds. The proposed ML-based framework can consis-
tently reduce the number of freezes by 57%. It is worth stressing that this result is
achieved even though the freeze predictor module has been trained with a different
adaptation heuristic. Even though freezes can be limited, the average freeze time
is similar for both the BBA and BBA-ML solutions. The prioritization system is
effective in avoiding short freezes, while long freezes are more difficult to predict
because of the different behavior of the purely buffer-based BBA heuristic com-
pared to the FINEAS heuristic used for training. As expected, the video quality
is slightly reduced when prioritization is enforced, since the clients are forced to
request the lower quality in case of prioritization.
In a second set of experiments, we investigate a heterogeneous scenario, where
50% of the clients are equipped with the BBA heuristic and 50% with the MSS one.
We analyze the performance of the system both when all the clients are prioritized
and when only one group can benefit from prioritization. The same experimental
setup as for the previous experiment has been used. The correspondent results are
shown in Figure 5.10, in terms of average number of freezes and freeze duration.
For each emulated iteration, we also computed the 10% and 90% quantiles, which
quantify the maximum number of freezes and freeze time experienced by 10% and
90% of the HAS clients, respectively. Each point of the graphs is therefore asso-
ciated with the average 10% and 90% quantiles over the 10 iterations. When none
of the clients is prioritized, the BBA heuristic exhibits worse performance than the
MSS one, both in terms of number of freezes (×3.4) and freeze duration (×2.6).
This behavior is due to the purely buffer-based nature of the BBA client, which
does not take into account the available bandwidth and is therefore more suscep-
tible to freezes unless a very large buffer is used. When only the MSS group is
prioritized, freezes can be reduced by 62% (see Figure 5.10a) for MSS clients,
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Figure 5.10: Even in a heterogeneous scenario, our system can always reduce the number
of freezes for the prioritized clients. When only one group is prioritized, the influence on
the non-prioritized group depends on the underlying heuristic.
while freeze duration is similar to the non-prioritized case (see Figure 5.10b). In-
terestingly, prioritizing the MSS group has a negative impact on the performance
of the BBA group, as both the number of freezes and freeze time increase when
compared to the non-prioritized case. When prioritization is enforced by the con-
troller, the bandwidth available for the clients in the best-effort queue can drop.
As BBA clients do not consider this metric in their adaptation, they are affected
by more video freezes. When only the BBA group is prioritized, freezes can be
completely eliminated, for all BBA clients. This result does not negatively affect
the performance of the MSS clients, which consider both the buffer level and the
available bandwidth in their quality adaptation, and can therefore react quickly to
changing bandwidth conditions. When all the clients can benefit from prioritiza-
tion, freezes are reduced for both groups. Even though the ML-based prioritization
system is trained in a scenario where all the clients are equipped with the FINEAS
algorithm, the learned client model can be effectively re-used to optimize the be-
havior of other adaptation heuristics, even in heterogeneous scenarios.
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Figure 5.11: Three networks compose the topology emulated on Mininet. Links L0, L1,
L2 and L3 are the bottlenecks and are equipped with a prioritization queue. Each link is
associated with an independent OpenFlow controller.
5.4.5 Multiple Bottlenecks Network Topology
So far, we have investigated a single bottleneck scenario, where congestion can
occur on one link only (i.e., link LPS in Figure 5.5). In real networks however,
bottlenecks can arise on different links simultaneously and at different network
levels. The goal of this section is therefore to investigate the performance of the
proposed ML-based solution in a multi-bottleneck network scenario. In this sce-
nario, each possible bottleneck should be associated with an independent network
controller, equipped with the same set of algorithms as described in Section 5.3.2.
It is important to stress that no communication should be envisioned among the
independent controllers, as this approach would require extra-signaling inside the
network. Despite that, the controllers should still be able to achieve a global co-
ordinated behavior in order to provide end-to-end prioritization. This distributed
approach presents two advantages with respect to a centralized one, where one sin-
gle controller is responsible for all the network bottlenecks. First, it is inherently
more scalable. In Chapter 4, we showed that the proposed prioritization system
can control up to 5000 HAS clients simultaneously. The controller could therefore
be overloaded when a centralized solution is used. Second, a distributed approach
is easier to deploy, as no modifications to the design presented in Section 5.3.2
are required. Even in a multi-bottleneck scenario, prioritization-awareness using
the DSCP field can still be guaranteed at the client. Indeed, the switches can only
set the DSCP bit to 1 when the segment is prioritized, while it is left unaltered
in case of a best-effort delivery. It is worth noting that the controllers associated
to the switches are the only responsible to decide about prioritization: the DSCP
field is only used to communicate a prioritization event to the client and does not
automatically trigger prioritization in the switches.
In light of the above, the multi-bottleneck topology shown in Figure 5.11 has
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Figure 5.12: The proposed ML-based approach can reduce the amount of freezes and the
freeze time with respect to the FINEAS heuristic, even in a multi-bottleneck scenario with
independent controllers. The FINEAS-INF solution achieves the best results overall.
been emulated on Mininet. The HAS, PD and web browsing clients are divided
into three networks. Each network is composed of 10 HAS clients equipped with
the FINEAS heuristic, 8 PD clients and 5 web-browsing clients, for a total of 69
clients. Links L0, L1, L2 and L3 represent the possible bottlenecks for the HAS
clients. Each link is equipped with a prioritization queue, with bandwidth equal
to 15% of the channel capacity, and is controlled by an independent network con-
troller. Even though the controllers for links L1, L2 and L3 can be located together,
we decided to logically split them in order to show the performance of the system
in a fully distributed scenario. Two different video streaming scenarios have been
evaluated. In the first one, the HAS clients are equipped with a 6 seconds buffer
and stream the 1-second segment version of the Tears of Steel video. Capacity
on links L0 and L1-3 is fixed to 75 Mbps and 30 Mbps, respectively. In a second
scenario, the 2-seconds segment Tears of Steel video is streamed, and the clients
use a 10 seconds buffer. L0 has a capacity of 70 Mbps, while links L1-3 have a
capacity of 28 Mbps. Each experiment has been repeated 10 times. Depending
on the cross-traffic on links L1, L2 and L3, the actual bottlenecks for the three net-
works dynamically change. This way, we can explore a wide range of network
configurations, where the three networks could possibly influence each other.
Figure 5.12 reports the obtained results for the FINEAS, FINEAS-ML and
FINEAS-INF approaches, in terms of average number of freezes and average
freeze duration. Each point of the graphs is also associated with the average 10%
and 90% quantiles over the 10 iterations. The client-based FINEAS heuristic re-
sults in the highest amount of freezes and freeze time. The presence of congestion
at multiple network levels makes it harder for the client to avoid freezes, which
are up to 3 times higher than in the single bottleneck case. Moreover, some of
the clients experience very high freeze time (up to 13.4 seconds), as the quantiles
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indicate. Network-based prioritization can consistently improve the performance
of the system, both for the proposed FINEAS-ML approach and the FINEAS-INF
one. Even though independent, the controllers are able to take coordinated actions
on which client to prioritize. This behavior is due to the type of inputs used by the
controllers to decide on prioritization. Particularly, each controller can obtain lo-
cal information about the status of the controlled link and global information about
the HAS clients. Information about the clients is composed of the quality level of
the requested segment and the time between consecutive HTTP GET requests, as
described in Section 5.3.2.2. The status of the controlled link is a local information
that is only available to the specific controller. Conversely, the requested quality
and the GET inter-arrival time are measurements that can be obtained by all con-
trollers, independently of their position. Consequently, the controllers are fed with
some inputs that are global and shared with all the other controllers. This specific
condition facilitates coordination among the otherwise independent controllers. As
expected, the FINEAS-INF solution is able to reach the best performance, both in
terms of video freezes and freeze duration. Our ML-based solution can reduce
video freeze with 70% in the 1-second segment Tears of Steel video and 55% in
the 2-seconds segment version (Figure 5.12a), when compared to FINEAS. These
results correspond to a 50% and 13% freeze time reduction (Figure 5.12b). The
low dispersion indicated by the 90% quantiles also shows that all the clients obtain
similar performance and confirms the effectiveness of the proposed prioritization
system. It is worth stressing that these results are obtained in a completely dis-
tributed scenario, where the controllers do not communicate among each other,
and without using any information on the streamed video or on the clients’ status.
Despite that, the proposed ML-based approach can still provide good performance,
even in a multi-bottleneck network scenario.
5.5 Conclusions
We presented in this chapter a novel network-based framework to prevent the oc-
currence of video freezes for HAS clients. The main element of this framework,
implemented using the OpenFlow protocol, is a network controller. This controller
can prioritize the delivery of video segments likely leading to a freeze using a ded-
icate queue. Prioritization is driven by a machine learning engine, based on the
RUSBoost algorithm and fuzzy logic. The RUSBoost algorithm is used to detect
whether a client is close to a freeze, while fuzzy logic allows to understand whether
the conditions of the prioritization queue are good enough to successfully priori-
tize the segment. Compared to the prioritization logic presented in Chapter 4, no
knowledge on the video, in terms of bitrates and segment duration, is required in
this case, nor on the client’s configuration, in terms of initial buffering time. This
aspect simplifies the practical applicability of the proposed framework in a real
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deployment. Results obtained through emulation showed that our ML-based ap-
proach can consistently reduce video freezes with about 65% and freeze time with
45%, when compared to the benchmarking heuristics FINEAS and MSS. More-
over, the proposed approach has also been evaluated in a multi-bottleneck network
scenario, where we showed that a system of distributed independent controllers is
still able to reduce the amount of video freezes with about 60%.
The prioritization algorithms designed in Chapter 4 and 5 present an alternative
solution to the same problem. Both solutions have advantages and disadvantages.
The approach described in Chapter 4 is able to reach very good performance, but
this requires to obtain specific information on the streamed video and the client’s
configuration, which might be difficult to collect in practice. Moreover, the al-
gorithm requires a certain degree of fine tuning to be able to work properly. The
approach described in this chapter relies instead on less information and requires
less tuning. Nevertheless, this results in a smaller gain compared to the approach
in Chapter 4. When flexibility is the most stringent requirement for the deploy-
ment of the prioritization framework, then the approach presented in Chapter 5 is
clearly the best solution: it requires less human tuning and it can improve over
time, as it involves a learning process. Moreover, the ML-based approach can be
extended to work also in case of encryption. In this case, the quality level input
might not be available for the freeze predictor. Two possible countermeasures can
be adopted in this case. First, the freeze predictor can be re-trained without con-
sidering the quality level as an input; while this would reduce the performance of
the system, it would also guarantee that the resulting predictor would work with
encrypted traffic. Second, the quality level itself can be estimated online, for exam-
ple using an additional ML algorithm, as shown by Dimopoulos et al. [25]. Even
though more complex, this approach would allow to keep the freeze predictor as
is. The algorithm presented in Chapter 4 is instead more difficult to extend to cope
with encryption, as it requires several information about the video and the HAS
clients. On the other hand, if the video delivery is fully managed, which entails
that the video traffic is not encrypted and it is possible to collect the extra informa-
tion required for the algorithm in Chapter 4, then this solution represents the best
approach, as it allows to reach the best performance.
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The previous chapters have focused on the optimization of HTTP Adaptive
Streaming (HAS) solutions, which are the dominant technology in live streaming
and Video-On-Demand (VoD) scenarios. The goal of this chapter is to provide
a different perspective, by considering those streaming cases that require low-
latency and interactivity, as remote conferencing, telehealth and remote teaching
applications. In this case, real-time communication solutions based on RTP are
generally used instead of HTTP-based solutions. Particularly, the Web Real-Time
Communication (WebRTC) protocol is of extreme interest in this case, as it allows
any two or more remote peers equipped with a browser to communicate among
each other, without the need of external plugins. WebRTC is by design peer-to-
peer, which means that each sending peer needs to have a dedicated encoder for
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each receiving peer. To increase the cost-efficiency and scalability of this architec-
ture, this chapter proposes a framework where only a limited number of encoders
are used by the sending peers. A centralized node, called conference controller,
receives the streams encoded by the sender and forwards them to the receivers,
based on their bandwidth conditions. As in this case multiple receiving peers are
associated with the same encoder at sender-side, the conference controller peri-
odically recomputes the encoding bitrates to follow the long-term network condi-
tions of the receivers. The gains brought by the proposed framework have been
confirmed in both simulation and emulation, through a testbed implemented using
state-of-the-art WebRTC software. In an emulated scenario where a single sending
peer equipped with three encoders transmits to 28 receivers, the proposed frame-
work improves the average received video bitrate up to 15%, compared to a static
solution where the encoding bitrates do not change over time.
6.1 Introduction
Remote video collaboration is widely used in a variety of applications nowa-
days [1–3]. From videoconferencing, to telehealth and remote teaching, it allows
to remotely perform tasks that would otherwise require a physical meeting, and
it is therefore an important enabler for fast and efficient exchange of information.
Remote collaboration communication can be roughly divided in two categories,
depending on the type of interaction established among the remote participants. In
many-to-many communication, all the remote participants have the same impor-
tance and frequently interact among each other. In one-to-many communication
instead, the interaction among the participants is usually dominated by a single
entity. A classical example of such one-to-many communication is represented by
remote teaching applications. In this virtual classroom, the students remotely at-
tend a live lecture given by the lecturer. Interactivity is required in this case, as the
students can ask questions and actively participate to the discussion. Nevertheless,
most of the communication occurs from the lecturer to the students. In both many-
to-many and one-to-many scenarios, the remote peers are usually geographically
distributed and can experience different bandwidth and network conditions.
Classical streaming techniques as HTTP adaptive streaming are characterized
by high latencies, in the order of seconds in the best case [4], and can therefore not
guarantee the required degree of interactivity of remote video collaboration appli-
cations. On the other hand, remote conferencing solutions can be used. Particu-
larly, the Web Real-Time Communication (WebRTC) framework is an open-source
project started by Google in 2011 that provides plugin-free real-time communica-
tion capabilities to browser-based applications [5]. Even though this technology
guarantees the low-latency and interactivity degree required in remote collabora-
tion, it is affected by another drawback. The WebRTC framework has been devel-
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oped with a peer-to-peer architecture in mind, where a small group of clients can
directly communicate with each other. This approach can suffer from scalability
issues when many participants are present at the same time. In standard WebRTC
indeed, the peers in communication, or senders, would need to encode a separate
stream for each receiving peer, the receivers. This aspect entails that each receiver
is associated with an independent and dedicated encoder at sender-side. This ar-
chitecture is particularly inefficient in a one-to-many scenarios, as in this case, a
single peer is usually responsible for the largest part of the communication.
In order to reduce the scalability issue of such a peer-to-peer architecture, we
propose a WebRTC-compliant framework to support the delivery of real-time com-
munication streams in a one-to-many remote video collaboration scenario, as the
virtual classroom. In this framework, the WebRTC sender only needs to encode
a limited number of streams, much smaller than the number of receivers, at dif-
ferent bitrates. This approach allows to overcome the aforementioned limitation,
where each receiver would need to be associated to an independent, dedicated
encoder. In our framework, instead, multiple receivers are assigned to the same
encoder at sender-side. A centralized node, called the conference controller, is
aware of the bandwidth conditions of the WebRTC receivers and dynamically for-
wards the stream at the best bitrate in order to follow the bandwidth variations
of the receivers. Besides this dynamic stream forwarding, the conference con-
troller has another fundamental task. Instead of keeping the encoding bitrates of
the sender fixed to predefined static values, the conference controller can periodi-
cally recompute them based on the changing bandwidth conditions of the receivers.
This approach allows to better follow the bandwidth conditions of the receivers,
even though only a limited number of encoders is actually used. It is worth noting
that the goal of the proposed framework is not to optimize the WebRTC protocol
itself, which already guarantees the required interactivity of remote collaboration
applications, but rather relieving its scalability problems using the conference con-
troller. The controller mainly optimizes the delivery of the real-time streams from
sender to receivers, as in a one-to-many scenario most of the communication fol-
lows this path. In the WebRTC domain, the conference controller functionalities
can be carried out by a Selective Forwarding Unit (SFU), whose task is to receive
all the streams and decide which stream should be sent to which participant [6].
Particularly, the Jitsi-Videobridge software is used as WebRTC SFU1.
The contributions of this chapter are threefold. First, we present in detail the
proposed framework and the conference controller functionalities. Particularly,
we model the bitrate recomputation problem as an Integer Linear Programming
(ILP) formulation, which is periodically solved by the centralized node. We also
propose a fast and scalable algorithm, using the K-means clustering algorithm,
to solve the aforementioned problem in an approximate way when the number of
1https://github.com/jitsi/jitsi-videobridge
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receivers is too large. Second, we present an emulation testbed, implemented using
the WebRTC protocol suite and Jitsi-Videobridge, to evaluate the performance of
the proposed framework in a realistic environment. Third, detailed results are
presented to quantify the gains brought by the proposed approach. Particularly,
simulation results are presented to theoretically evaluate the performance of the
WebRTC framework in a large number of configurations. The emulation testbed
is then used to confirm these results in a realistic setting.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 presents re-
lated work on remote conferencing solutions for WebRTC. Section 6.3 introduces
the general architecture of a WebRTC-based communication system, with a par-
ticular focus on the bandwidth estimation and congestion control performed by
WebRTC endpoints. The architecture of the proposed framework is described in
Section 6.4. The functionalities of the conference controller and the ILP formu-
lation for the dynamic encoding bitrate recomputation are presented in detail in
Section 6.5, while Section 6.6 details the implementation of the emulation testbed.
An in-depth analysis of the proposed framework, by means of obtained simulation
and emulation results, is presented in Section 6.7. Finally, Section 6.8 concludes
the chapter.
6.2 Related Work
Xu et al. perform a measurement study on real-world conferencing systems [7].
The authors report that a purely peer-to-peer architecture is not popular among
these systems, as it does not scale to a large number of users. To improve the scal-
ability of this architecture, an intermediate media server can be used. In WebRTC,
this can be achieved using two different components: a Multipoint Conferencing
Unit (MCU) or a selective forwarding unit.
An MCU receives all the streams from the participants, decodes and composes
them in a single common stream that is sent back to the peers. This way, each peer
only needs to send and receive a single stream. Two popular MCU implementa-
tions are already available, the Janus gateway and Kurento [8, 9]. Janus is con-
ceived as a general purpose gateway that only allows, in its core functionality, to
setup a WebRTC communication among the peers [8]. Higher level functionalities
are implemented as Janus plugins, as the video MCU plugin, which implements an
MCU and supports both many-to-many and one-to-many communication scenar-
ios. Kurento is another example of WebRTC MCU, which also provides advanced
functionalities as computer vision and augmented reality [9]. A set of engineered
and coherent APIs are also available for the control of the media server, to allow
developers to quickly deploy new functionalities [10]. Ma et al. investigate how to
improve the encoding/decoding process of an MCU to save bandwidth [11]. The
MCU transcodes the sender stream and adjusts it to the viewing conditions of the
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receiver. The authors consider the viewing distance and the pixel density of the re-
ceiver’s screen to transcode the stream to an optimal bitrate, in order to save band-
width. A network-wide system of MCUs is investigated by Grand et al. [12]. The
participants are divided into regional clusters, each associated to an MCU. Peers
located in different clusters can communicate via the system of MCUs, connected
among each other using a peer-to-peer network. This hybrid architecture allows
to support a large number of users. Nevertheless, MCU operations are extremely
computationally intensive, due to the decoding-mixing-encoding processes that
have to be carried out. To reduce this issue, MCU functionalities can be dynam-
ically migrated among conference participants to meet certain bandwidth, latency
and CPU constraints [13]. Alternatively, MCU low-level functionalities can be vir-
tualized and deployed on-the-fly [14, 15]. As an example, Rodriguez et al. divide
the low-level functionalities of an MCU into independent broadcasters, which can
run in distributed environments [16].
Unlike an MCU, an SFU does not require decoding/encoding operations and
it is therefore more lightweight. Its main task is to receive all the streams from
the participants and selectively forward one or more streams to the peers [17].
When the number of participants is large, the amount of forwarded streams should
be limited to avoid wasting bandwidth. For this reason, Grozev et al. develop
a speaker identification algorithm to be deployed on an SFU, to identify the last
N dominant speakers of the conference [6]. To save bandwidth, only these N
streams are forwarded to the conference participants. In a measurement study,
Xhagjika et al. find that the load pattern on an operational system of SFUs is
periodic and can be easily predicted [18]. The prediction can be used to allocate the
streams to the right SFU and avoid overloading the system. The software-defined
networking principle can be used to optimize a system of distributed SFUs, by
dynamically creating a multicast tree for the optimal delivery of the streams [19].
The functionalities of an SFU can be matched with the concept of simulcast in
WebRTC [20]. In simulcast, each sending peer encodes the stream at different
bitrates, which are then forwarded to the receivers by the SFU. In the work by
Grozev et al. [20], each participant can send up to three streams. The SFU forwards
the highest quality to participants involved in the conversation, and the lowest
quality to the remaining ones. The authors also point out that simulcast is one
of the less mature parts of the WebRTC standard, and that it still needs further
development and optimizations.
In this chapter, the conference controller is implemented using the SFU func-
tionalities. Unlike previous works though, the controller not only forwards the
streams to the remote peers, but also periodically recomputes the set of encoding
bitrates of the sending peer. This bitrate recomputation is modeled as an ILP for-
mulation, which can be optimally solved when the number of receivers is small.
Otherwise, an approximate solution is obtained using the K-means clustering algo-
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rithm. A similar formulation of the encoding bitrate recomputation has also been
presented by De Praeter et al., for an HTTP adaptive streaming scenario [21]. The
work presented in this chapter goes several steps further by designing a complete
WebRTC-compliant framework to actually evaluate the performance of the sys-
tem, and a simulator, which takes into account the characteristics of WebRTC to
test the performance of the proposed recomputation algorithms.
A preliminary evaluation of the proposed framework has already been pre-
sented in previous work [22]. This chapter provides a more detailed explanation
of the conference controller functionalities, supported by extensive simulation and
emulation results to prove its effectiveness.
6.3 The WebRTC Standard
This section presents a general introduction of the WebRTC architecture and how a
WebRTC session is established between two peers. Moreover, the bandwidth esti-
mation performed between remote WebRTC endpoints is also briefly discussed. It
is worth stressing that the goal of this chapter is not to optimize the low-level com-
ponents of WebRTC described in this section, but rather improving its video deliv-
ery architecture to guarantee better scalability, as detailed in Sections 6.4 and 6.5.
6.3.1 WebRTC Architecture and Session Initiation
WebRTC is a collection of communication protocols and APIs that enable real-
time communication among remote peers2 and is currently being standardized by
the world wide web consortium and the Internet engineering task force. WebRTC
is by design browser-based and does not rely on any external plug-in or other third-
party software, which means that it is platform and device independent. Ideally,
each device equipped with a browser is capable of initiating a WebRTC session,
which makes it an ideal candidate for new interactive streaming applications, as
telehealth or remote teaching. WebRTC is not only limited to video and audio
calls, but can also be used for peer-to-peer file sharing and text messaging.
When two or more WebRTC peers want to establish a connection, three types
of information have to be exchanged among them. First, session control messages
have to be exchanged to initialize (or close) the communication and report errors.
Second, network configuration messages are sent to communicate the IP addresses
of the remote peers. In WebRTC in fact, the media, be it video, audio or text, is
transferred in a peer-to-peer fashion between two or more participants. This aspect
entails that the remote peers have to be aware of the respective IP addresses. Third,
information related to the media are exchanged among the peers to find the media
2We refer to a general WebRTC protocol in this chapter by referring to all the functionalities and
protocols that are included in WebRTC itself.
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configuration that can be supported by all participants (e.g., codec and resolution
in the case of video). This message exchange is called signaling and is not part of
WebRTC itself, but relies on pre-existing protocols (e.g., SIP). All these message
exchanges, which take place before the actual communication can start, are carried
out with the help of an external server, called the signaling server, which supports
the Session Description Protocol (SDP). SDP is used by the remote peers to inform
the others about the transport protocol, ports, codecs and relevant parameters to be
used during the media transfer.
As the media is exchanged directly among the participants, the protocol has
been developed to cope well with firewalls and Network Address Translation (NAT).
For this purpose, a Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN) server is used. A
STUN server allows NAT clients to find out their public address, the type of NAT
they are behind and the port associated by the NAT with a particular port. In most
cases, a STUN server is only used by the WebRTC peers during the connection
setup, while the actual media is exchanged directly once the session is established.
However, when direct media traffic is not allowed (e.g., because of a firewall), a
Traversal Using Relays around NAT (TURN) server relays the messages and the
media between two or more clients.
6.3.2 Congestion Control and Bandwidth Estimation in Web-
RTC
WebRTC uses UDP instead of TCP at the transport layer, as TCP cannot guarantee
the low latency required in real-time communication, since its main focus is on
reliability. In WebRTC, the congestion control mechanism is implemented at the
application layer using the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) and its control
protocol RTCP. The congestion control mechanism tries to estimate the capacity of
the channel connecting two remote WebRTC peers. This way, the sending peer can
adjust the video encoding bitrate to the available bandwidth of the receiving peer.
In contrast with classical video streaming techniques based on HTTP adaptive
streaming, in WebRTC the sending peer directly controls the rate at which the
video is sent.
The congestion control algorithm currently implemented in WebRTC is the
Google Congestion Control (GCC) [23], which attempts to detect congestion be-
fore it actually occurs, by using the inter-arrival delay of consecutive packets. Par-
ticularly, the congestion control is divided in two separate parts: a delay-based
controller located at the receiving peer, and a packet loss-based controller located
at the sending peer. The receiver analyzes the inter-packet delay and generates an
estimation of the available bandwidth. This report is sent back to the sender with
an RTCP message called Receiver Estimated Maximum Bitrate (REMB), usually
every 250 to 500 ms. To decide the final value of the encoding video bitrate, the
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Figure 6.1: Illustrative example of the bandwidth estimation evolution in WebRTC. The
WebRTC estimated bandwidth (dashed line) slowly follows the actual available bandwidth
(full line), and is characterized by exponential increases and sudden decreases.
sender also uses the latest packet loss feedback, which is reported by the receiver
in particular RTCP messages. The system is designed to slowly increase the es-
timated bandwidth and the video rate as long as no congestion is detected and to
ensure that the available bandwidth of the channel is eventually matched. As soon
as congestion is detected, the estimated bandwidth is decreased.
This approach gives a particular and characteristic evolution to the end-to-end
estimated bandwidth in WebRTC. An example of such evolution is presented in
Figure 6.1, which reports the result of an experiment with two WebRTC peers in
communication among each other. In the experiment, a sending peer A is con-
nected to a receiving peer B via a network link, whose available bandwidth is
shaped as depicted in Figure 6.1 (full line). The actual bandwidth estimated by
peer A (dashed line), which drives the encoding bitrate of the video sent to peer
B, slowly follows the available bandwidth and results in an exponential increase
followed by sudden drops when the bandwidth decreases.
Congestion control algorithms in WebRTC are developed assuming that send-
ing and receiving peers directly communicate and exchange media traffic among
each other. In the proposed framework instead, this assumption is not true any-
more, as the conference controller behaves as the endpoint for both the sender
and the receivers. The impact on the bandwidth estimation of the receivers of this
modification is discussed in Section 6.5.3.
6.4 Architecture of the Proposed WebRTC Frame-
work
In this section, we describe the architecture of the proposed framework in a general
remote collaboration scenario. The WebRTC framework presented in this chapter
is proposed to optimize the delivery of real-time WebRTC streams in the context of
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(a) The proposed framework is composed of several peers, each equipped with
a number of encoders. The communication among the peers occurs through the
conference controller, located between them (e.g., in the cloud). The peers are
geographically distributed and can experience different bandwidth conditions.
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(b) From sender to receivers: the conference controller behaves as the
terminal endpoint for both the sender and the receivers, and performs the
dynamic stream forwarding and dynamic bitrate recomputation tasks.
Figure 6.2: General architecture of the proposed WebRTC framework (6.2a), together with
the high-level description of the tasks performed by the conference controller when optimiz-
ing the communication from the sending to the receiving peers (6.2b).
remote video collaboration applications. Particularly, a centralized node called the
conference controller is used to guarantee cost-efficiency in terms of the number
of encoders used at sender-side and scalability when the number of remote peers
is large. Consequently, the framework does not aim to optimize the WebRTC
protocol described in Section 6.3, but rather to improve its delivery architecture.
The high-level architecture of the proposed framework is presented in Figure
6.2a. In a general remote collaboration applications, several peers participate in
the same remote session and are in communication among each other via the con-
ference controller, which is positioned between them. Each peer is equipped with
a limited number of encoders, usually much smaller than the number of partici-
pants. We assume that at any given point in time a set of peers is transmitting to
a set of receiving peers. It is worth noting that, given the interactive nature of this
communication, the role of sender and receiver is not static but can dynamically
vary among the peers.
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The goal of the controller is to optimize the delivery of the WebRTC streams
from senders to receivers, as described in Figure 6.2b (for the sake of simplicity,
the figure only depicts one sender). At sender-side, the remote event is captured
and encoded in different streams at different bitrates, which are sent to the confer-
ence controller. The controller is then responsible for the dynamic forwarding of
the encoded streams to all the receivers participating in the session, based on their
bandwidth conditions. This approach allows to relieve the peer-to-peer architec-
ture of classical WebRTC and improve the scalability of the system. Indeed, each
encoder at sender-side is now associated with multiple receivers, with the number
of receivers usually much larger than the number of encoders. To maximize the
rate delivered to the receivers, the video bitrate of the encoders is not static, but
is periodically recomputed by the controller to better follow the bandwidth condi-
tions of the receivers. The functionalities carried out by the conference controller
are detailed in Section 6.5.
The proposed framework can be applied in any remote collaboration scenario.
In the remainder of this chapter though, we relax this condition and consider a
one-to-many scenario only, typical in a virtual classroom, where one participant,
called the sender is responsible for most of the communication towards the re-
maining peers, called receivers. In this case, the conference controller is located
at the sender-side premises, so that enough bandwidth is always available between
sender and controller. Interactivity is still envisioned in this case, as the receivers
can communicate among each other or with the sender (e.g., asking questions in
a virtual classroom). Particularly, we will focus on the downstream side of the
problem (e.g., from sender to receivers), as most of the communication follows
this path. The operations performed by the conference controller in this case are
detailed in the next section. It is nevertheless implied that the proposed frame-
work can guarantee the required level of interactivity, by allowing the receivers to
participate in the communication.
6.5 WebRTC Conference Controller Design
The most important component of the proposed WebRTC framework is the con-
ference controller, which performs two main tasks. First, the controller receives
all the encoded streams from the sender and dynamically forwards them to the re-
ceivers, based on their available bandwidth (Figure 6.2b). Second, it periodically
recomputes the encoding bitrates of the sender to better follow the long-term net-
work variations of the receivers. In the remainder of this section, we detail the
operations performed by the conference controller in terms of dynamic stream for-
warding (Section 6.5.1) and encoding bitrate recomputation (Section 6.5.2). More-
over, we discuss in Section 6.5.3 the bandwidth probing mechanism employed by
the conference controller to make a better estimation of the receivers’ bandwidth.
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6.5.1 Dynamic Stream Forwarding
The conference controller acts as an endpoint for the sender and for the receivers,
by receiving the encoded streams from the sender and forwarding them to the re-
ceivers. Particularly, the controller forwards the highest sustainable stream to each
receiver, based on their estimated bandwidth. As explained in Section 6.3, in a
classic peer-to-peer WebRTC architecture, a receiver reports statistics and feed-
back to the corresponding sender, which allow to estimate the end-to-end band-
width. In the proposed framework, the conference controller acts as the actual
sender for the receivers. This aspect entails that the controller can intercept the
REMB messages, which are used to estimate the bandwidth of the remote re-
ceivers [24]. Each time an REMB message is received by the controller, the cor-
responding bandwidth estimation is updated and a new stream is selected for the
receiver, if needed. REMB messages are usually generated by the receivers ev-
ery 250 to 500 ms. Consequently, the dynamic forwarding is performed at a very
fine-grained timescale, which allows to accommodate the short-term bandwidth
variations of the receivers and guarantee a continuous playback.
6.5.2 Encoding Bitrate Recomputation
A second, more long-term optimization is performed by the conference controller
to recompute the set of encoding bitrates at sender-side. In the proposed frame-
work, each encoder at sender-side transmits to multiple receivers at the same time.
In order to maximize the video rate received by the receivers, the encoded rate
should be as close as possible to the actual bandwidth of the receivers. Static,
fixed encoding bitrates are suboptimal, as the receivers’ conditions can change
over time, especially in wireless environments, where the available bandwidth can
highly fluctuate. By allowing the encoding bitrates to dynamically vary, it is pos-
sible to follow the long-term bandwidth variations of the receivers and, therefore,
maximize the delivered video quality.
We formulate the dynamic bitrate recomputation problem as an ILP formula-
tion, which is executed every Topt seconds by the conference controller. At time
t when the recomputation takes place, the virtual classroom is composed of R
receivers, each associated with a bandwidth measure br. Different options are
possible on how to compute br for a given time window of multiple seconds, as
for example the average or the minimum estimated bandwidth over the period
[t− Topt; t]. In Section 6.7, we identify the best method to compute the band-
width measure br from the individual bandwidth estimations of the receiver in
the interval [t− Topt; t]. The main sender of the virtual classroom is equipped
with lmax encoders (with lmax  R), which can encode the video in the range
[Bmin;Bmax], where Bmin and Bmax are the minimum and maximum encoding
rates, respectively. We indicate with L the number of possible encoding levels in
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this interval, each associated to a rate Bl. The goal of the controller is to select
the lmax encoding levels, among the possible L levels, which are the closest to
the bandwidth measures br of the receivers. The complete ILP formulation is as
follows:
min
α
R∑
r=1
L∑
l=1
αr,l (br −Bl)2
s.t. αr,l ∈ {0, 1} ∀r ∈ {1, . . . , R}, l ∈ {1, . . . , L}
βl ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , L}
βl ≥ αr,l ∀r ∈ {1, . . . , R}, l ∈ {1, . . . , L}
L∑
l=1
αr,l = 1 ∀r ∈ {1, . . . , R}
L∑
l=1
βl ≤ lmax
β0 = Bmin
L∑
l=1
αr,lBl ≤ br ∀r ∈ {1, . . . , R}
(6.1)
The solution of the problem is characterized by two sets of boolean decision
variables, namely αr,l and βl. αr,l is equal to 1 when client r is associated to
encoding level l, and 0 otherwise. Similarly, βl is equal to 1 when encoding level
l is selected for one of the encoders, and 0 otherwise. The optimization problem
is designed to find the lmax encoding levels whose bitrates allow to minimize the
quadratic difference with the receivers’ bandwidth measures. The first three con-
straints of the ILP formulation set up a consistent relation between the decision
variables α and β. The fourth constraint indicates that each receiver can only be
associated with one specific encoding level. The last three constraints are represen-
tative of the analyzed problem. First, only lmax encoding levels can be selected out
of the L available levels (constraint 5), as lmax indicates the number of encoders
available at sender-side. Second, we always select the lowest possible encoding
bitrate as a solution (constraint 6). This way, we guarantee the receivers can al-
ways play the lowest available quality and avoid playout interruptions. Third, the
encoding bitrate associated to receiver r must be lower than the bandwidth mea-
sure for r (constraint 7), in order to guarantee a continuous playout.
The ILP formulation presented in Equation 6.1 uses an objective, video-agnostic
objective function in the video rate domain, namely the quadratic difference be-
tween the possible encoding levels and the bandwidth measures of the receivers.
The objective function can be easily modified to perform the optimization in the
Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) domain instead, in order to select the lmax
encoding levels that allow to maximize the actual video quality of the receivers, as
shown in Equation 6.2:
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min
α
R∑
r=1
L∑
l=1
αr,l (PSNR (br)− PSNR (Bl))2 (6.2)
The constraints of this ILP formulation are the same as those presented in
Equation 6.1. The main drawback of this approach is that the function mapping
the video rate to the actual PSNR has to be estimated online by the conference
controller. In Section 6.7, we show how the formulation in the PSNR domain can
indeed be beneficial for the receivers’ video quality, using a pre-computed PSNR
curve.
Even though the presented ILP formulation can provide the optimal solution
to the analyzed problem, it can suffer from scalability issues when the solution
space, which depends on the number of receivers R and possible encoding levels
L, is large. In order to be effective, the optimal solution should be computed
in a fraction of the optimization period Topt, which cannot be guaranteed when
the solution space is too large. For this reason, we propose to use the K-means
clustering algorithm to solve the bitrate recomputation problem in an approximate
but highly scalable way. In this case, the inputs of the algorithm are the bandwidth
measures br of the receivers, which have to be clustered into lmax separate clusters.
Once the clusters are generated, the smallest value associated to each cluster is
chosen as encoding bitrate for the lmax encoders. As for the ILP formulation, also
in this case the lowest available encoding level is always selected, to guarantee a
continuous playback. In Section 6.7, we evaluate both the ILP formulation and
K-means algorithm in terms of system performance and computing time.
As a final consideration, it is worth noting that the two tasks carried out by the
conference controller, namely dynamic forwarding and bitrate recomputation, are
performed at different timescales. The bitrate computation presented in Equation
6.1 is executed on a timescale of seconds, and is used to adjust the encoding bitrates
to take into account long-term variations of the receivers’ network conditions. On
the contrary, the stream forwarding is executed on a timescale of milliseconds, to
closely follow the changing bandwidth conditions of the receivers.
6.5.3 Bandwidth Probing
Another task carried out by the conference controller is the estimation of the re-
ceivers’ bandwidth, which can be carried out using REMB messages (see Section
6.5.1) and probing. As explained in Section 6.3, in a standard peer-to-peer Web-
RTC architecture, the sender decides the encoding bitrate of the video sent to the
receiver. The encoding bitrate is decided based on the available bandwidth to-
wards the receiver, which is estimated using a congestion control algorithm. The
encoding rate is slowly increased to detect the capacity of the channel. When the
maximum channel capacity is about to be reached, congestion is detected by the
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receiver, which communicates this feedback to the sender. This mechanism allows
to discover the actual capacity of the channel connecting the sender to the receiver,
independently of the actual implemented congestion control algorithm. This pro-
cess assumes that the sender and the receiver are in direct communication between
each other, so that each perturbation of the encoded bitrate at the sender is reflected
in the congestion experienced by the receiver.
Unfortunately, this assumption does not hold anymore when the conference
controller is introduced. Indeed, the controller acts as an endpoint for both the
sender and the receivers, which are no longer in direct communication with each
other. Moreover, the encoding bitrates of the video are decided by the controller
itself, which computes them solving the optimization problem presented in the
previous section. In standard WebRTC, the video traffic is used by the endpoints
to estimate the capacity of the channel, while this condition is not valid anymore
when the conference controller is introduced. To relieve this issue, the conference
controller can send additional dummy probing traffic towards the receivers, to im-
prove the channel capacity estimation. The probing mechanism has to be designed
to balance two opposite objectives. First, the probing traffic should not be too
aggressive to avoid congesting the video itself. Second, it should be responsive
enough to detect the actual channel capacity of the receivers. Each receiver in the
remote session is associated with a separate and independent probing instance at
the conference controller. This aspect allows to follow the bandwidth variations of
each receiver, independently of each other.
In the remainder of this section, we detail the probing mechanism developed
for the conference controller. It is worth mentioning that, due to the continuous
ongoing development of the WebRTC standard, the proposed approach represents
an initial attempt for bandwidth probing at an SFU, whose performance and limi-
tations are discussed in Section 6.7.2. As an example, the Jitsi-Videobridge soft-
ware already provides low-level probing functionalities3. Moreover, probing can
be considered as an additional tool used by the conference controller. The main
tasks performed by the controller, namely stream forwarding and bitrate recom-
putation, are completely independent from the implemented probing mechanism,
and can be executed even if probing is not enabled or is not needed.
The amount of probing traffic P (−) to be sent towards the receivers is re-
computed every Kprob seconds by the conference controller. Particularly, at time
instant k, an initial, tentative amount of probing traffic, indicated with p(k), is
computed as in Equation 6.3:
p(k) =
{
λ(k)× vr(k) if bw(k) < bw(k −Kprob)
(1 + λ(k))× P (k −Kprob) otherwise
(6.3)
3https://github.com/jitsi/jitsi-videobridge/blob/master/src/main/java/org/jitsi/videobridge/cc/
BandwidthProbing.java
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vr(k) is the rate of the video sent to the receiver at time k, bw(k) is the esti-
mated bandwidth and P (k −Kprob) is the probing traffic sent at time k −Kprob.
When the estimated bandwidth of the receiver drops (first condition in Equation
6.3), the probing traffic is reset to a fraction of the video rate sent to the receiver.
This sudden decrease avoids that the probing traffic congests the channel and im-
pairs the actual video stream. Otherwise, the probing traffic is tentatively increased
(second condition in Equation 6.3), following a multiplicative increase driven by
parameter λ(k). This parameter is not fixed to a static value, but depends on the
video rate vr(k). Particularly, λ(k) is higher when vr(k) is lower, and vice-versa.
When the video rate is low, more probing traffic is needed to detect the channel ca-
pacity. Consequently, λ becomes larger to make probing more aggressive. On the
contrary, λ decreases when vr is high, thus making probing more conservative and
avoiding congesting the channel. The evolution of the λ parameter is presented in
Equation 6.4:
λ(k) = c+m× vr(k) with m = − λmax
Bmax
, c = λmax −m×Bmin
(6.4)
where Bmin and Bmax are the minimum and maximum encoding bitrates, and
λmax is the highest possible value for the λ parameter. λ(k) decreases linearly as
the video rate vr(k) increases, ranging between λmax and λmax× (Bmin/Bmax),
when vr(k) is equal to Bmin and Bmax, respectively. As a final step, the actual
amount of probing traffic P (k) is limited in case it could congest the channel in
the next interval [k; k +Kprob]:
P (k) =
{
η × (bw(k)− vr(k)) if p(k) + vr(k) ≥ bw(k)
p(k) otherwise
(6.5)
When the total amount of data sent to the receiver (i.e., p(k) +vr(k)) is higher
than the current estimated bandwidth bw(k), probing should be limited in order to
avoiding congesting the channel. Therefore, the actual final probing P (k) is set
to a fraction of the remaining estimated channel capacity bw(k) − vr(k), via the
parameter η. A small η results in a more conservative but slower probing behavior,
while a large value could result in congestion that could impair the video stream
itself. Otherwise, the amount of probing traffic is simply set to the value p(k)
computed in Equation 6.3.
6.6 Implementation Details
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed solution in a realistic envi-
ronment, the framework is implemented on the imec iLab.t Virtual Wall emula-
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tion platform4. To implement the receivers and the sender, the Google Chrome
browser is used. Nothing is changed of the Google’s original WebRTC stack,
which makes our solution completely WebRTC-compliant. From an implemen-
tation perspective, the sender is decoupled into lmax WebRTC sub-senders, each
encoding the video stream at a different bitrate. To implement the conference con-
troller, the Jitsi software5 is used, a set of open-source projects to build and deploy
secure videoconferencing solutions. Particularly, the Jitsi-Videobridge6, a Web-
RTC SFU, has been used as the main component. Its default functionality is to re-
lay all the streams generated by the conference to all the participants. Jitsi-Meet7, a
JavaScript application running on top of the browser WebRTC stack, is used at the
sub-senders and receivers to interface with the Jitsi-Videobridge. In the remaining
of this section, we explain the modifications we made on the Jitsi-Videobridge to
implement the stream forwarding and bitrate recomputation functionalities.
6.6.1 Stream Forwarding Selection
By default, the Jitsi-Videobridge forwards multiple streams to a participant. The
stream of the participant who is currently speaking, the so-called dominant speaker,
is automatically detected by the software and is always included in these streams.
We override this logic so that a different dominant speaker can be manually set
per receiver. Moreover, we limit the amount of streams that can be sent to a spe-
cific receiver to only one, selected as previously explained. Using this mechanism,
the Jitsi-Videobridge dynamically assigns a sub-sender per receiver, so that the
encoding bitrate is lower than the receiver’s estimated bandwidth.
To implement this functionality, the conference controller has to estimate the
available bandwidth of the receivers first. This estimation is performed by default
by the Jitsi-Videobridge, which forwards all WebRTC traffic among the conference
participants, implemented using the RTP/RTCP protocol suite. In WebRTC, band-
width estimation is performed using RTCP REMB messages, a feedback used by
a receiver to notify its media stream sender over the same RTP session of the esti-
mated available bandwidth on the path to the receiving side. The Jitsi-Videobridge
intercepts these RTCP REMB messages and is therefore aware of the available
bandwidth of the receivers.
6.6.2 Dynamic Encoding Bitrate Recomputation
As the long-term network conditions of the receivers can change over time, it is
required to periodically recompute the set of encoding bitrates of the sub-senders,
4http://doc.ilabt.iminds.be/ilabt-documentation/virtualwallfacility.html
5https://jitsi.org/
6https://github.com/jitsi/jitsi-videobridge
7https://github.com/jitsi/jitsi-meet
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as described in Section 6.5. Once these values are computed, they have to be en-
forced on the WebRTC sub-senders. However, there is no standardized way to set
the encoding bitrate of a WebRTC client. To perform this task, we use the RTCP
REMB messages, which contain the receiver’s estimated available bandwidth. In
WebRTC, the congestion control mechanism of a sender considers this estimation
as the maximum bitrate that can be sent to a receiver. Consequently, the sender’s
encoder uses this value as its current target bitrate. Once the new bitrates are com-
puted, the Jitsi-Videobridge modifies the REMB feedback messages for the sub-
senders by setting the newly computed bitrate instead of the bandwidth estimation
of the receivers. This way, the sub-senders are forced to modify their encoding
bitrates. To implement this mechanism, we changed the way RTCP messages are
generated in libjitsi8, the underlying Java media library used by Jitsi-Videobridge.
Instead of setting the maximum bitrates in the REMB messages for the sub-senders
to the latest estimated remote bandwidth, we set them to the bitrates generated by
the bitrate recomputation presented in Section 6.5.
6.7 Performance Evaluation Results
In this section, we perform a detailed analysis of the performance of the proposed
framework. In Section 6.7.1, we first present a Java-based WebRTC simulator that
allows to thoroughly test the theoretical performance of the system under a large
number of configurations in terms of number of receivers, maximum number of
encoders, bitrate recomputation period and employed algorithm (ILP or cluster-
ing). In Section 6.7.2, we then use the emulation testbed presented in the previous
section to confirm the simulation results in a realistic environment and to highlight
the main differences between simulation and emulation.
6.7.1 Simulation Results
The Java-based simulator presented in this section has been developed to mainly
test the performance of the bitrate recomputation presented in Section 6.5.2. Con-
sequently, only the functionalities of the WebRTC receivers and the conference
controller are implemented in the simulator, while no actual video encoding, dy-
namic forwarding or bandwidth probing is performed. This simplification allows
us to isolate the gains of the proposed bitrate recomputation. A more realistic eval-
uation is instead performed in the next section using the emulation setup presented
in Section 6.6. The role of the simulated WebRTC receivers is to provide input on
the bandwidth measurements that are periodically fed to the simulated conference
controller, which performs the bitrate recomputation. The ILP formulation pre-
8https://github.com/jitsi/libjitsi
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Algorithm 1: WebRTC-like bandwidth evolution used in the Java-based simulator.
Require: t, current simulation time, in seconds
ban(t), actual available bandwidth for the simulated WebRTC receiver at time t, in kbps
webRTCBan(t−1), WebRTC-like receiver bandwidth estimation at the previous time step t−1,
in kbps
Ensure: webRTCBan(t), WebRTC-like receiver bandwidth estimation at time t, in kbps
1: if t− dropT ime ≤ 15 then
2: webRTCBan(t) = (1 + 0.016)× webRTCBan(t− 1)
3: else
4: webRTCBan(t) = (1 + 0.075)× webRTCBan(t− 1)
5: end if
6: if webRTCBan(t) > ban(t) then
7: webRTCBan(t) = ban(t)
8: dropT ime = t
9: end if
10: return max (webRTCBan(t), 30)
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Figure 6.3: WebRTC bandwidth estimation (dashed line) slowly follows the available band-
width (full line). The WebRTC-like bandwidth evolution presented in Algorithm 1 (dotted
line) closely follows the real WebRTC bandwidth.
sented in Section 6.5.2 is solved using the CPLEX software9, while the K-means
algorithm has been implemented using the Weka library [25].
In order to generate a realistic behavior of the WebRTC receivers, we empiri-
cally model the characteristic pattern of the bandwidth estimated by the WebRTC
receiver, discussed in Section 6.3 and shown in Figure 6.1. This modeling, pre-
sented in Algorithm 1, allows to obtain a WebRTC-like bandwidth evolution in the
Java-based simulator. Given the actual available bandwidth at time t, the Web-
RTC bandwidth evolves following a multiplicative increase (lines 2 and 4). The
multiplicative factor depends on the time elapsed since the last detected bandwidth
drop. Particularly, the bandwidth tends to increase slowly during the few seconds
following the drop (line 1), and faster afterwards. Moreover, the WebRTC simu-
lated bandwidth cannot drop below 30 kbps (line 10), which is the minimum value
9https://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/cplex-optimizer/
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Table 6.1: Overview of the evaluated parameter configuration in the Java-based simulator,
resulting in a total of 1890 different configurations.
Parameter Value
[Bmin;Bmax] [50;2500] kbps
L 40
lmax 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10
R 5, 10, 20, 40, 80
Bitrate recomputation Static, ILP, K-means
Optimization domain Rate, PSNR
Topt 2, 4, 8, 16 s
br computation method Latest, Minimum, Average
returned by the bandwidth estimator implemented by libjitsi10. Figure 6.3 reports
the evolution of the simulated WebRTC bandwidth presented in Algorithm 1, for
the same illustrative bandwidth pattern presented in Figure 6.1. The simulated
bandwidth closely resembles the actual estimated bandwidth. It is worth stressing
that this algorithm is only used in the simulator to obtain realistic values for the
bandwidth estimations of the WebRTC receivers and is not intended to provide
an exact modeling of the WebRTC bandwidth estimation algorithm. The constant
values reported in Algorithm 1 have been set after fine tuning the algorithm on a
set of bandwidth traces collected on a real 3G network [26].
Using the described simulator, a large-scale evaluation of the parameters of
the bitrate recomputation problem is carried out, which is presented in Table 6.1.
In total, 1890 different configurations have been evaluated. To analyze the ap-
proach under realistic network conditions, we apply a different bandwidth pattern,
collected on a real 3G network [26], on each simulated WebRTC receiver. The
available bandwidth for one client fluctuates between 202 bps and 6335 kbps, with
an average of 2087 kbps and a standard deviation of 1314 kbps. Each experiment
configuration has been repeated fifteen times to guarantee statistical significance,
each iteration lasting 240 seconds. The minimum (Bmin) and maximum (Bmax)
encoding rates are fixed to 50 and 2500 kbps. Forty possible encoding levels (L)
are available, with bitrates equally spaced in the encoding rate interval. We tested
several values for the number of encoders at sender-side (lmax), ranging from 2 to
10, and number of receivers (R), from 5 to 80. This choice allows to test the frame-
work both when R ' lmax and when R  lmax. We compare the performance
of the proposed framework to a solution where the encoding bitrates are statically
fixed and are not dynamically recomputed during the experiment. When the opti-
mization takes place in the video rate domain, the static bitrates are equidistantly
assigned to 50 + l× (2500− 50)/(lmax− 1) kbps, with l = 0, 1, . . . , lmax− 1. In
the PSNR domain, the lmax static bitrates are assigned to be equidistant in terms
10https://github.com/jitsi/libjitsi/blob/master/src/org/jitsi/impl/neomedia/rtp/
sendsidebandwidthestimation/BandwidthEstimatorImpl.java
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of PSNR values in the interval [50; 2500] kbps. We generated a PSNR-like curve
to be used in the simulator, which follows a logarithmic function of the video rate,
as proposed by Schroeder et al. [27]:
PSNR = 3.136× log(rate) + 18.297 (6.6)
The generated PSNR values range between 30.56 dB and 42.77 dB for a video
rate of 50 kbps and 2500 kbps, respectively. Even though the generated PSNR
curve is artificial, it nevertheless allows us to show how the proposed bitrate re-
computation changes when carrying out the optimization in the video rate or PSNR
domain. Changing the curve would clearly change the absolute results, but the gen-
eral conclusions would still be valid nonetheless. In the ILP and K-means cases,
the recomputation period (Topt) ranges from 2 to 16 seconds. A shorter period is
desirable, as it allows to closely follow the network conditions of the receivers, but
it is computationally expensive when the solution space (defined by the number
of receivers and possible encoding levels) is large. We also tested three different
methods to compute the bandwidth measure br used in the optimization problem
in Section 6.5.2. Assuming the optimization takes place at time t and BW indi-
cates the vector containing all theN receiver bandwidth estimations in the interval
[t− Topt; t], br is calculated as follows:
Minimum: br = min(BW ) Average: br =
1
N
×
∑
i
BW (i)
Latest: br = BW (N)
(6.7)
representing the minimum bandwidth estimation in the period [t− Topt; t], the
average bandwidth estimation or the latest one, respectively.
For each receiver, we keep track of three metrics. First, the average video rate
received during the experiment. Second, the average rate loss, computed as the
difference between the available bandwidth at the receiver and the actual received
rate. The rate loss represents the gap between the rate a receiver is able to sustain
(i.e., the available bandwidth) and the rate actually received. Third, the average
PSNR value achieved by the receiver, using the above mentioned equation. It is
worth noting that the first two metrics are objective and video-independent. On
the other hand, the PSNR results depends on the employed bitrate to PSNR curve,
which is modeled as in Equation 6.6. To investigate the impact of the parameters
presented in Table 6.1, we compute for each of the 1890 experiment configurations
the average rate loss, played rate and PSNR over the whole group of clients and
over the fifteen different bandwidth configurations. When analyzing the impact
of one of the parameters listed in Table 6.1 on the performance of the system, we
keep the remaining parameters fixed to reference values that we consider realistic
for the virtual classroom scenario. Particularly, we consider as reference scenario
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Figure 6.4: Increasing the number of available encoders reduces the rate loss (6.4a) and
increases the played rate (6.4b). The proposed approach outperforms a static one, and
allows to achieve similar performance using less encoders.
the case with lmax = 4, R = 20, Topt = 8s and br computed as the latest avail-
able bandwidth estimation. This approach is used to better highlight the impact
of each single parameter on the proposed framework. Nonetheless, very similar
conclusions can be drawn when altering the reference scenario.
6.7.1.1 Optimization in the Video Rate Domain
In this section, we report the results when the optimization carried out by the con-
ference controller takes place in the video rate domain (problem formulation pre-
sented in Equation 6.1). Figure 6.4 reports the average rate loss and played rate
as a function of the number of available encoders at sender-side. Increasing the
number of encoders reduces the rate loss and increases the played rate, indepen-
dently of the used bitrate recomputation algorithm. When more encoders are used,
it is possible to follow in a more fine-grained way the bandwidth variations of the
receivers. Ideally, when each receiver is associated to a dedicated encoder, as in
classic peer-to-peer WebRTC, the rate loss would drop to zero and the played rate
would be maximized. The optimal ILP formulation, solved using the CPLEX soft-
ware, clearly provides the best results. The gains are particularly evident when
few encoders are used. When three encoders are available, the proposed dynamic
bitrate recomputation results in 17% reduced rate loss and 11% increased played
rate, compared to a static approach. Moreover, our solution is more efficient in
terms of the number of encoders, as similar performance can be reached using
fewer encoders. For instance, a similar rate loss and played rate is obtained in the
static case using four encoders as in the dynamic case using three encoders. The K-
means clustering approach reaches similar results, while being more scalable than
the ILP formulation. In terms of rate loss, the K-means approach is less than 10%
worse than the optimal formulation, when the number of encoders is small. When
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Figure 6.5: Increasing the bitrate recomputation period has a negative effect on the per-
formance of the system, as it is more difficult to follow the bandwidth variations of the re-
ceivers. Nevertheless, a longer optimization period reduces the computational complexity
of the bitrate recomputation.
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Figure 6.6: The best performance is reached when the bandwidth measure br , the input
of the bitrate recomputation problem presented in Section 6.5.2, is computed as the latest
bandwidth estimation of the receivers in the period [t− Topt; t].
the number of encoders increases, the sub-optimal clustering algorithm tends to
reach similar performance as the static case.
Another important parameter of the conference controller is the bitrate recom-
putation period, whose impact is shown in Figure 6.5. As expected, a longer op-
timization period degrades the performance of the system, both when the optimal
ILP formulation and the clustering approach is used. The relevance of the encod-
ing bitrates tends to decrease over time, as the long-term bandwidth conditions of
the receivers might change. A shorter period can reduce this side effect, but it is
more computationally expensive, especially when the number of receivers is large.
The ILP formulation and clustering algorithm presented in Section 6.5.2 take
as inputs a general bandwidth measure br for each receiver. This bandwidth mea-
sure is a function of the bandwidth estimations of a particular receiver in the pe-
riod [t− Topt; t] and can be computed as described in Equation 6.7. Particularly,
we compute br as the minimum or average bandwidth estimation in the period
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Figure 6.7: The relative gain of the proposed approach compared to a static one tends to
decrease as the number of receivers increases.
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Figure 6.8: As the number of receivers increases, the dynamic recomputation results in
more stable and less variable encoding bitrates.
[t− Topt; t] or as the latest available bandwidth estimation. Figure 6.6 reports the
rate loss and played rate, for both the ILP formulation and K-means algorithm,
when the different bandwidth measure methods are used. In both the ILP and K-
means cases, using the latest available bandwidth estimation as input for the bitrate
recomputation yields the best results. The bandwidth estimation of WebRTC is not
instantaneous but takes into account previous estimations as well. Moreover, the
bandwidth evolution is rather slow in order to avoid congesting the video channel.
This behavior is clearly visible in the exponential evolution captured by Algorithm
1 and visible in Figure 6.3. When br is computed as the average bandwidth estima-
tion over the entire optimization period, old, non-relevant values are also included.
Conversely, the latest bandwidth estimation best represents the actual bandwidth
conditions of the receivers.
To conclude this analysis, we investigate whether the number of receivers has
any influence on the performance of the system (Figure 6.7). Interestingly, the
relative gain of the dynamic bitrate recomputation decreases with the number of
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Figure 6.9: Evolution of the PSNR as a function of the number of encoders (6.9a) and the
optimization period (6.9b).
receivers. For ten receivers, the rate loss is decreased by 31% when using the ILP
formulation. This value decreases to 10% when eighty receivers are simulated.
When the number of receivers is large, it becomes more difficult to recompute
the bitrates in order to follow the bandwidth evolution of each individual receiver.
As an example, Figure 6.8 reports the encoding bitrates evolution over time, for
ten and eighty clients, with four available encoders. In the eighty receivers case,
the recomputed bitrates are more stable than in the ten receivers case. In other
words, when the number of receivers is large, the encoding bitrates tend to change
less, resulting in a behavior that is more similar to a static association. In terms
of scalability, even in the 80 receivers case, the optimal solution using the ILP
formulation can always be found in less than 100 ms, when the experiments are
carried out on a 2x Hexacore Intel E5645 (2.4GHz) CPU machine with 24GB
RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04. A more in-depth analysis on the scalability of the
proposed approach is reported in Section 6.7.1.4.
6.7.1.2 Optimization in the PSNR Domain
In this section, we briefly present the results when the bitrate recomputation is car-
ried out in the PSNR domain (Equations 6.2 and 6.6). As for the optimization in
the video rate domain, we consider as reference scenario the case with lmax = 4,
R = 20, Topt = 8s and br computed as the latest available bandwidth estimation.
Figure 6.9a shows the evolution of the PSNR as a function of the number of en-
coders. Also in this case, increasing the number of encoders allows to increase the
achieved PSNR. Compared to Figure 6.4b, the gain of the proposed approach is
higher when few encoders are used, but decreases faster as the number of encoders
increases. The optimization period plays a similar role as in Section 6.7.1.1. A
longer optimization period results in poorer performance, as the encoding bitrates
might not be representative anymore of the varying bandwidth conditions of the
receivers. Similar results as those reported in the previous section are obtained for
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Figure 6.10: The rate loss increases when the optimization is carried out in the PSNR
domain. Similarly, the PSNR decreases when the optimization takes place in the video rate
domain.
the br computation methods and the influence of the number of clients. For space
reasons, these results are therefore omitted.
6.7.1.3 Comparison Between Video Rate and PSNR Domain Optimization
The goal of this section is to highlight the difference in performance arising when
the bitrate recomputation is carried out in the video rate or PSNR domain. For
this reason, we selected a particular configuration with twenty receivers and four
available encoders, and report the average rate loss and average PSNR obtained
using a static approach and the ILP formulation. In this last case, the optimization
period is fixed to eight seconds and br is computed as the latest available bandwidth
estimations of the receivers. Figure 6.10a reports the rate loss for the static and ILP
approaches. When the optimization is carried out in the video rate domain, the goal
is to reduce the rate loss itself (see objective function in Equation 6.1). Therefore,
the rate loss is lower compared to the optimization in the PSNR domain, for both
approaches. A similar conclusion can be drawn for the PSNR. The improvement in
terms of PSNR in the static case clearly shows how the bitrate allocation changes
when the objective is to maximize the video quality itself, rather than the achieved
video rate. Even though the rate loss increases by 18%, the PSNR itself increases
by more than 1 dB. It is worth stressing though that the PSNR results depend on
the streamed video, while the rate loss is an independent and objective metric.
Moreover, we assume in this chapter that the PSNR curve is pre-computed and
available at the conference controller. In reality, the PSNR curve is not available
and has to be estimated online by the conference controller.
6.7.1.4 Scalability Analysis
Besides being able to provide good performance in terms of rate loss and played
rate, the proposed recomputation algorithms have to be able to compute the new
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Figure 6.11: The proposed ILP formulation can scale well up to 128 receivers. On the
contrary, the K-means algorithm can always provide a solution in less than 130 ms, even
when the number of receivers is high.
set of encoding bitrates in a fraction of the optimization period. This requirement
is necessary to guarantee that the new set of bitrates is still representative of the
receivers’ bandwidth conditions. In order to test the scalability of the ILP formu-
lation and K-means algorithm, we perform a series of experiments with increasing
number of clients, from 2 to 2048, and number of encoders, equal to 3 and 12.
In the ILP case, we also test the influence of the parameter L, which indicates the
number of possible encoding levels in the [Bmin;Bmax] interval (see Section 6.5.2
and Table 6.1). The solution space of the ILP formulation depends on the number
of receivers R and the number of possible encoding levels L, among which the
lmax final encoding bitrates are selected. The results of this analysis are presented
in Figure 6.11. All the experiments are carried out on a 2x Hexacore Intel E5645
(2.4GHz) CPU machine with 24GB RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04. Independently
of the number of encoders and the number of possible encoding levels L, the ILP
formulation can scale well up to 128 clients, providing a solution in less than 260
ms in the worst case scenario. This aspect entails that in a virtual classroom sce-
nario, where the number of students is usually below 100, an optimal solution
can always be computed. Depending on the value of L, more or less receivers
can be supported using the ILP formulation. When L = 20 for instance, the ILP
can still scale in the 512 clients case. Nevertheless, reducing this value too much
can negatively affect the performance of the system. The number of possible en-
coding levels should indeed provide a fine-grained discretization of the encoding
interval [Bmin;Bmax], among which the ILP formulation can choose the encoding
bitrates. The K-means clustering algorithm is instead able to scale extremely well,
even for 2048 receivers, and provide the new encoding bitrates in less than 130 ms,
in all cases. In light of the above, the ILP formulation can be used in nominal con-
ditions, when the number of receivers is small, while the K-means algorithm can
be employed when a large crowd of students attends the remote teaching session.
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Figure 6.12: The emulated setup on the imec iLab.t Virtual Wall is composed of several
WebRTC sub-senders and receivers implemented using the Google Chrome browser and
one conference controller implemented using the Jitsi-Videobridge (Section 6.6).
Table 6.2: Overview of evaluated parameter configuration in the emulation testbed, result-
ing in a total of 24 different configurations.
Parameter Value
[Bmin;Bmax] [50;2500] kbps
L 40
lmax 3, 4, 5
R 10, 28
Bitrate recomputation Static, ILP
Optimization domain Rate
Topt 4, 8, 16 s
br computation method Latest
6.7.2 Emulation Results
In this section, we investigate the performance of the proposed framework in a re-
alistic virtual classroom scenario, using the emulation testbed presented in Section
6.6, which allows to test all the functionalities of the conference controller (namely
dynamic forwarding, bitrate recomputation and probing) with real software com-
ponents. In the testbed, each WebRTC receiver is a separate physical machine
running a Google Chrome browser, connected to the conference controller via a
set of routers (see Figure 6.12). A different bandwidth trace is applied on the
red dashed links connecting the routers to the receivers, while the black full links
are over-provisioned. The single sender is split into several WebRTC sub-senders
directly connected to the controller.
As in Section 6.7.1, we evaluate the system under different configuration set-
tings, summarized in Table 6.2. The number of encoder (lmax) varies between 3
and 5, while the number of receivers (R) is equal to 10 or 28, which represent a
typical virtual classroom scenario. Besides the static association, only the ILP for-
mulation is tested. As shown in Section 6.7.1.4, an optimal solution can be found
in less than 260 ms when the number of clients is less than 128. Therefore, we
only present results for the optimal recomputation. The optimization takes place
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Figure 6.13: In emulation, probing allows to more than double the played rate, compared
to a scenario where probing is disabled.
in the video rate domain only. The other parameters are similar to those presented
in Table 6.1, to allow for an easy comparison between simulation and emulation.
The latest available bandwidth estimation has been chosen as computation method
for br. In Section 6.7.1.1, we showed that this choice leads to the best results. For
consistency, the same 3G bandwidth traces used in the simulation experiments are
also used in the emulation testbed. This aspect entails that the simulated and emu-
lated WebRTC receivers are applied with the same bandwidth patterns, to guaran-
tee consistency. Each experiment configuration has been repeated fifteen times to
guarantee statistical significance, each iteration lasting 240 seconds. No real video
capture is carried out by the encoders. Instead, a predefined video was used as
input for the encoders11.
For each emulated iteration, we compute the average rate loss and played rate
over the entire group of receivers, and present the average results over the fifteen
emulated iterations. Each point of the graphs is also associated with the 10% and
90% quantiles over the fifteen iterations.
6.7.2.1 Bandwidth Probing Effect
We start our analysis by first investigating the impact of the bandwidth probing
algorithm, presented in Section 6.5.3, on the performance of the proposed frame-
work. We select a configuration with 28 receivers and the static encoding bitrate
allocation. This choice allows to isolate the benefits of probing as opposed to those
due to the dynamic recomputation. The number of encoders varies between 3 and
5. When probing is enabled, the parameters λmax and η (see Section 6.5.3) are
fixed to 0.4 and 0.875, respectively. Preliminary results showed that these values
provide the best probing performance. The results of this analysis are presented
in Figure 6.13. When probing is enabled, the average played rate increases by 2.6
and 1.9 times in the three and five encoders case, respectively. When probing is
disabled, the receivers and the conference controller, which acts as an end-point for
11https://media.xiph.org/video/derf/y4m/factory 1080p30.y4m
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Figure 6.14: Impact of the optimization on the rate loss of the different bitrate recomputa-
tion approaches. The ILP formulation provides the best results. The difference between a
dynamic and static association decreases when the optimization period increases.
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Figure 6.15: Impact of the optimization period on the played rate on the different bitrate
recomputation approaches. As expected, the rate decreases as the optimization period in-
creases, with the ILP formulation reaching the best performance.
the receivers in our framework, can only rely on the video traffic itself to perform
the bandwidth estimation, which is not sufficient to correctly estimate the capacity
of the channel. For this reason, the controller has to directly perform the band-
width probing task that in a standard WebRTC architecture would be performed
by the senders themselves. The bandwidth probing procedure presented in Section
6.5.3 can effectively improve the estimation of the receivers’ bandwidth, which
consequently results in an increased video rate delivered to the receivers. In light
of these results, the remaining experiments in this section have all been carried out
by enabling bandwidth probing at the conference controller.
6.7.2.2 Algorithm Comparison
In this section, we investigate the actual gains of the proposed framework using
emulation. The results of the 24 different configurations summarized in Table 6.2
are reported in Figures 6.14 and 6.15. For the sake of brevity, we only report the re-
sults for the experiments with 28 receivers. Very similar results are obtained in the
case with 10 receivers, which we therefore omit. Overall, the rate loss decreases
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Figure 6.16: The performance reached by the proposed framework on the emulation testbed
is worse compared to that obtained with the Java-based simulator, both in terms of average
rate loss (6.16a) and played rate (6.16b).
by 20% when the ILP formulation is used. The gains are higher for a low number
of encoders and when the optimization period is shorter. For instance, for the ILP
formulation, the average rate loss improves by 23%, 19% and 17% when three,
four and five encoders are available, respectively. These results clearly show the
benefits of the proposed framework. In terms of played rate, the average gain when
using the ILP formulation is about 11%. The results presented in this section thor-
oughly confirm the trends and analyses performed using the Java-based simulator
and the gains brought by the proposed framework. In the next section, we high-
light the main difference between emulation and simulation and the optimizations
that can further improve the performance of the proposed framework.
6.7.2.3 Comparison Between Emulation and Simulation
In order to compare the results obtained with the Java-based simulator and the
emulation testbed, we select a configuration with 28 receivers, five available en-
coders and eight seconds optimization period, for the ILP formulation. The same
experiment configuration was repeated in both simulation and emulation. The cor-
respondent results are presented in Figure 6.16. Compared to simulation, the rate
loss increases by about 25 kbps for all the different approaches, while the average
played rate decreases by almost 180 kbps in the emulation testbed. Nonetheless,
the relative performance among the different approaches is very similar in both
simulation and emulation. This difference is mainly due to the way the receivers’
bandwidth is estimated in simulation and emulation. The WebRTC-like bandwidth
estimation presented in Algorithm 1 is modeled after the real bandwidth estimation
pattern of a classical WebRTC streaming, where the sender can probe the available
bandwidth of the receiver by altering the encoding bitrate of the video itself. In
emulation instead, probing traffic is artificially generated by the controller using
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the procedure explained in Section 6.5.3. Although effective, as shown in Section
6.7.2.1, the receivers’ bandwidth estimation performed at the conference controller
in emulation evolves more slowly than in simulation and is on average lower. This
aspect is directly reflected on the average rate loss and played rate of the receivers.
This analysis points out the need for an efficient probing algorithm at the confer-
ence controller, that can further improve the end-to-end bandwidth estimation of
the receivers.
6.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, a framework has been proposed for the efficient delivery of Web-
RTC streams in the context of remote video collaboration applications. Classical
streaming techniques as HTTP adaptive streaming cannot guarantee the low la-
tency and interactivity required in these scenarios. Consequently, the open-source
browser-based WebRTC protocol has been used instead. In order to overcome the
scalability issues of a classical WebRTC peer-to-peer architecture, only a few en-
coders are used at sender-side, where each encoder transmits to several WebRTC
receivers at the same time. This choice allows to scale the proposed approach to a
large number of receivers and reduce the encoding costs. A conference controller,
implemented using the Jitsi-Videobridge software, dynamically forwards the most
suitable stream to each receiver, to accommodate fast bandwidth variations and
ensure a continuous playout. Besides this short-term adaptation, the controller pe-
riodically recomputes the set of encoding bitrates to better follow the long-term
network conditions of the receivers. The optimal solution to the bitrate recom-
putation problem has been found using an ILP formulation when the number of
receivers is small, and in an approximate but fast way using the K-means cluster-
ing algorithm. Both simulation and emulation results confirm the gains brought by
the proposed approach, which was tested in a one-to-many remote collaboration
scenario, typical in virtual classrooms, for example. In an emulated scenario with
28 receivers and one sender equipped with three encoders, the proposed frame-
work can increase the delivered video rate up to 15%, compared to a static, fixed
association of the encoding bitrates. Moreover, the dynamic recomputation is more
efficient than a static approach, as less encoders are needed to obtain similar per-
formance. For the same configuration mentioned above, similar results in terms of
rate loss and played rate are obtained using a static association and four encoders
at sender-side and the proposed dynamic recomputation with three encoders.
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7
Conclusions
“Quod scripsi, scripsi.”
–John 19:22
In this dissertation, several optimizations have been proposed for the efficient
delivery of adaptive video streaming services. These solutions make extensive use
of network components, developed and deployed to support the video clients and
improve their final Quality of Experience (QoE). In this section, we review the
challenges addressed in this dissertation and outline several research directions
currently arising in the field of multimedia delivery, which we believe will be
relevant in future years.
7.1 Review of the Addressed Challenges
Each of the chapters of this dissertation have addressed one of the challenges dis-
cussed in Chapter 1, as summarized in the following.
Challenge #1: provide a video streaming service that is fair to the end user
from the QoE point of view. To this aim, we have proposed in Chapter 3 an
in-network system of coordination proxies, coupled with a new client-based rate
adaptation heuristic. Classical HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) systems can suf-
fer from fairness problems when multiple clients stream a video at the same time
using the same bottleneck links. To relieve this issue, the in-network system com-
putes an estimate of the fair bandwidth share among the competing clients, and
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communicates this measurement to the video clients, which do not need to com-
municate among each other. This fairness value is used by the clients to request the
video quality that can both optimize their own QoE while being fair to the other
users. Several experiments have been carried out to test the proposed in-network
system. Particularly, the solution is able to increase the average QoE by almost
20% while improving fairness, computed as the QoE standard deviation, with al-
most 80% compared to several benchmarking heuristics. The proposed approach
has also been shown to be robust towards malicious clients that deliberately neglect
to collaborate and towards malfunctioning of the in-network system. These results
have been obtained without negatively impacting the performance of other adapta-
tion heuristics, in an heterogeneous scenario where different clients are equipped
with different heuristics.
Challenge #2: avoid annoying interruptions, also called freezes, during the
video playback. Chapter 4 therefore has presented a network controller, based on
the Software-Defined Networking (SDN) principle and OpenFlow, that can tem-
porarily prioritize the delivery of particular video segments to avoid the occurrence
of a freeze. The network controller intercepts the HTTP GET requests sent by the
clients when requesting a new segment and, based on these requests, estimates the
clients’ buffer status. Using this information, the requested quality and the network
bandwidth, a prioritization algorithm, located at the controller, decides whether the
requested segment should be prioritized or not. The proposed framework does not
require an explicit communication between controller and clients and can optimize
the behavior of any adaptation heuristic. Results obtained on an emulation setup
implemented using state-of-the-art software have confirmed the benefits of prior-
itization. A dimensioning study has been initially performed, which allowed to
guarantee that the proposed prioritization system does not negatively influence the
performance of cross-traffic applications, modeled as web-browsing and progres-
sive download clients. Next, a comparison has been performed with several HAS
heuristics, which showed that the prioritization controller can almost completely
eliminate video freezes in a wide range of scenarios, with varying cross-traffic
loads, network bandwidth and client configurations. Moreover, a scalability study
has confirmed that the proposed system can control and optimize the performance
of several thousand clients at the same time.
Challenge #3: increase the adaptability of the network elements to support
unseen video streaming scenarios, reducing human hand-tuning. For this reason,
a machine learning-based prioritization controller has been developed in Chapter
5, which autonomously learns when a video segment should be prioritized. De-
spite the good performance of the priorization algorithm presented in Chapter 4,
the proposed prioritization system requires a certain degree of tuning and relies on
specific estimated measurements obtained from the video clients (e.g., the buffer
level). Such a hard-coded approach might be sub-optimal in certain streaming sce-
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narios. Therefore, a machine learning algorithm based on Random Undersampling
Boosting (RUSBoost) has been used in Chapter 5 to perform the prioritization
task. The algorithm is trained off-line to correlate information such as the network
bandwidth and the inter-arrival time of consecutive HTTP GET requests to the
occurrence of video freezes. The resulting prioritization policy can successfully
foresee the occurrence of freezes not only when the streaming conditions are sim-
ilar to the training settings, but also in case of unseen videos, client heuristics and
network topologies. Compared to a baseline heuristic not optimized by prioritiza-
tion, the machine learning approach has been able to reduce video freeze by 65%
and freeze time by 45%. Moreover, it has been shown that a distributed network
of independent prioritization controllers is still able to provide good performance
even in a multi-bottleneck network topology.
Challenge #4: reduce costs and increase scalability and performance for inter-
active streaming applications. Therefore, Chapter 6 has presented a scalable Web
Real-Time Communication (WebRTC) framework for remote video collaboration
applications, as remote teaching or telehealth. HAS techniques cannot be em-
ployed in this case, as remote collaboration applications require very low-latency
and interactivity. Therefore, the WebRTC standard has been used in Chapter 6.
Since WebRTC is peer-to-peer by design, scalability problems can arise when a
large number of peers participate at the same remote session. In classic WebRTC,
the sender would need to encode a separate, independent stream for each receiver.
To relieve this scalability issue, a framework has been proposed to support the
delivery of real-time WebRTC streams. In the proposed framework, the sender
only needs to encode a limited amount of streams at different bitrates. A confer-
ence controller receives these streams and forwards them to the receivers based on
their bandwidth conditions. Moreover, the controller periodically recomputes the
encoding bitrates of the sender, using an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formu-
lation, so that the bitrates are close and representative of the bandwidth conditions
of the receivers. The proposed framework has been tested in a one-to-many re-
mote collaboration scenario, where most of the interaction among the participants
is dominated by a single peer. As an example, this interaction is typical in a vir-
tual classroom, where most of the communication occurs from the lecturer to the
students. Simulation and emulation results have confirmed the gains of the pro-
posed approach. Particularly, in a scenario with 28 receivers and three encoders at
sender-side, the proposed framework has been able to increase the rate obtained by
the receivers by almost 15%, compared to a solution where the encoding bitrates
are fixed and do not change over time. Moreover, the proposed dynamic recompu-
tation has proven to be more cost-efficient than a static association, meaning that
similar performance can be obtained using less encoders at sender-side.
In addition to the above mentioned challenges, Chapter 2 presented an elab-
orated survey of the research efforts carried out in the adaptive video streaming
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Figure 7.1: In tiled VR streaming, the 360◦ video is divided into spatial regions. Only tiles
belonging to the viewport are streamed at the highest quality, to save bandwidth.
domain, with a particular focus on network- and service-assisted solutions, and
optimizations taking place at the application or transport layer. Moreover, a set
of guidelines and recommendations have been given to identify which solution is
more tailored to improve specific QoE factors, as freezes or video quality, and its
deployment complexity.
7.2 Future Directions and Challenges
As reported and analyzed throughout this PhD thesis, several consistent improve-
ments have been developed to optimize the QoE of adaptive streaming services.
Nevertheless, several new challenges are emerging, which will need to be ad-
dressed by the multimedia management community in the near future. In this
section, the main challenges and the newly arising opportunities associated with
them are identified.
7.2.1 Immersive Video Streaming
Virtual Reality (VR) devices are quickly becoming accessible to a large public. It
is therefore expected that the demand for 360◦ immersive videos will grow consis-
tently in the next years. In VR streaming, the user is immersed in a virtual environ-
ment and can dynamically and freely decide the preferred viewing position, called
viewport. Unfortunately, VR streaming is often affected by low quality nowadays,
due to the high bandwidth requirements of 360◦ videos. Viewport-dependent so-
lutions have often been proposed for VR streaming, as they are able to reduce
the bandwidth required to stream the VR video [1, 2]. In viewport-dependent
streaming, only the portion of the video actually watched by the user is streamed
at the highest quality. The rest of the video, which is outside the viewport and
is therefore less important, can be streamed at a lower quality or not streamed at
all. Viewport-dependent streaming can be obtained using online transcoding oper-
ations, as foveat-based encoding [1], or by spatially tiling the video [2], as shown
in Figure 7.1. This last possibility is extremely interesting in the HAS domain, as
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MPEG-DASH has recently standardized a new specification, called spatial repre-
sentation description, to support tile-based streaming [3]. In the context of tiled
VR streaming, three important questions should be answered. First, how to priori-
tize the delivery of viewport tiles as opposed to tiles outside the viewport? Clearly,
tiles in view should be delivered faster than the others. The new HTTP/2 protocol,
with its new features as server push, stream prioritization and multiplexing, can
represent a possible solution [4]. Second, how to predict where a user is going to
watch in the near future? When moving, the user can reach regions of the video at
lower qualities. It is therefore important to predict these changes in order to pro-
vide a seamless transition when the user moves. As an example, Fan et al. propose
a recurrent neural network to estimate the fixation point for 360◦ videos [5]. Third,
what is the effect on QoE of watching regions at different qualities? Despite the
benefits of prediction algorithms, the user can still be presented with a viewport at
different quality levels. The impact of this behavior on QoE should be investigated
to provide an important input for future tile-based rate adaptation heuristics.
7.2.2 HTTP Adaptive Streaming over QUIC
As discussed in Chapter 2, several advantages can be obtained when the transport
layer is modified to better support streaming traffic. Unfortunately, TCP modifi-
cations are difficult to deploy, as TCP resides in the system kernel of a device.
To relief this issue, Google has recently proposed a new transport layer protocol,
called the Quick UDP Internet Connection (QUIC) protocol [6]. Being based on
UDP, QUIC can be implemented in the user space rather than the kernel, and can
therefore be deployed and updated more easily than TCP. To guarantee reliabil-
ity, QUIC has to implement a congestion control algorithm, similarly as for TCP.
Any kind of congestion control algorithms can be implemented and, therefore, also
those already developed for TCP, as CUBIC [7] or the new BBR algorithm pro-
posed by Google [8]. QUIC provides several interesting improvements compared
to TCP. First, 0-RTT connection establishment when client and server have already
communicated in the past, which helps reducing latency. Second, true multiplex-
ing of HTTP/2 streams at the transport level, as opposed to standard TCP that
still introduces head-of-line blocking when the packets of a certain stream are lost.
Third, the possibility to easily deploy new congestion control algorithms. The
Google QUIC team reports a rebuffering rate reduction of YouTube playbacks by
18.0% for desktop users and 15.3% for mobile users [9], when using QUIC com-
pared to standard TCP. Moreover, the number of videos played at their optimal rate
increases by 2.9% for desktop and by 4.6% for mobile users, respectively. These
results have been obtained by deploying the QUIC protocol globally for Google
services. As pointed out by this work, QUIC introduces major innovations that can
be useful in HAS, and is especially useful whenever network congestion, loss, and
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RTT are high. Nevertheless, a formal analysis of adaptive streaming over QUIC
has only been marginally investigated [10], and is still missing at the moment. In
light of the above, what is the impact of QUIC on adaptive streaming and in which
network conditions does it outperform standard TCP? Moreover, is it possible to
develop a congestion control algorithm tailored on the adaptive streaming needs?
TCP modifications are somewhat limited by the actual applicability of the solution
and the a priori limitations of TCP. As listed above, QUIC opens up a new range
of possibilities to develop real HAS-aware congestion control algorithms.
7.2.3 Traffic Encryption
Nowadays, privacy and security have become two of the main requirements for
Internet users. Therefore, it is expected that an increasingly larger portion of Inter-
net traffic will be encrypted in the next few years. As an example, QUIC traffic is
encrypted by design while HTTP/2 is only supported with encryption enabled by
web browsers. This trend concerns video streaming applications as well. Despite
being beneficial from a user perspective, traffic encryption can pose a serious chal-
lenge on network operations. Most of the network-assisted solutions developed
to optimize adaptive video streams rely on the possibility of intercepting and an-
alyzing video traffic to carry out their optimizations. Encryption will make these
solutions more and more difficult to apply in future years, unless the streaming
provider and the network provider overlap or agree to collaborate. In order to al-
low network-based solutions to fully optimize HAS streams, QoE factors would
need to be estimated. Consequently, is it possible to infer QoE factors inside the
network for encrypted HAS traffic? Machine learning algorithms will play a very
relevant role in this case. For instance, Dimopoulos et al. have shown that it is
possible to classify QoE events for YouTube encrypted traffic, in terms of stalls,
quality switches and average quality [11]. A similar conclusion is also drawn by
Orsolic et al. [12]. A strong research focus is expected in this area, to create predic-
tion algorithms that can classify encrypted traffic online and with high accuracy,
two requirements for the applicability of network-assisted solutions. Moreover,
the impact of encryption on user experience has not been investigated so far. In
other words, what is the contribution of encryption in video streaming on the users’
QoE? For example, a user might be willing to trade a certain level of encryption in
exchange of a superior QoE, which can be provided by using network solutions. In
the future, we can expect personalized QoE models including privacy and security
together with classical video streaming metrics.
7.2.4 Personalized QoE-Centric Control
As reported in Chapter 2, a large body of research has investigated how to improve
the delivery of adaptive video streams, taking QoE parameters explicitly into ac-
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count. Despite that, these works still suffer from three inefficiencies. First, the em-
ployed QoE models are developed to capture the behavior of the ”average” user,
and are therefore not personalized. Second, standard models do not consider the
context in which the streaming session takes place. Third, only the QoE model of
the users is inserted into the control loop, but not the user itself. In other words, the
actual online user experience is not captured and is not used in the online optimiza-
tion of the streaming service. Three challenges can be identified in the domain of
personalized QoE-centric control. First, how can a QoE model for HAS, which is
representative of the specific, rather than aggregate, user behavior be created? Es-
timating QoE does not only involve application-level parameters, such as switches
or freezes, but also sensorial inputs and context [13, 14]. Current smartphones and
tablets are already equipped with several sensors (e.g., GPS, light sensors etc.), and
wearable devices will allow to obtain even more fine-grained information on the
user status (e.g., heart level, eye-tracking etc.). Using both network-, application-
and user-level parameters will allow to create real personalized QoE models. Sec-
ond, where should the QoE model computation be carried out? Machine learning
algorithms represent a good candidate for the correlation of the aforementioned
different parameters. As the input space increases though, it could become impos-
sible to learn such a complex model directly on the user’s device. Offloading such
computational intensive task to the cloud can represent a viable solution. In this
scenario, the real-time delay restrictions of the QoE modeling task should be care-
fully taken into account. Third, how can the online feedback of the user be included
into the control of the adaptive streaming service? This feedback can be both ex-
plicit, if the user can directly rate the viewing experience, and implicit, when the
sensorial information is used to estimate the personalized user’s QoE. Particularly,
a complex model that encompasses not only application-level but also user-level
parameters could be used to estimate on-the-fly and online the real QoE of the
specific user. This aspect opens up the possibility to control the service directly at
the user level, in order to enforce specific QoE levels that are representative of the
real way the user perceives the video streaming session.
7.2.5 Video Delivery for Low-Latency and High-Mobility
Applications
Low-latency streaming applications, as immersive streaming, gaming and real-
time communication, will become dominant in future years. Moreover, the current
trend for telecommunication networks is to evolve towards large scale deployments
that can encompass billions of devices, the so-called Internet of Things (IoT).
Many of these devices will have streaming capabilities as well. For instance, as
vehicles are becoming smart and connected, in-car entertainment services and ap-
plications will gain momentum. Swarms of drones are already being deployed to
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monitor and support the coverage of live events or emergency operations. All these
scenarios can be characterized by a high degree of mobility, low-latency or relia-
bility requirements, or a combination thereof. Even though mobility and latency
have already been investigated in the adaptive streaming domain, a shift occurs in
the delivery architecture of these new applications. As an example, autonomous
cars can both stream from a stable network infrastructure or from each other [15].
In light of the above, how can continuous, reliable and low-latency video streams
be provided in an IoT scenario? Adaptive video streaming will have a central role
to enable these dynamic services, especially when combined with new network
paradigms as 5G and softwarized networks [16]. 5G will be able to support both
traditional forms of communication and more unstructured ones, as machine-to-
machine communication. This aspect entails that the network has to be flexible
and able to dynamically reconfigure itself, depending on the application and its
requirements. Context-awareness, both applicable in the video client and in the
network, will also be crucial in this domain. In such a dynamic ecosystem, clients’
conditions can drastically change or be extremely unreliable. Being aware of these
characteristics will be essential to provide the best service to the final users.
7.2.6 Open Software and Dataset Availability
One of the efforts that was carried out during this thesis was the development of
emulation software to compare the performance of the proposed solutions with
state-of-the-art algorithms. One of the main procedural challenges that complicate
this task is the lack of a common open-source platform or framework that would
allow to compare different strategies among each other. Some attempts in this di-
rection have already been carried out, for example by De Cicco et al. and Schwarz-
mann et al. [17, 18]. The former allows to easily compare different rate adaptation
heuristics, while the latter allows to compare network-assisted strategies. Stohr et
al. implements an emulation environment for the systematical comparison and
analysis of different DASH players and rate adaptation heuristics [19]. Moreover,
open access to experimentation facilities and testbeds1 can stimulate research ef-
forts in this direction. Public datasets, in terms of HAS videos [20] or bandwidth
conditions [21, 22], are also very important when it comes to the replicability of
results. This trend should be encouraged in future years, in order provide a com-
mon ground for the development and comparison of new and existing solutions in
the adaptive streaming domain.
1https://www.fed4fire.eu/
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